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Summary

The Innovative Control Effectors (ICE) program was jointly sponsored by Wright Labo-

ratory (WL/FIGC) and the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division (NAWCAD) to

investigate innovative aerodynamic control concepts for fighter aircraft without vertical

tails. Land-based and carrier-based configurations were analyzed to determine the flying

qualities, performance, and airplane-level integration impacts of the innovative controls.

Five control concepts were evaluated for their potential to provide sufficient lateral-.

directional control power to a highly maneuverable tailless fighter. They were: (1) all-

moving wing tip (AMT); (2) spoiler-slot-deflector (SSD); (3) differential leading edge

flaps (DLEF); (4) deployable rudder (DRUD); (5) lower surface spoiler (LSP). The first

three concepts were selected as having the greatest potential following a screening study.

Detailed evaluations of the three selected controllers against baseline tailless fighter con-

figurations employing "conventional" control concepts (e.g., spoilers, clamshells, etc.)

included low-speed, high-speed and high AOA flying qualities performance, structural

weight and subsystem integration impacts, signature performance, carrier suitability, and

range/transonic acceleration impacts. The AMT was evaluated as the best all-round con-

trol effector of those investigated. The SSD and DLEF ranked 2nd and 3rd, respectively.

Land-based and carrier-based configurations employing the AMT for yaw control in place

of more conventional control concepts realized a 700 lbs and 400 lbs weight savings, re-

spectively. Furthermore, these configurations enjoyed a 16% and 21% range improve-

ment over their respective baselines.

Radar cross-section (RCS) performance evaluations were completed using computational

analysis tools. RCS models with undeflected and deflected control surfaces were ana-

lyzed. Configurations employing the AMT and SSD performed well considering no con-s -

trol deflections. The AMT configuration performed well compared to the baseline RCS

model when the control surfaces were deflected; whereas the SSD configuration per-

formed poorly. These evaluations did not include the effects of material treatments,

ii
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hinges, pivot trunions or other actuation details that will make integration for low-RCS

challenging.

Future work should focus on: (1) structural modeling to evaluate the aeroelastic effects

on AMT and SSD control effectiveness; (2) additional detailed RCS testing and analysis

to evaluate the effects of actuation details on RCS performance as well as potential mate-

rial treatment suites to maintain signature performance; and (3) low-speed, transonic and

rotary balance wind tunnel testing to refine the aerodynamic database for the selected in-

novative control effectors.
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Forward

The Innovative Control Effectors (ICE) program was sponsored jointly by Wright Labo-

ratory FIGC at Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio and the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft

Division (NAWCAD) located in Warminster, Pennsylvania. The USAF program man-

ager and technical monitor was Mr. William Gillard. The Navy program manager and

technical monitor was Mr. Steve Hynes. This work was performed under USAF contract

number F33615-94-C-3610 between September 1994 and January 1996.

The Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems (LMTAS) program manager was Mr.

Kenneth M. Dorsett. Many people supplied their time and technical talents to this effort.

The principle investigators are listed below:

"* Stability & Control Analysis-Ken Dorsett, Patrick Forner, Alan Albright

"* Control Law Design & Analysis-Naji Yakzan, John Bessolo, John Virnig

"* Configuration Design-Gary Anderson, Brian Kiger, Mark Witte, Ron Stroud

"* Signature Integration-Dave Mehl

"* Aeromechanics-Bert Webb

" Flight Mechanics-Mike Yokell

" Mass Properties-Doug McMahon, Doug Sanders

" Structural Integration and Analysis-Bill Benner, Phil Perdan, Mike Henson, Carl

Fink

" Hydraulic System Analysis-Darwin White, Ted Savard

"* Technical Advisory Group-Russ Killingsworth, Fred Robertson, Spence Peters

"* Engineering Administration-Bill Thias

"* Editing and Technical Content-Chris Stewart
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1 Introduction

The recent application of low-signature technologies to high performance aircraft has led

to new constraints in air vehicle design. Signature-related geometry considerations and

higher standards for maneuverability are driving the need for new and innovative control

concepts for tactical aircraft.

Constraints on aircraft configuration and controls are required to achieve reduced detec-

tion signature and increased survivability in the current air combat environment. Low ra-

dar cross section (RCS) design practices manifest themselves in the form of external

shaping, elimination of vertical control surfaces, and alignment of control surface edges

with external airframe edges. As a result, aircraft designed for low RCS require new

control concepts to achieve the required maneuvering capability and tactical utility

throughout the flight envelope.

Additionally, new benchmarks for fighter maneuverability have been demonstrated with

the emergence of the YF-22, Su-27/Su-35 and the F-16 multi-axis thrust vectoring

(MATV) demonstration. Piloted simulation studies have shown significant benefits to

air-to-air combat using high angle-of-attack (AOA) or post-stall maneuvering 1 . Trying to

satisfy both low-signature and high agility requirements results in pushing the target de-

sign space into the far comer of the technology envelope (Figure 1-1).
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Increasing Agility

Figure 1-1 High AOA Agility and Low Observability Combine to Force Technology

into the Corners of the Envelope

Configurations without vertical tails offer unique integration challenges driven by flight

control and RCS concerns. Oftentimes, a control suite integrated into a tailless fighter

configuration exhibits a high degree of coupling about all three axes (pitch, roll and yaw)

and the controls interact aerodynamically to introduce complex nonlinearities into the

problem of control allocation. It is also typical for tailless fighters to exhibit relaxed

static stability in both pitch and yaw axes, requiring prioritization of control power to the

appropriate axes to retain control under conditions when control rate and authority limits

are reached. Unlike their predecessors, tailless fighters typically have highly coupled,

interactive control suites that require unique approaches to control power integration.

1.1 Background

The innovative control effectors (ICE) program was conceived in 1993 to investigate the

potential for new and innovative methods for stabilization and control of high perform-

ance, low all-aspect signature fighters. Sponsored by both Wright Laboratory (W.FIGC)

and the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWCAD), Phase I of the ICE program involved an

2
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18-month effort including: (1) selection of a baseline vehicle and innovative control con-

cept(s); (2) investigation of the performance of each control effector; (3) evaluation of the

integration impacts of each concept; (4) development of a risk reduction plan to imple-

ment the control concepts and (5) documentation of the study.

Two configuration concepts were defined as baseline vehicles. An all-wing tailless con-

cept employing a 65-deg sweep delta wing was used as the land-based, or USAF configu-

ration (Figure 1-2). A canard-delta planform with 42-deg leading edge sweep was chosen

for the Navy baseline (Figure 1-3). Both vehicles are single-engine multi-role fighter air-

"craft incorporating internal or low-observable weapons-carriage measures for reduced

RCS.

Figure 1-2 Land-Based Baseline Configuration (101-Series)

3
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Figure 1-3 Carrier-Based Baseline Configuration (201-Series)

1.2 Scope of the Study

This study focuses on highly maneuverable fighter aircraft without vertical tails. Re-

moval of the vertical tail has been touted as an advantage for the past several years 2 ,3 .

Not only are there potential beam signature improvements, but weight and drag reduction

is possible as well. One of the objectives of the ICE program was to quantify the impact

of applying innovative aerodynamic control technologies to tailless fighters.

The ICE study investigated promising aerodynamic lateral-directional control devices for

integration into a representative flight vehicle. The condition(s) for critical control power

requirements were identified, and the devices sized and integrated into various control

suites to examine system level impacts including weight, maneuver performance, signa-

ture, hydraulic requirements, demands on the flight control system (FCS) design, and car-

rier (CV) suitability.

Another objective was to quantify the potential of aerodynamic controls for high AOA

flying qualities. Vertical tailless fighters may rely on thrust vectoring (TV) control power

to achieve high AOA maneuverability. Aerodynamic control power will still be required

to supplement TV in other areas of the flight envelope, and provide recovery from high

4
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AOA conditions should vectoring control be lost. Aerodynamic controls were traded

with TV to determine the aerodynamic control capabilities and the weight impacts of

sizing a control suite considering TV as a primary flight control (i.e., required for Level 1

flying qualities).

1.3 The Need for Aerodynamic Yaw Power

Yaw TV is one method of integrating yaw power into a tailless fighter. However, vec-

toring alone cannot provide the needed control moments throughout the entire flight en-

velope 2 . Previous studies have investigated substitution of conventional rudder control

with yaw TV2 4. Yaw vectoring is a very powerful controller at low-speeds; however, at

moderate to high speeds, load limitations on the engine and fuselage structure result in

nozzle deflection limits. Together with the reduced control moment at high dynamic

pressures, the deflection limits result in very small control potential from vectoring at

moderate to high speeds. An aerodynamic device is much more efficient at generating a

control moment at high speed than vectored thrust.

Figure 1-4 illustrates the yaw power available (at zero angle-of-attack) as a function of

Mach number from both a conventional centerline vertical tail/rudder and yaw TV for a

number of altitudes. The rudder control effectiveness includes the effects of flexibility

and hinge moment limiting at high speeds, while the vectoring effectiveness includes

nozzle deflection limitations considering an off-axis load limitation of 4,000 lbs. The

conventional rudder is superior to yaw vectoring over the majority of the flight envelope.

The primary advantage that vectoring has over the rudder is its ability to provide large

body axis control moments throughout the angle-of-attack (AOA) range whereas the rud-

der loses effectiveness at high AOA.
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Conventional Rudder vs Yaw Thrust Vectoring

AOA =0 deg

Yaw Vectoring @
4,000 # Side Force - - - - Sea Level

- -- 1K ft Aero Controls

_---A-- 30Kft

,. ~ _Sea Level
C \ . .. 10Kft Thrust Vector--U ,b - Control

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
Mach No

"• Includes Flexibility & Hinge Moment Limits
"• Max AB Thrust

Figure 1-4 Aerodynamic Control Power is More Effective Than TV Control Through

a Large Portion of the Flight Envelope

In addition to the high-speed limitations of TV, landing considerations require that the

engine operate at low power settings, significantly reducing the control power available

from yaw vectoring during approach. Reference 5 demonstrated a unique solution to the

power approach problems inherent with TV by using an integrated throttle/thrust revers-

ing control system to allow a high power setting during the approach so that thrust vec-

toring remained effective. Glide path was controlled by modulating the degree of thrust

reversing. A similar system could be implemented using an integrated throt-

tle/speedbrake system. The added drag of the speedbrake would allow higher power set-

tings resulting in greater TV control moments than could be accomplished using conven-

tional means.

Finally, engine or nozzle failure considerations for a single-engine tailless fighter provide

an obvious need for aerodynamic yaw control devices. A vectoring failure at high AOA

may result in an unrecoverable departure. At high speeds, an engine or nozzle failure on

6
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a fighter relying solely on TV for stability could result in the catastrophic loss of the ve-

hicle.

Considering all of the above, aerodynamic yaw control devices could be integrated along

with TV into a tailless vehicle to provide good flying qualities throughout the flight en-

velope along with excellent high AOA maneuvering characteristics provided by TV.

Typically, on fighter-class aircraft, the controls are sized by low-speed maneuvering con-

siderations. The addition of TV as a primary flight control would allow the designer to

size the aerodynamic controls for other conditions -- reducing the overall size and weight

of the aerodynamic control suite and the attendant hydraulic power systems. The ap-

proach taken during the ICE study was not to replace the vertical tail with yaw thrust

vectoring, but find a means of implementing yaw vectoring along with the aerodynamic

control devices to determine the real-world impacts of tailless control suite design on ve-

hicle integration.

1.4 Previous Research

The ICE study relied heavily on independent research and development (IRAD) studies

conducted by Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems (LMTAS) since 1991. An ex-

tensive aerodynamic database, representative of the land-based baseline vehicle, was

compiled including low-speed, transonic and supersonic wind tunnel test entries. The

low-speed wind tunnel data was collected at both the LMTAS Aerodynamic Develop-

ment Facility (ADF) and during a cooperative test with WL at the Subsonic Aerodynamic

Research Laboratory (SARL) at Wright-Patterson AFB. Cooperative transonic and su-

personic test entries were also completed at the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)

8-foot and 4-foot Unitary wind tunnels, respectively (see Appendix A)6 ,7 .

A 1/18th scale high-speed wind tunnel model of the 65-deg sweep configuration was used

during the cooperative tests with WL and NASA. A wide range of lateral-directional

control concepts were investigated during these tests. During the LMTAS tailless fighter

IRAD program, over forty individual control concepts were tested and screened down to a

few of the more promising controls.

7
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In addition to the IRAD wind tunnel testing, two software tools were developed in-house

to facilitate the analysis of tailless aircraft. CPR, or Control Power Required is a 6-

degree-of-freedom (DOF) simulation tool used for preliminary evaluation and sizing of

control suites. CPA, or Control Power Available is a control power blending tool that

computes the maximum control moments (or control envelopes) about the roll, pitch and

yaw axes (see Section 2).

CPR can be used in conjunction with CPA to run simulations limited by the control en-

velope to determine the maneuver capabilities of an aircraft. The advantage of using this

approach is that the control mixing strategy does not need to be known a-priori, and yet

the effects of control nonlinearities and interaction can be accounted for. Furthermore,

CPA provides the control system designer with insight into how the controls should best

be used to provide maximum coordinated control moments.

The two tools, CPR and CPA, were used to evaluate the promising control concepts and

determine viable control suites that could achieve pre-determined maneuver capabilities.

The results of these IRAD efforts were used to move forward into the ICE study.

1.5 ICE Study Approach

Five of the more promising lateral-directional controls investigated during the LMTAS

IRAD were used during the ICE study. They consisted of: (1) an all-moving wing tip;

(2) differential leading edge flaps; (3) deployable rudder; (4) lower surface spoiler; (5)

spoiler-slot-deflector. An innovative control was defined as a control not currently in use

by a modem aircraft. This groundrule eliminated clamshells from contention, although

they were evaluated on the baseline vehicles.

The five selected controls are not unique; in fact, a literature search will show that many

have been around since before World War II! (The spoiler-slot-deflector was tested as

early as 1941, and was incorporated on the North American XF-107 and RA-5 Vigilante

for roll control.) However, no published study has ever evaluated these controls for use

on a purely tailless fighter, or developed system level integration impacts for use in se-

lecting the most favorable concepts for additional investigation.

8
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Figure 1-5 shows a schematic of the ICE study approach. The baseline vehicles are those

shown in Figures 1-2 and 1-3, above. The baseline vehicle control suites were sized to

achieve pre-set roll performance goals (Section 3) using aerodynamic control power

alone. In cases where the maneuver goals could not be achieved, limitations were identi-

fied. The control suites were then resized assuming the incorporation of a MATV sys-

tem. Weight impacts were determined for each configuration. Six control suites were

then sized to the same maneuver characteristics using the land-based configuration. Each

control suite was evaluated and the three most favorable chosen for further evaluation.

The most promising innovative control suites were integrated onto the carrier-based con-

figuration and evaluated from a CV suitability standpoint. After final sizing, hydraulic

system, weight, drag, signature and other integration impacts were determined for each

control suite. Signature analysis was performed on a representative test body to keep re-

sults unclassified. Finally, a risk reduction plan was prepared to determine what addi-

tional test data are required to achieve a low level of technical risk prior to implementing

these controls on a full-scale vehicle.

9
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TASK 1: VEHICLE/EFFECTOR SELECTION

USAF Baseline Six Trade Study Concepts .Navy Baseline

TASK 2: EFFECTOR PERFORMANCE
Final ICE Configurations

V Iq Transition Innovative
Navy ICE Configurations Effectors to Navy

SConfiguration

TASK 3: EFFECTOR INTEGRATION IMPACTS

TASK 4: RISK REDUCTION PLANI : Test Plans
e Additional Analysis

Figure 1-5 ICE Study Approach
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2 Control Power Analysis Methodology

The two primary analysis tools used during the ICE program were CPR and CPA. These

tools are used for preliminary evaluation of configuration maneuver capabilities and con-

trol suite sizing.

2.1 CPR

CPR is a 6-DOF simulation tool used to determine aircraft maneuver capabilities and re-

quired control moments for a wide range of configurations. It utilizes a generic feedback

flight control system (FCS) with gains computed on-line at each time step based on bare

airframe characteristics and desired closed-loop flying qualities parameters. The idea for

CPR was born from work documented in references 8 and 9 (Figure 2-1).

"* Basic Aerodynamics Desired Flight Conditions
"* Mass Properties *Requirements & Constraints
• Propulsion Data

* -O Control Power EsummaryFies

~ Timein Hisor

* FCharateristics Esimte

* Iterative 6-DOF Control Power Requirements
* 6-DOF Simulation with User-Supplied Control Power

F 6-DOF Simulation Limitead by Control Envelopes

OUTPUT"• Control Power Summary Files
Time History .tIA

"• Linearized Airframe
Characteristics

Figure 2-1 CPR is a Preliminary Design Simulation Tool
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CPR has four modes of operation: (1) static control power requirements; (2) iterative

control power requirements; (3) basic simulation; (4) simulation within CPA envelopes.

Option 1 computes total control moment requirements using the traditional control re-

quirement approximations for roll, pitch and yaw 9 (i.e., nose-down control for inertial

coupling, roll power for given time-to-bank, etc.). Given the bare airframe characteristics

(i.e., CL, Cm, Cnp, etc. vs az), time-to-bank requirements and minimum nose-down pitch

acceleration, the program computes the required control moments.

Option 2 runs a 6-DOF simulation of a roll maneuver treating the control power available

as unknown, and using the bare airframe characteristics along with maneuver require-

ments and constraints (e.g., time-to-bank, minimum pitch acceleration, and maximum

sideslip). Control power is successively iterated upon until the desired maneuver per-

formance can be achieved within the specified constraints. Control requirements are out-

put in a summary file. Time histories of each iteration are also provided. In this manner,

the effects of coupling, bare airframe stability, and control system nonlinearities can be

properly evaluated.

Option 3 is a 6-DOF simulation for which the user supplies all of the required aerody-

namic data -- including control power. The database used for the simulation can be as

simple or complex as the user desires. Typically, this option is used to evaluate fairly

conventional configurations. A pilot input file is provided to fly arbitrary maneuvers.

Option 4 is similar to Option 3 except control power available is limited by CPA enve-

lope files (see Section 2.2). This method is useful for evaluating highly coupled control

suites having significant control interactions between surfaces and about multiple axes. It

provides a method to analyze a tailless fighter configuration at the conceptual level with-

out having to know the details of the control surface blending scheme. Again, a pilot in-

put file allows the user to fly arbitrary maneuvers. Both Options 2 and 4 were used exten-

sively during the ICE program to evaluate the control power available for each configu-

ration.
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The flight control system used in CPR is a generic feedback structure incorporating on-

line gain computation during the simulation. Figures 2-2, 2-3, 2-4 and 2-5 illustrate the

pitch, roll, yaw and lateral-directional mixing strategies for the CPR simulation.

13
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PITCH CONTROL LAWS - NZ COMMAND

S+50

ODOT (deg/sec2)

P x R (deg2/sec2)

Gains can be calculated internally or user-input.
(Reference AFWAL-TR-87-301 8)

Figure 2-2 Pitch Flight Control System

ROLL CONTROL LAWS - P COMMAND

RSTK

~1G AOINTI!L - RG4

RTRIC + -rT--,--iDROLL CMD

Ps (deg/see) RG2

Gains can be calculated Internally or user-input.

Figure 2-3 Lateral-Axis Control System
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YAW CONTROL LAWS - ~3COMMAND

YPYG2

GRADI ----- Y3
S+50

Ps (dog/) 111+
+

PS x 0 (deg2/sec2)YG

Gains can be calculated Internally or user-input.

Figure 2-4 Directional-Axis Control System

MIXER LOGIC

DE CM (dog DEL (det)

DROLL CRMD (dog) + DACMID ACUTR DLA(deg)

YGI Calculated Based on Airframe Roll and Yaw
Characteristics to Deliver UncoD4*We
Primed StabilityA~ds Roll & Yaw Couvnands

DYAW CMD (dog) + DZOVD ELR (dog)

DEFL CMID(dog) 1/TA

Figure 2-5 Lateral-Directional Mixer

The longitudinal FCS is an NZ command system consisting of feedbacks of normal accel-

eration and pitch rate to augment short period dynamics. A pitch acceleration term is fed

15
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back to cancel the first order actuator pole. Body axis roll rate and yaw rate are fed back

to offset inertial pitch coupling during rolling maneuvers. The longitudinal FCS is very

similar to that described in Reference 8. By specifying the desired closed loop flying

qualities (e.g., Osp or CAP and ,sp), the user can expect the longitudinal FCS to emulate

the desired short-period dynamics so long as longitudinal controller rate and position

limits are not saturated.

The lateral FCS is a stability axis roll rate command system that uses feedbacks of stabil-

ity axis roll and yaw rates. The gains are computed such that the system achieves the de-

sired user-specified close-loop roll mode time constant ('tr) so long as the lateral control

rate or position limits are not saturated.

The directional axis FCS consists of a sideslip command system utilizing feedbacks of

sideslip, sideslip rate, roll rate and the product of roll rate and pitch rate to counter inertial

coupling. The user specifies the desired closed-loop dutch roll frequency and damping

along with the bare airframe characteristics to achieve the desired augmented system.

Lateral-directional mixing is accomplished with feedback gains YG1 and RG1. These

gains are computed based on the roll-to-yaw characteristics of the lateral-directional con-

trols. YG1 and RG1 are computed such that the lateral-directional flight control system

generates decoupled primed stability axes rotational accelerations. First order models

with actuator rate and position limiting are used to approximate each actuator.

2.2 CPA

CPA is an aerodynamic database search tool that determines the maximum and minimum

control moment capability for a given control suite. Other methods using much more fi-

nesse can provide similar results (e.g., Reference 10); CPA takes the brute force approach

using a global search method, but it provides the capability to evaluate nonlinear effects.

An aerodynamic database is constructed using predictions or wind tunnel data. Control

effectiveness for each surface can be a function of any parameter, including sideslip or

16
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other control deflections. In this manner, the user can evaluate the effects of sideslip and

control interactions on total control power available.

The user runs CPA after supplying the flight condition, the controls to be evaluated, their

deflection ranges, and deflection breakpoints (e.g., sweep the elevon from -30 to 30 by 10

deg increments). The routine computes control moments for every possible combination

of deflections specified. For configurations having a large number of control surfaces and

deflection breakpoints, the total number of possible deflection combinations can become

very large. By computing each combination of control deflections, the boundary of

maximum control power available can be determined. The physical control surface de-

flections corresponding to each data point on the boundary are stored. Physical surface

deflections give the control law designer insight into how the controls should be used to

maximize control power potential. (For a tailless aircraft at high AOA, this is not a trivial

problem.) The resulting output file includes a map of the control "envelope" (roll vs

pitch vs yaw) at each flight condition. Results are typically presented in the primed sta-

bility axis system1 1.

Figure 2-6 shows an example of CPA results. The top portion of the figure shows a con-

tour map of roll versus yaw power at varying levels of pitch power for a single flight con-

dition (AOA and Mach number). The lower portion shows the same data in 3-D with

nose-up pitch power along the Z-Axis. Note the functionality of lateral-directional con-

trol power available at various levels of pitch control.

17
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Roll vs Yaw @ Varying Pitch

Mach & AOA =Constant

0.12-

01.10

0.09
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Figue 2- Exaple PA Rsult
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Figure 2-7 shows 2-D control power boundaries cut from a control envelope. From the

resulting map, the analyst can find the maximum coordinated roll control power for

varying levels of pitch control. Assuming some maximum level of sideslip along with

the maximum trimmed yaw power, the maximum augmented directional stability can be

determined including the effects of sideslip on the control surfaces used for augmentation.

The analyst can also evaluate the roll/yaw/pitch control availability at various portions

along the surface of the envelope. For a tailless aircraft employing control surfaces that

generate moments about all three axes, control power available about any one axis is a

function of the control usage about the remaining axes.

Max Roll vs Yaw Power

Cm<=0 AOA=8deg
OCR -Max Coordinated Roll Power

SMax Trimmred Yaw Powr

-06 P-•;4 -032 1 0.2 0.) 4"1 0O6

Yaw Power (Cn')

Max Pitch vs Roll Power

Cn'<=o AOA=8deg

•// 7 -Roll Power Available = f (Pitch Power); _

/(2 .1 92 ^ 01 (:2 03

^^.0

Pitch Power (Cm)

Figure 2-7 Example CPA Control Power Boundary Data
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The real power of the control envelope is its use in simulation. By running CPR in option

4 (Section 2.1), the user can evaluate a tailless configuration's maneuver capability using

the CPR simulation tool. Usually the control blending scheme is not known during the

conceptual design stage. The control envelope concept gives the analyst the ability to

quickly evaluate each candidate control suite, and optimize control surface sizes to meet

flying qualities requirements.

2.3 Conceptual Design Process Using Control Power Analysis Tools

Figure 2-8 illustrates a typical process flow using CPR and CPA. This process was used

during the ICE study to evaluate each proposed control suite. External constraints placed

on a control suite such as maximum surface size (due to structural limitations), or deflec-

tion limits (e.g., ground contact during takeoff or landing) may result in a particular con-

trol suite not being able to meet maneuver requirements. These limitations must be con-

sidered during the control suite sizing process based on engineering judgment, close co-

operation between technical specialties, and design iteration. Interdisciplinary coordina-

tion can ferret out unreasonable configurations.

Further Refinement

Concept Definition Determine Cntrl as NeededSt Pwr Available

• AeodynmicsSimulations InsideAe o y an c C PA E nvelopes

Mass Properthes Nk C C nlPes
Control Effector Info aI ......I

Compare Results &
Refine Configuration

Propulsionu Data - t••/e ntrR

Realistic Cofigurations

Requirtmens

Figure 2-8 Conceptual Design Process Using Control Power Analysis Tools
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3 VehiclelEffector Selection

Two advanced multi-role strike fighter concepts were used as baselines for analysis of the

innovative controls. The land-based design is a 65 deg sweep flying wing configuration

embodying aggressive, all-aspect signature features, internal weapons carriage, and su-

personic capability. The configuration was originally sized to meet an 1100 nm high-

low-low-high USAF mission. This configuration and its derivatives will be referred to as

the 101-series aircraft (Figure 3-1).

A configuration developed during preliminary Joint Advanced Strike Technology (JAST)

studies was chosen for the Navy analysis due to its low-speed capabilities and represen-

tative features of a typical Navy aircraft (e.g., wing fold, launch and recovery provisions,

fuselage keel structure, geometric constraints, etc.). The Navy configuration (201-series)

was sized to meet high-medium-high and high-low-low-high mission profiles of 600 nm

radius. It is a vertical-tailless canard-delta design with internal carriage of air-to-air mis-

siles. The air-to-ground payload is carried on a conformal weapons pallet. Figure 3-2

shows a three view of the basic 201 configuration.

The baseline configurations were analyzed both with and without MATV. The analysis

goals were to trade off aerodynamic controls with TV, resulting in a potential weight

savings. Table 3-1 lists configuration callouts that will be used throughout this docu-

ment.

Table 3-1 Baseline Configuration Naming Convention

Configuration Application Notes

101 Land-Based Aero Controls Only

101-TV Land-Based Aero + MATV

201 Carrier-Based Aero Controls Only

201-TV Carrier-Based Aero + MATV
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Derivatives of each configuration have a dash-number following the series callout (e.g.,

201-1, 201-3, etc.) The derivative configurations will be discussed in detail in a later

section.

Wing
Area ....................... 000.6 Sq Ft
Span ....................... 37 Ft 6.0 In
Aspect latlo ................ 1.74
Sweep (LE.) ............... 65.0 Dog

C(D)D

Figure 3-1 Configuration 101-Series-- USAF Baseline
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LA.l 0 ff. , A 1 4.00 -3 --------

A I, ... A I +, ++0-IlrnAtfA fu I~ CAPAfITO I 0.1 4.00 LA J. I p -

Figure 3-2 Configuration 201-Series .. USN Baseline

3.1 Description of Control Effectors

Five innovative control concepts were investigated during the ICE program. Innovative

control concepts were defined as those controllers that are not currently used, or have not

seen widespread use in the high performance aircraft arena but which have potential util-

ity on a tailless LO fighter design. Goals for the control concepts included: (1) improved

low signature characteristics over conventional controls; (2) improved high AOA effec-

tiveness; (3) applicability to tailless fighters; (4) potential weight and drag reduction over

conventional controls; (5) reduced hinge moment and reduced susceptibility to aeroelastic

effects. The all moving wing tip (AMT), differential leading edge flap (DLEF), spoiler-

slot deflector (SSD), deployable rudder (DRUD), and lower surface spoiler (LSP) were

each evaluated for their lateral-directional control power. Table 3-2 describes the control

deflection sign conventions used throughout this report.
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Table 3-2: Control Surface Deflection Conventions

Control Surface Direction for Positive Deflection
Canard (201) TED

Trailing Edge Controls TED
Spoiler TEU

Deflector LED
All Moving Tips TED

Leading Edge Flaps LED

Note: TED = Trailing Edge Down; TEU = Trailing Edge Up; LED = Leading Edge Down

This section describes aerodynamic characteristics of each innovative control effector in

detail. However, a discussion of two conventional lateral-directional control concepts,

clamshells and large spoilers, is first warranted to better illustrate the advantages of the

selected innovative controls.

3.1.1 Clamshells

Clamshells, or drag rudders, have been used on a number of flying wing aircraft; most

12, 13recently, the B-2 bomber . Clamshells produce yawing moment through a drag force

acting at the wing tip. Figure 3-3 shows typical clamshell effectiveness curves for a 65

deg sweep tailless fighter.
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CLAMSHELL INCREMENTS
Body Axis: M=0.3; SARL Data
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At high AOA, flow over the upper surface of the wing separates, and the top half of the

clamshell loses effectiveness. This results in a loss of yaw effectiveness, and an unfavor-

able roll-yaw relationship. The lower surface retains its effectiveness at high AOA, and

acts like a conventional aileron generating adverse roll and yaw.

Hingeline sweep is an important parameter in clamshell design. To maximize the effec-

tiveness of controls located behind the aircraft center-of-gravity (cg), surfaces should

have moderate aft sweep to increase the moment arm relative to the cg. Figure 3-4 shows

yaw control effectiveness curves for various clamshell hingeline sweeps. Aft sweep be-:

yond a certain point will reduce overall effectiveness because of reduced profile drag area

presented to the local flow.

EFFECT OF HINGELINE SWEEP

0.0150
SYM ]DATA

-- +10 DEG
---- -10 DEG ......... . .. .. .............. ..........

-e---25DE
S......... i ........ ......... ........ ..... ..... ...... ...... !.. ..i... .......... • .. ..i ....... ......... ......... ......... .. ..... . ..........,• :

-0 deg..... ... ...... ..... . ..

S.. .... ...... i.......i ...... I.. ... .......1 ...... . .... . . .... ... .......... ..... ......... ...........

0.0100 ... ... • .................. ... .. ........ .. . . i. .......... ... . i . ... '. . 4.... ......... .

S. . ... ................ ........ i .... i...... .. . ,i........ ..... ... ......... .. . . ........ .......

S... .. ........... ...... ........... .. i......... . ... i .. ..... ... ....... . ........... ........ i......... ..... ......... /_10 deg

Ii '

..... .... .... ... . ........ 1. ....... .... . ... ..... ... .
..... ....... ..... .... ..... . .. .....i. . ..i... .

~...........................-0 .0 0 5 0 ............................... ........ .... ........ ............. ........ii ! !i i l ..... ... .... .............. ....... ............ ..i [ ' .... ....... ........I i J
-0.00500I1 I

AOA

Figure 3-4 Clamshell Effectiveness at Varying Hingeline Sweeps
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Clamshell yawing moments are generally linear with increasing deflection, even at high

AOA. These surfaces generate sizable adverse rolling moments at high AOA; roll-to-yaw

ratios exceed 1:1. (Figure 3-5).

Clamshell Effectiveness

Mach 0.3; Body Axis Data

0.008-
-4- AOA=1
--- AOA=15 0

0.006- -- -- AOA=30

---- AOA=45

0.002--

0
0 20 40 60

Deflection (deg)

0

• -0.004

-0.006

-0.008
020 40 60

Deflection (deg)

Figure 3-5 Clamshell Effectiveness vs Deflection

Effects of sideslip on clamshell effectiveness are shown in Figure 3-6. The data represent

a right-side clamshell deflection; the positive sideslip data are representative of a distur-
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bance for which a right-side deflection would be used to return to trimmed flight. The

data shows little effect of sideslip on yaw control power -- a desirable quality. Windward

clamshell deflection during sideslip increased adverse roll between 10 and 30 deg AOA.

Deflecting the clamshell on the leeward wing resulted in an increase in yaw control power

over the zero sideslip condition in the 10 to 30 deg AOA region; control power is de-

graded for AOA > 38 deg.
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CLAMSHELL INCREMENTS WITH SIDESLIP
Body Axis; M=0-.3; SARL Data
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In summary, the clamshell provides good yaw control effectiveness up to high AOA;

however, significant adverse rolling moments at high AOA reduce its usefulness on a

fighter aircraft. Control power is generally linear with clamshell deflection. Its effec-

tiveness is a direct function of moment arm to the cg, and therefore wingspan and hinge-

line orientation. Aft swept hingelines create a side force component when deflected, and

increase the yaw control available. For the configuration tested, clamshell control power

was fairly insensitive to windward sideslip angles. For typical fighter designs with short

spans and thin wings, integration is difficult due to control surface area constraints cou-

pled with structural integration challenges.

3.1.2 Spoiler

Integrated properly, large conventional spoilers can provide a great deal of lateral-direc-

tional control power to a tailless fighter. Spoilers are one of the few lateral controls that

produce favorable roll-yaw characteristics. When integrated with a conventional elevon,

blended spoiler-elevon deflections are useful for providing decoupled yaw and roll con-

trol power, and can function as speed brakes 14 . One drawback of spoilers is the lift loss

created by the control during rolling maneuvers. This is especially detrimental during the

power approach phase.

Like the clamshell, spoiler yaw effectiveness is a strong function of hingeline sweep. Aft

swept hingelines generate a side force component when the spoiler is deflected, resulting

in increased yaw power. Figure 3-7 shows spoiler data for two different hingeline sweeps

on a tailless fighter. Forward swept spoiler hingelines result in better roll effectiveness,.

but poor yaw characteristics. Aft swept hingelines greatly improve the high AOA yaw

characteristics at the expense of reduced roll effectiveness. Geometric constraints typi-

cally imposed by low signature design dictate that the spoiler edges be lined up with ma-

jor airframe components, reducing the design space allowable for hingeline orientation.

Figure 3-7 shows that even though roll effectiveness is greatly degraded, for the tailless

configuration in question, the aft-swept spoiler results in greater overall coordinated roll

control available.
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Figure 3-7 Aft Swept Spoilers Provide Greater Yaw Capability

The spoilers tested on the 65 deg sweep tailless fighter were effective through 40 deg

AOA (Figure 3-8). The spoiler streamwise chord lengths were approximately 12% mean

aerodynamic chord (MAC), and had an aft hingeline sweep of 25 deg.

Sideslip effects on spoiler control power are shown in Figure 3-9. The data represent a

right-side spoiler deflection. The spoiler is on the windward side when sideslip is posi-

tive. At high AOA where maximum control power is required (often coupled with large

sideslip), roll power is severely degraded by sideslip. Yaw power is improved by leeward

sideslip, but degraded by windward sideslip.
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R/H SPOILER EFFECTIVENESS
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Figure 3-8 Spoiler Control Effectiveness for 65-deg Sweep Tailless Fighter
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SPOILER INCREMENTS WITH SIDESLIP
Body Axis; M=O.3; SARL Data
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Drawbacks of spoilers are the associated loss in lift when deployed, and loss of effective-

ness at high AOA and transonic speeds. Spoiler effectiveness reverses at small deflec-

tions and is generally nonlinear with deflection; however, the spoilers can be biased up at

increasing AOA to help reduce the "deadband" at small deflections. An additional prob-

lem complicating spoiler integration is the effect that spoiler deflections have on trailing

edge control surfaces. Figure 3-10 shows the effect of spoiler deflection on elevon con-

trol effectiveness. Finally, while effective at supersonic speeds, spoiler hinge moments

are very high, and require large actuators for operation.
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3.1.3 All Moving Wing Tip

The AMT is not a new concept. The Horton brothers used an all moving wing tip control
on the Horton H Va flying wing15. The AMT is described as an "all-moving elevator" in

Reference 16; several examples are shown including the Pterodactyl flying wing and the

more conventional Short's Sherpa. NACA tested a series of all moving tip control sur-

faces during the 1950's17' 18. More recently, MBB wind tunnel tested a series of fighter

configurations, one employing an all moving "wingeron", or all moving tip19 . Both

McDonnell Douglas and General Dynamics investigated very large all moving wing tips

during the AFTI competition 2' E2. An early version of the F-16XL (SCAMP) configura-

tion employed an all moving tip for roll control22 . Finally, all moving wing tips were in-

vestigated on a generic tailless fighter model at the SARL low-speed wind tunnel at

Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio (WPAFB) 23.

Previous AMT studies have focused on the AMT for roll control, direct lift, and general

lateral-directional control. The present investigation focuses on the AMT as a yaw con-

trol device. The AMT produces roll through conventional means -- e.g., change in local

lift coefficients with deflection acting through a moment arm. Trailing edge down (TED)

deflections create yaw control through increased profile and induced drag (similar to a

clamshell). The advantage of the AMT over a clamshell is that it is easier to integrate into

a thin wing section, simpler to actuate, and can be made larger than the clamshell and

therefore more effective.

Past wind tunnel test experience has indicated that the all-moving tip is an excellent

source of yaw control power. When deflected at large angles (up to 60 deg TED), the tip

produces body axis yawing moments to very high AOA. Depending on AOA, rolling

moments range from adverse (at low AOA) to favorable (high AOA). Figure 3-11 shows

data collected for a representative tailless fighter configuration during small scale testing

at the LMTAS 2' x 3' ADF tunnel.
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ALL MOVING TIP INCREMENTS
Body Axis; M=O.13; CONFIGURATION 201; ADF 9502
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Figure 3-11 AMT Control Effectiveness
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Analysis of Figure 3-11 shows that trailing edge up (TEU) deflections produce significant

constant body axis rolling moments through 70 deg AOA. Associated yawing moments

are favorable at low AOA, but become adverse above 10 deg AOA. TED deflections

produce body axis yawing moments up to the highest AOA tested. At low AOA, rolling

moments are adverse. However, at AOA greater than 10 deg, all TED deflections gener-

ate favorable roll-yaw relationships.

The AMT configuration tested did not produce significant pitching moments for TED de-

flections. This is dependent on wing geometry, and fore/aft location with respect to the

cg. TEU deflections produced small nose up moments. Nose up control power generated

by symmetric tip deflections may be useful for trim at elevated g's and high speeds where

elevon hinge moments are high. By unloading some of the elevon deflection required for

trim at high speed, elevon actuator size could be reduced (assuming that high speed trim

sets the elevon hinge moment requirement).

Figure 3-12 shows the same data plotted for different deflections at three AOA. Overlaid

on the plots are F-16 rudder control effectiveness data for comparison. The F-16 data

were referenced to be representative of the wing area and span of the tailless fighter data.

Note the linearity of the AMT's yaw effectiveness with deflection -- even at 45 deg AOA.

As expected, the F-16 rudder data is very linear at low AOA with a 30 deg rudder deflec-

tion corresponding to an AMT deflection of about 50 deg (AOA = 10 deg). The F-16

rudder is ineffective above 40 deg AOA, becoming nonlinear at large deflections, while at

high AOA, the AMT produces even greater yawing moments than at 10 deg AOA.
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Figure 3-12 AMT Yaw Effectiveness is Linear with Deflection

Analysis of Figures 3-11 and 3-12 show that TED deflections are most useful for yaw

control. TEU deflections provide good roll effectiveness up to high AOA. If the deflec-

tion can be constrained to be in only one direction (e.g., TED), the hingeline can be sealed

to some degree for RCS purposes. This is discussed further in Section 6.1.7. Rolling

moments are nonlinear at small deflections, but become favorable, and more linear at

larger deflections.

The effect of sideslip on AMT yaw effectiveness is shown in Figure 3-13. Unfortunately,

data with sideslip are only available up to 32.5 deg AOA. Based on the information

available, the AMT behaves well when exposed to sideslip angles up to +/-10 deg. For

comparative purposes, conventional rudder effectiveness can be a strong function of
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sideslip at AOA near CLmax. While the F-16 rudder remains effective up to 40 deg AOA

at zero sideslip, yaw control is lost at small sideslip angles and AOA > 30 deg; as a result

yaw augmentation is impossible with rudder alone for AOA greater than 30 deg.

Figure 3-14, taken from Reference 24, shows the benefits of aerodynamic balance af-

forded by the AMT. The AMT is a much more efficient roll control device than conven-

tional trailing edge controls at transonic speeds when hinge moment is taken into account.

Summarizing, the AMT is an excellent source of yaw control power up to very high

AOA. Yaw control magnitudes at large deflections are on the order of that produced by

an F-16 rudder. Adverse roll/yaw relationships occur at low AOA while favorable roll

yaw relationships are available at high AOA (TED deflections). Sideslip effects on AMT

control effectiveness are satisfactory, and generally more favorable than for more con-

ventional control concepts (e.g., clamshell, spoiler, rudder, etc.). The aerodynamic bal-

ance of the AMT arrangement results in relatively small high-speed hinge moments with

excellent control effectiveness. If TEU deflections are allowed, the AMT can be used to

offset some of the elevon pitch trim requirements at high-speed, potentially reducing

elevon hinge moment requirements.
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Figure 3-14 AMT Control Effectiveness to Hinge Moment Ratios are Much Greater

than a Conventional Trailing Edge Flap

3.1.4 Differential Leading Edge Flaps

Differential leading edge flap (DLEF) deflections provide lateral-directional control

power at high AOA by reorienting the leading edge vortex system. As a result, their ap-

plication is a function of leading edge sweep, leading edge radius and operating AOA.

The F-22 will use DLEF to augment roll performance in the 13 deg - 26 deg AOA re-

gion 26. The F-16XL used DLEF for anti-spin control and spin recovery27 . DLEF was

investigated as a means to augment lateral-directional stability in the 27-35 deg AOA

range during the F-16 Agile Falcon program28.

Figure 3-15 shows control power available from various deflections of the right-hand

outboard leading edge flap (LEF) on the 65 deg sweep tailless fighter. Analysis of this
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figure shows that useable control power is available between approximately 15 deg and

40 deg AOA. Flow visualization studies indicated that downward deflections of the LEF

appeared to strengthen the leading edge vortex on the deflected side.
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Analysis of the axial force data shows an increase in leading edge suction on the down-

ward-deflected flap, contributing to the body axis yawing moment. Likewise, negative

flap deflections (leading edge up) trap a vortex behind the flap and increase the axial

force on the deflected side resulting in a yawing moment in the opposite direction (Figure

3-16).

0.020
... . o.......° . • . • •. ....... . ........

0.010 S.... ..."T T"-........... ..7" 7" ...... "7 -'T 7.. .7 '-" '' ..... ""i" " : .... ' " " ..

0.000 .

S-0.010 . . .

. .... , -, .. ....... .... ............ ..

-0.030 LEF = 0/0/0/20
&t- LEF =0/0/0/20 I

SLEF ,0/0/0/40 . ...

-0.040 T1

-10 0 10 20 30 40 50

a (deg.)

Figure 3-16 Increased Suction on the LEF Contributes to the Yawing Moment

Significant aerodynamic interactions were observed when a LEF was deflected inboard of

the differential flap. Comparison of Figure 3-17 with Figure 3-15 shows that in general,

outboard flap deflections in the presence of a 40 deg inboard flap deflection resulted in

less yaw effectiveness. Other flap deflections may give different results
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Figure 3-18 shows differential flap effectiveness versus deflection. The data are pre-

sented for three AOA both with and without an interacting inboard LEF deflection.

Analysis of this figure illustrates how the inboard flap degrades the outboard flap effec-

tiveness at 15 and 30 deg AOA. At 45 deg AOA, effectiveness is essentially unchanged

by the inboard deflection. One can also see the nonlinear nature of the controller both in

roll and yaw. (DLEF is used on the F-22 as a "bang-bang" yaw controller due to large

nonlinearities with deflection.) At high AOA, positive deflections (leading edge down)

create more control power than negative deflections.

Differential LEF Data -- Body Axes; Mach 0.3
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Figure 3-18 DLEF Effectiveness vs Deflection
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Figures 3-19 and 3-20 show the stabilizing influence of DLEF at +/-10 deg of sideslip,

respectively. Both sets of data represent right side flap deflections. In Figure 3-19,

sideslip is +10 deg; therefore, the flaps are on the windward side. Conversely, in Figure

3-20, sideslip is -10 deg and the flaps are on the leeward side. All data are in body axes.

Analysis of Figure 3-19 shows that positive DLEF deflections on the windward side pro-

vide a stabilizing influence in roll between 20 and 34 deg AOA. Unfortunately, they have

a destabilizing influence on yaw above 12 deg AOA. Furthermore, positive deflections

create nose-up pitching moments above 25 deg AOA. Negative DLEF deflections on the

windward side have the opposite effect. In Figure 3-20, one sees that positive DLEF de-

flections on the leeward side provide stabilizing influences in both roll and yaw at AOA

greater than 8 deg. Negative deflections on the leeward side result in destabilizing ten-

dencies.

Figure 3-21 shows the combined effect of DLEF and sideslip on stability axis yawing

moment. The curves show that positive DLEF deflection on the leeward side and nega-

tive deflections on the windward side improved directional stability (the cross-over to in-

stability went from 24 deg to 28 deg). Furthermore, the magnitude of instability in the

region between 30 and 45 deg AOA was reduced. This is important for a tailless fighter

design. Reduction of the unstable lateral-directional moments in the stall region using

DLEF will reduce the demand on other yaw control surfaces for stabilization. Neutral to

stable lateral-directional characteristics are acceptable at lower AOA where sufficient

yaw control power can successfully augment the dynamics.
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Figure 3-19 DLEF Effectiveness with Windward Sideslip
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R/H 08 LEF EFFECTIVENESS IN SIDESLIP
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Figure 3-20 DLEF Effectiveness with Leeward Sideslip
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EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL LEF ON DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
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Figure 3-21 Differential LEF Improve Directional Stability

DLEF retains control effectiveness at higher Mach numbers (Figure 3-22). However, its

usefulness at high AOA is considerably degraded above Mach 0.6. Typically, aeroelastic

effects on LEF improve the controls effectiveness (i.e., flex-to-rigid ratios are greater than

one). This may offset the decreased rigid control effectiveness at high-Mach, elevated-g

conditions.

Negative DLEF deflections will be difficult to actuate and seal. Blade seals are required

on control surfaces to improve aerodynamic efficiency and RCS. A negative deflection

requirement makes seal integration improbable, resulting in poor RCS performance. Fig-

ure 3-23 compares the control power available due to downward deflections versus dif-

ferential deflections (positive and negative on opposing sides). Study of Figure 3-23

shows that the addition of a negative deflection provides some control effectiveness be-
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low 10 deg AGA. The 0/40 deflection case has only about two-thirds the yaw control

power as the -40/40 deflection. Control power reductions resulting from limiting LEF

control deflections to the positive direction are not insignificant.
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Modem LEF drive units consist of a power drive unit (PDU), and several rotary gear

boxes located along a torque shaft. The gear boxes reduce the very high rotational rates

generated by the PDU to a low rate-of-travel. In this manner, very high stiffness at the

LEF can be achieved. The torque multiplication inherent in the system allows small hy-

draulic motors to meet the high hinge moment requirements of a LEF. Typical state-of-

the-art LEF drive systems operate at 30 deg/sec with a 30 Hz bandwidth. This rate is

marginally high enough to augment lateral-directional dynamics at low speeds. Higher

rate limits and large leading edge up deflections will affect the PDU design, and may re-

sult in lower overall hinge moment capability at high speeds.

To summarize, DLEF provides significant lateral-directional control moments at moder-

ate to high AOA. DLEF generates stabilizing tendencies in lateral-directional stability in

regions where conventional yaw controls lose effectiveness. Control effectiveness is

nonlinear in both roll and yaw depending on AOA, and will require scheduling of flight

control gains to be useful -- implementation as a "bang-bang" type of control may be sim-

plest. Control effectiveness is retained at higher Mach numbers; although it is not as ef-

fective at high AOA as for low Mach conditions. There is a significant benefit in yaw

control power to deflect the opposing LEF upward to large angles. Actuator and RCS

integration issues will probably limit deflections to leading edge down angles only. This

control is most useful for power approach and low-speed high AOA flight conditions for

stability augmentation and roll coordination.

3.1.5 Spoiler-Slot Deflector

The SSD is one of the older "innovative" concepts investigated. Deflector concepts were

investigated as early as 1941 with the goal of improving high AOA characteristics of lat-

eral control devices2 9. With the advent of hydraulically boosted control surfaces and high

speed flight, interest again peaked in the 1950's for reduced hinge moment control de-

vices that retained good effectiveness at transonic speeds and high AOA. Various slot

deflector arrangements were tested by NACA throughout the 1950's30-33. A number of
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high-speed aircraft have been designed using SSD arrangements including the XF-107

and the RA-5 Vigilante 34, 35. Boeing's SST proposal used SSD for lateral controPf6 .

A properly designed SSD arrangement has better high AOA and transonic lateral-direc-

tional control effectiveness over a conventional spoiler (Figures 3-24 and 3-25). Fur-

thermore, the SSD arrangement is less affected by high-speed flexibility effects compared

to a conventional aileron. The deflector can be mechanically linked to the upper-surface

spoiler, resulting in lower total hinge moment over a flap-type spoiler configuration

(Figure 3-26). A significant savings in actuator and subsystem weight can be realized

compared to a conventional spoiler.

Spoiler-Slot-Deflector Low-Speed Data
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Figure 3-24 The SSD Provides Greater Lateral-Directional Control Power to Higher

AOA than Conventional Spoilers
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SSD High-Speed Roll Effectiveness
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Figure 3-25 The SSD Generates More Lateral-Directional Control Power than a Con-

ventional Spoiler at Transonic Mach Numbers
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Figure 3-26 The Spoiler and Deflector Can be Mechanically Linked to a Single Ac-

tuator Resulting in Lower Overall Hinge Moments
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In addition to the benefits already demonstrated, the SSD improves the linearity of control

moment versus deflection compared to a conventional spoiler. At 30 deg AOA, the con-

trol reversal observed in the spoiler data is eliminated (Figure 3-27).

Spoiler & SSD Effectiveness vs Defelction; Low-Speed; Body Axes
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Figure 3-27 77he SSD Improves the Linearity of Response with Deflection over a Con-

ventional Spoiler
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Unfortunately, the SSD concept can severely degrade trailing edge flap effectiveness

when deployed. Figure 3-28, taken from ADF wind tunnel data, shows the effects of SSD

deflection on elevon effectiveness when the elevon is hinged directly behind the SSD.

Figure 3-29 illustrates the pitch-up created by SSD deflections. The data are compared

with pitch-up created by a conventional spoiler. The elevon deflection requirements to

trim out the interaction are also tabulated. The large elevon deflections required attest to

the reduction in elevon effectiveness caused by the SSD. At 15 deg AOA, the pitch-up

cannot be trimmed by the elevons alone. The second set of trim deflections represent

elevon deflections required if small pitch flaps are deflected 30 deg TED. Two conclu-

sions can be drawn from this analysis: (1) small surfaces with pitch priority that are un-

encumbered by adverse aerodynamic interactions are invaluable for aircraft employing

SSD concepts; (2) the SSD greatly increases the demand on the elevon required for trim

over a conventional spoiler -- both due to increased overall pitch-up and reduced elevon

effectiveness.

The SSD arrangement requires cutting holes in both the upper and lower wing skins (as

opposed to just the upper skin for a spoiler). This in conjunction with the required "hole"

through the wing makes the SSD system difficult to integrate structurally; however, the

weight may be offset by the reduced actuation and subsystem requirements when com-

pared to a spoiler.
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Effect of SSD on Elevon Effectiveness
Low-Speed AOF Data; Body Axes
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Pitching Moment due to Spoiler & SSD Deflection
AOA=:O
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Figure 3-29 The SSD Places a Higher Demand on Elevon Control Power to Trim out

Nose-Up Control Interactions
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In summary, the SSD concept is a valuable control arrangement for tailless aircraft that

can result in lower actuator (and therefore hydraulic) requirements, improved high AOA

and transonic effectiveness, and improved control linearity over a conventional spoiler

arrangement. The drawbacks of the system should be offset by reduced subsystem re-

quirements, and properly designed pitch control surfaces.

3.1.6 Deployable Rudder

Reference 2 described several deployable yaw control devices similar in operation to the

deployable rudder described here. It seems a natural engineering decision to study a de-

ployable vertical tail on an all-wing aircraft. Presumably, the deployable rudder would

primarily be used during low-speed flight conditions (e.g., takeoff and landing, high AOA

flight, etc.).

The DRUD analyzed for the ICE program was developed in 1991 during small-scale

testing in the ADF tunnel at LMTAS. An "optimized" version was tested on the 1/18th

scale tailless fighter model at subsonic through supersonic speeds 6,7 . The DRUD was

designed to produce decoupled yawing moments at low to moderate AOA. The hingeline

is skewed so that as the tail is deployed, it has an angle-of-incidence with the local flow.

A yawing moment is generated by the resulting side force. The axial force resulting from

the surface's deployment also adds to the yawing moment due to the offset location of the

controller from the centerline (Figure 3-30).

Figure 3-31 shows the yaw control power available from the DRUD. Due to the short-

coupled nature of the flying wing configuration, magnitudes were small for the size of

surface tested. Small favorable rolling moments are associated with DRUD deflections at

low to moderate AOA. Yaw effectiveness is maintained up to 40 deg AOA. Figure 3-32

illustrates the linearity of the surface with deflection. As expected, some deadband is ap-

parent at small deflections
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a.-

Rudder Deflection

Wing Reference Plane

Figure 3-30 The Deployable Rudder Generates Yawing Moment Through Side Forces

and Axial Forces Acting on the Surface

Control effectiveness at high AOA was found to be very sensitive to location on the wing.

Proximity of the DRUD to the leading edge vortex and its burst point had adverse effects

on high AOA yaw control power. An aft inboard location was found to be optimal. It

maximized the moment arm with the cg, and minimized interactions with the leading

edge vortex. A lower surface rudder location was tested as well (Figure 3-33). Control

effectiveness of the upper surface rudder was better in the 12 deg to 30 deg AOA region

for the same size surface and moment arm. There are indications (and it seems feasible)

in the limited amount of data that the lower surface rudder may provide better high AOA

effectiveness; although this remains to be tested. A lower surface rudder location would

have a negative impact on ground clearance; it probably would have limited use during

power approach conditions.
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DEPLOYABLE RUDDER INCREMENTS
Body Axis; M=0.3; SARL Data
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Deployable Rudder Effectiveness vs Deflection; Mach 0.3; Body Axes

Deployable Rudder Yaw Effectiveness
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Deployable Rudder Roll Effectiveness
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Figure 3-32 DRUD Effectiveness vs Deflection

Figure 3-34 indicates that symmetric deployable rudder deflections do not appreciably

affect bare airframe directional stability. This was seen as one of the potential benefits of

the surface, but because of the short moment arm to the cg and the inboard cant of the

rudders, the stabilizing tendencies are negligible. At high AOA, symmetric deflections

result in worse overall stability than the bare airframe.
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Lower Surface Rudder Effectiveness
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undesirable trait. Leeward side deflections have less control power than the zero sideslip

case.
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Effect of Rudders on Directional Stability
ADF Low-Speed Data
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DEPLOYABLE RUDDER INCREMENTS WITH SIDESLIP
Body Axis; M=0.3; SARL Data: R/H RUDDER = 60
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Figure 3-35 Windward Sideslip Adversely Affects DRUD Effectiveness at High AOA

3.1.7 Lower Surface Spoiler

Lower surface flaps have found a variety of applications, and are not exactly

"innovative",20 ' 29. The lower surface spoiler was investigated for the ICE program as a

means of improving high AQA lateral-directional control power.

ISP generate rolling moment at low AQA by an increase in the local wing camber on the

lower surface -- much like a trailing edge flap. Body axis yaw is adverse at low AOA due

to the increase in profile and induced drag on the wing with deflected LSP.
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Figure 3-36 shows lateral-directional control effectiveness from a small-scale test for a

variety of deflections. Rolling moment changes sign at 10 deg AOA, becoming twice the

value of the low AOA magnitude. Except in the critical region between 10 and 20 deg

AOA, the magnitude is predictable with increasing deflection -- albeit nonlinear. Yawing

moment is small in magnitude but favorable at high AOA.

Figure 3-37 shows the longitudinal increments due to LSP deflection. The positive nor-

mal force accompanied by the nose-down pitch at low AOA reflects the increase in cam-

ber created by the flap deflection. The near simultaneous change in sign of pitching mo-

ment, rolling moment and normal force increments indicates that at high AOA, a strong

region of suction exists behind the LSP, acting on the trailing edge of the wing. This

would account for the change in characteristics of the force and moment data. The nose-

up pitch generated by this control at high AOA increases the demand on pitch control sur-

faces to maintain control during rolling maneuvers.

Sideslip data with LSP deflections were collected during a low-speed test at the SARL

facility. Figure 3-38 shows adverse effects due to sideslip on roll control power for a 15

deg LSP deflection at high AOA. Effects on yaw are favorable at high AOA for wind-

ward sideslip.

LSP deflections adversely affect trailing edge surface effectiveness (Figure 3-39). TED

elevon deflections are essentially unaffected above 22 deg AOA. However, only 15 deg

LSP deflection data are available. Larger LSP deflections will probably impact elevon

roll and pitch effectiveness at high AOA. Coupled with the nose-up pitch generated by

deflecting the device, this characteristic will require large nose-down pitch deflections

just to maintain trim -- let alone overcome inertial pitch coupling during high AOA rolls.

The predictable nature and large body axis rolling moments at high AOA initially made

the LSP attractive as a high AOA control device. Its structural integration drawbacks are

similar to conventional spoilers. At high speeds, hinge moments would be high. The

cutout in the lower wing skin necessitates beefed-up spar structure around the void. Lack

of control effectiveness between 10 and 20 deg AOA negate the usefulness of this surface
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for takeoff and landing. At high AGA, adverse interactions with trailing edge control sur-

faces will result in high pitch requirements. during rolls.

LOWER SURFACE SPOILER INCREMENTS
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LOWER SURFACE SPOILER INCREMENTS
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LOWER SURFACE SPOILER INCREMENTS
Body Axis; M=0-3; SARL Data; R/H SPOILER 15
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LOWER SURFACE SPOILER INTERACTION ON ELEVON
Body Axis; M=0.3; SARL Data
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4 Control Power Requirements and Baseline Evaluation

Key maneuver goals were defined for the ICE study in the form of high AOA roll per-

formance capabilities, Level 1 flying qualities in the low to moderate AOA range, and

carrier suitability considerations. Control power requirements were estimated for each

configuration series (101 and 201). This section describes the control power requirement

studies, and the subsequent evaluation of each baseline configuration.

Two "baselines" were evaluated for each configuration series -- one with pitch and yaw

thrust vectoring and one without. Aerodynamic control power was traded versus propul-

sion control power. The benefits and liabilities of thrust vectoring were evaluated and

described in this section and in Section 7.

4.1 Maneuver Requirements

The following maneuver performance goals were specified for both the land-based and

carrier-based configurations

e Level 1 flying qualities at low AOA as defined in MIL-STD-1797 and MIL-F-

8785C.

e Minimum nose-down pitch acceleration of -0.07 rad/sec2 with aerodynamic

controls only during symmetric maneuvering. . (Note that the nose-down

pitch acceleration requirements are referenced to a dynamic pressure of 40

psf.)

9 Minimum nose-down pitch acceleration of -0.25 rad/sec2 with aerodynamic

and propulsion controls during symmetric maneuvering.

e Minimum nose-down pitch acceleration of -0.07 rad/sec2 with both aerody-

namic and propulsion controls while meeting roll specifications.

* Bank angle change of 90 deg in 2.0 sec at 30 deg AOA, 4.0 sec at 45 deg

AOA, and 6.0 sec at 60 deg AOA.
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* Maintain sideslip less than 6 deg during high AOA rolls.

Figure 4-1 shows the ICE high AOA roll performance goals compared to several current

fighter aircraft. For this comparison, the 1-DOF roll equation was used to convert ICE

time-to-bank requirements into steady state stability axis roll rate. One can see from the

figure that the ICE roll performance requirements are consistent with the high AOA ca-

pabilities of future fighters (e.g., YF-22).

140r 1-g Trim Roll Capabilities

120r YF-22

F-1 6

80" F-18 HARV

60' ICE4 0- \
2" F/A-18
20

0 I I I I I I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

AOA (deg)

Figure 4-1: ICE Roll Performance Goals

In addition to the above, the carrier-based configurations had to meet all aerodynamic re-

quirements imposed by CV suitability design constraints. CV suitability criteria are typi-

cally referenced to airspeeds required for the configuration to achieve the design criteria.

Wind over deck (WOD) is a critical design parameter that must be minimized for a good

CV suitable aircraft. WOD is essentially the difference between the airspeed required of

the aircraft, and the catapult endspeed or arresting cable engagement speed. Carrier suit-

ability performance criteria were evaluated using tropical day conditions. Catapult end-

speeds and arresting cable engagement speeds are determined by the carrier's machinery

capability to impart or absorb energy 37 . Catapult and arresting gear performance data are

contained in Reference 38.

Airspeed criteria during catapult launch can be set by one or more of the following:
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9 Longitudinal acceleration of at least 1.24 knots/sec2 .

9 Center-of-gravity sink after launch not to exceed 10 feet.

* Pitch rate not to exceed 12 deg/sec nose-up or 2.5 deg/sec nose down.

9 Pitch rotation not requiring more than 90% of CLmax.

* Level 1 flying qualities.

* Crosswind capability greater than 15 knots at 90 deg.

o Single engine rate of climb > 200 ft/min.

* Minimum control speed for single engine flight.

* Launch performance analyses were done at a mission weight representative of

full fuel plus ordnance. The design WOD goal for this analysis was zero

knots.

e Recovery speed criteria include airspeeds required to achieve:

* Level 1 flying qualities at VpA with the exception of time-to-bank 30 deg in

1.0 sec instead of 1.1 sec as defined in MIL-F-8785C.

* Over-the-nose vision requirements during approach -- pilot must see the stern

waterline when intercepting a 4 deg glideslope at 600 ft altitude.

* Glidepath correction maneuver -- 50 ft glidepath change in 5 sec at a fixed

thrust setting using only one-half of the additional available lift.

* Approach speed greater than 1.1Vstal.

& Longitudinal acceleration during waveoff of 3 knots/sec 2 within 2.5 sec after

initiation of go-around.

* Engine response -- not considered during this study.

* Assuming a twin engine concept, acceptable single engine controllability

(V,) and SEROC > 500 fpm. (Vme<Vpa-5 knots)
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For recovery analysis, wind over deck is defined as WOD = 1.05VpA '- Vengage. The re-

covery WOD goal for this study was zero knots at a 5K lbs bring back weight. Analysis

was done using bring back weights of 0, 5K, and 10K lbs.

Obviously, for a single engine concept, the SEROC and Vmc criteria defined above do not

apply. However, for this study, a second engine was assumed to determine control re-

quirements for single engine flight. The goal of this analysis was to evaluate the inno-

vative controls independently of the configuration type to determine their applicability to

other configuration concepts -- including twin engine fighters.

4.2 Flight Conditions

Figure 4-2 illustrates the flight conditions for which control power requirements were in-

vestigated. Flight conditions were chosen at the boundaries of the flight envelope to en-.

sure each configuration would have sufficient control power to meet flying qualities re-

quirements at any condition.

For consistency and comparison purposes, high AOA roll performance control power re-

quirements were computed at a calibrated airspeed of 108 knots, corresponding to a dy-

namic pressure of 40 psf. Maximum airspeed was defined as 800 KCAS, corresponding

to Mach 1.2 at sea level. Thrust settings used for evaluating configurations that include

thrust vectoring are shown below:

* MAX A/B : all high AOA conditions except 20 deg AOA/300 KCAS

SMIL Power: 20 deg AOA/300 KCAS

* Idle and trim power: power approach conditions
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O0

2

Mach

Flight Conditions for ICE Control Power Analysis

All Altitudes are 15K Unless Specified

No. Condition Roll Spec (sec) Source

1 AOA=30; 108 KCAS t9o=2.0 ICE Goal

2 AOA=30; 200 KCAS t9o=2.0 ICE Goal

3 AOA=45; 108 KCAS t9o=4.0 ICE Goal
4* AOA=60; 108 KCAS tzo=6.0 ICE Goal

5 AOA=20; 300 KCAS t9o=1.1 MiI-F-8785C

6 M=0.9 @ 35K; Ig to=l.0 Mil-F-8785C

7 M=1.2 @ SL; Ig t9o=1.4 Mil-F-8785C

8 M=2.0 @ 35K; Ig t9o=1.4 Mil-F-8785C

9 VpA; Ig @ SL t30=l.1** MiI-F-8785C
*Note: Configuration is Pitch-Trim Limited Below 60 deg AOA
"**Note: t30=1.0 for CV-Based Configurations

Figure 4-2 ICE Flight Conditions

4.3 Configuration 101-Series Baseline Evaluation

The following sections describe the control power requirements and maneuver perform-

ance evaluation of the land-based baseline configurations.
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4.3.1 Configuration 101-Series Control Power Requirements

The simulation tool CPR was used to compute control power requirements at each flight

condition. Control power requirements are shown in Figure 4-3 for the 101-Series con-

figuration.

0.06 -

0.04-

0.02

0 -

-0.02

-0.04-

-0.06 Rl

~Roll

-0.08 CYaw

r~ QPitch

b- ~• -- _ 4I' S'
ep0 Cb

Figure 4-3 Configuration 101 Control Power Requirements

The 30 deg AOA roll at 108 KCAS requires the highest absolute control power. At this

flight condition, TV provides large control moments. Because of the dependence of TV

control power on flight condition and power setting, other flight conditions may also be

critical. For instance, the power approach condition requires a low power setting, and

therefore control power from vectoring may be insufficient. At the 20 deg AOA/300

KCAS case, dynamic pressure is relatively high, and the control power available analysis

was done with the throttle at mil-power (see above). As will be shown later, these three

conditions ended up sizing the control suites for the 101-series airplanes. The maximum
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dynamic pressure condition (Mach 1.2/sea level) set hinge moment requirements for the

actuators.

4.3.2 Maneuver Performance Evaluation

All 101-series configurations were evaluated by computing control power envelopes at

the nine flight conditions of interest. CPR simulations were run inside the envelopes to

determine maximum maneuver performance. Nose-down pitch acceleration requirements

were met by defining aft cg limits where pitch acceleration could still be achieved. Table

4-1 shows the mass properties used during the maneuver performance evaluation. Weight

differences between Configurations 101 and 101-TV are attributable to the thrust vector-

ing system. These mass properties represent the preliminary values used during control

sizing studies, and do not reflect final weight estimates made after sizing. Note too that

the cg locations were set at 38.84 % MAC for both configurations for the initial evalua-

tion. Aft limits are discussed in Section 6.1.5.

Table 4-1 Preliminary Mass Properties Data for 101-Series Configurations

Configuration 101

Parameter Value
Weight (Ibs) 32,372
cg (%MAC) 38.84

I," (sl-ft2) 36,794IYY (sl-ft2) 75,103
Izz (sl-ft 2) 109,384

Ixz (sl-ft2) -542

Configuration 101-TV

Weight (ibs) 32,750
cg (%MAC) 38.84

IXX (sl-ft2) 35,479
I,, (sl-ft2) 78,451
Izz (sl-ft2) 110,627
lxz (sl-ft2) -525
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4.3.3 Configuration 101 (Aerodynamic Controls Only)

The goal for this portion of the study was to determine the maximum maneuver capability

of this configuration with aerodynamic controls alone, and then trade off aerodynamic

control power using TV (Section 4.3.4). Throughout this study, control surfaces were

sized up and down by applying control volume ratios to the lateral-directional control ef-

fectiveness. Table 4-2 lists the controls incorporated into the final Configuration 101.

Figure 4-4 shows a planview layout of Configuration 101.

Table 4-2 Final Configuration 101 Control Surface Areas

Controller Usage Deflection Limit Area (ft2)
(deg)

Pitch Flap Pitch +/-30 (Sym Only) 7.77
Elevon Pitch/Roll/Yaw +/- 30 22.77

IB Spoiler Roll/Yaw 0/60 15.71
OB Spoiler Roll/Yaw 0/60 15.71
Clamshell Yaw 0/60 (upr & lwr) 12.41
IB LEF Pitch/L-D Stab 0/40 (sym) 14.35

OB LEF Pitch/L-D Stab 0/40 (sym) 11.11

Notes: (1) Surface areas represent single side surfaces only

(2) Clamshell area for upper surface only

The LEF were split into inboard and outboard segments for structural reasons, but move

together as maneuver flaps to provide improved high AOA directional stability and nose-

down control power. Past experience with the high-sweep (65 deg) delta wing studied

here indicated that scheduling the LEF with flight condition did not appreciably improve

the drag polar over what was achievable using a fixed camber design.

The clamshell retains good yaw effectiveness at high speed. However, large hinge mo-

ments limit its potential. The clamshell actuator was sized to provide full deflection ca-

pability up to 300 KCAS. Combined spoiler-elevon deflections were relied upon to pro-

vide high-speed yaw control power -- resulting in very large spoiler actuators. The

spoiler was split into an inboard and outboard section to supply directional control redun-

dancy.
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101 Baseline
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Figure 4-4 Planview of Configuration 101

Configuration 101 was limited by yaw control power. The clamshell, although effective

for its size, could not be made large enough to provide sufficient yaw power at high AOA

to achieve the roll performance goals. Spoiler size was increased in an attempt to im-

prove high AOA roll performance; however, the structural weight penalties did not justify

the small improvement in roll coordination.

Figure 4-5 shows a portion of a CPA control envelope at 30 deg AOA. This diagram rep-

resents the maximum roll and yaw control power available while trimmed in pitch. The

control requirements to achieve the desired 90 deg bank in 2.0 sec are overlaid. The point

where the Configuration 101 envelope crosses the Y-Axis is the maximum coordinated

roll control power available for this condition. It is readily apparent that Configuration
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101 fell far short of the high AOA roll criteria. Note the 101-TV CPA curve (discussed

in Section 4.3.4).

0.08
AOA = 30 deg 108 KCASRoll Requirement Max Roll vs Yaw Control Envelopes

0.06 Low Speed; Trimmed in Pitch; AOA =30 deg

0,05

0.04

U 0.03

Az: 101-TV

-0.04 -0.02 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1

Cn'

Figure 4-5 Configuration 101 Control Power Available vs Required at 30 deg AOA

Figure 4-6 summarizes roll performance for Configuration 101. The maneuver goals are

shown alongside the actual capabilities. Although the high AOA roll performance goals

could not be achieved, the configuration has considerable capability considering it has no

TV or vertical surfaces. Other than the high AOA cases, critical maneuvers were the

power approach roll, and the 20 deg AOA/300 KCAS condition. High-speed roll per-

formance capabilities were adequate.

Note that this evaluation did not include the effects of flexibility on the airframe. There-

fore the high-Mach roll performance prediction is probably optimistic. Hinge moment

limitations were considered.
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101 Baseline Roll Performance Summary
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Figure 4-6 Configuration 101-Series Roll Performance Summary

Approach roll performance was evaluated at the 1-g trim speed for 14.5 deg AOA. The

approach AOA was limited by tipback angle. Level 1 power approach roll capability

could not be achieved at this condition. Configuration 101 thus requires a higher ap-

proach speed than that corresponding to 14.5 deg AOA to achieve Level 1 roll perform-

ance.

4.3.4 Configuration 101-TV

Configuration 101-TV roll performance was evaluated using the same methods and as-

sumptions presented above. Table 4-3 summarizes the final control suite for 101-TV.

Figure 4-7 shows a planview layout of this configuration.

Table 4-3 Final Configuration 101-TV Control Surface Sizes

Controller Usage Deflection Limit Area (ft )

(deg)
MATV Pitch/Yaw +1-15 ---

Pitch Flap Pitch +/-30 (Sym Only) 7.77
Elevon Pitch/Roll/Yaw +/- 30 22.77

1B Spoiler Roll/Yaw 0/60 15.71
OB Spoiler Roll/Yaw 0/60 15.71

IB LEF Pitch/L-D Stab 0/40 (sym) 14.35
OB LEF Pitch/L-D Stab 0/40 (sym) 11.11
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Figure 4-7 Configuration 101-TV Planview

Thrust Vectoring Model

Thrust vectoring was modeled using an Fl 10-GE-129 propulsion deck. The propulsion

data file included ram drag and gross thrust as a function of Mach, altitude, and power

setting. The thrust and ram drag vectors were applied at the appropriate locations on the

flight vehicle. Together with nozzle deflection assumptions, pitch and yaw control mo-

ments were computed at the various flight conditions.

Axi-symmetric engine-mounted TV nozzles are typically deflection limited by mechani-

cal constraints at low speeds and power settings, and off-axis side load limits at high
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speeds and thrust settings. Typical applications (i.e., F-16 MATV) have an off-axis load

limit of 4,000- 6,000 lbs and mechanical deflection limits of 15 - 20 deg. At high speeds,

the nozzle is deflection-limited to maintain acceptable side-loads and minimize structural

weight penalties.

Figure 4-8 shows the yaw vector side force required of a vectoring nozzle to generate the

same yawing moment as a conventional centerline vertical tail and rudder. One can see

that the 4,000 lbs nozzle load limit would result in smaller TV control moments than a

conventional vertical tail at high speeds as was shown in Figure 1-4 comparing rudder

and TV control power.

Yaw Nozzle Side Force to Match Conventional Rudder Power
AOA = 0 deg

18000.

%12000. -0Sea Level

S10000 -I- -1OK ft
U. 8000. 20K ft
o) ICE Loa Limi .-. 30K ft

400o I

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1".6

Mach Number

Figure 4-8 Yaw Vectoring Side Force Required to Match Conventional Rudder Power

For the purposes of this study, engine side load limits were set at 6,000 lbs to improve

high-speed yaw vectoring effectiveness. Nozzle deflection limits were set at +1-15 deg

for both pitch and yaw. An additional 100 lbs was added to the thrust vectoring nozzle

weight increment to account for the increase in structure needed for the higher side load

limit. A low-observable (LO) multi-axis nozzle concept was the chosen thrust vectoring

system. These parameters were left unchanged throughout the study. Except for the en-
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gine-out analysis on Configuration 201 (see below), the same engine and nozzle combi-

nation were assumed for both Configuration 101 and 201-series analysis.

Control Suite Sizing

Incorporation of vectoring onto the 101-series airplane allowed the clamshell to be de-

leted. Also, not apparent in the control surface data, is the reduction in size of the out-

board spoiler actuator. For Configuration 101, both spoiler segments were required at-

high speed to provide adequate dutch roll augmentation. Yaw vectoring, along with the

inboard spoiler segment can achieve acceptable dutch roll characteristics at high speed.

The result is a significant weight savings due to replacement of the large outboard spoiler

actuators with a single smaller actuator. (See actuator and structural integration in Sec-

tion 7.) The outboard spoiler actuator was sized for full deflection capability up to 300

KCAS to provide lateral-directional control at elevated-g.

A portion of a 30 deg AOA/108 KCAS control envelope was shown in Figure 4-5 for

Configuration 101-TV. Thrust vectoring effects were computed at maximum power for

this flight condition. Comparison of the blended control power available and the atten-

dant control power requirements show that Configuration 101-TV comes very close to

achieving the goal of 90 deg bank angle change in 2.0 seconds. With increased vectoring

deflections beyond the assumed ±15 deg limits, the roll performance goal should be

achievable.

Figure 4-9 shows the control deflections required to achieve the maximum coordinated

roll power illustrated in Figure 4-5. Note that incorporation of thrust vectoring on Con-

figuration 101-TV provides sufficient coordinating yaw power to overcome elevon ad-

verse roll. As a result, the elevons are used for roll power on 101-TV, whereas they were

used symmetrically on Configuration 101 at the 30 deg AOA condition.
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Baseline Configuration Controls Usage - AOA = 30 deg Max Roll
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Figure 4-9 Controls Usage for Maximumn Roll Power

Roll performance results were summarized above (Figure 4-6). Configuration 101-TV

ach~Ieeal of the roll performance goals with the exception of the 30 deg AGA at 108

achive and 20dgAAa 0 CS(hs ere very close to meeting the goals). The

300 KCAS condition was evaluated at MIL powr. In IMAX ANB, 101,T canpwe achev
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proach toll performance requirement is met. Recall that the ~0 fgt ti o be aproac
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C-o.yNA .= cosX - sincx + ]Stbili (1)
9 

]Body

The first bracketed term in equation (1) is recognizable as the expression for Cnpdyn. The

second term represents control power for controls deflected to provide Cn'MAX, trimmed

in pitch and roll. The user selects the maximum sideslip to augment by specifying f.
Equation (1) can be rewritten

[ ] Stability + [ ' /PJIStability

This calculation is implemented in CPA. Where data are available, the effect of sideslip

on the controls is included in the calculation.

0.012

0.01 101 -TV Augmented

"• 0.008

o0.006 Required

S0.004-
= 101 Augmented

C= 0.002
S 0 '

005
-0 .0 0 2 B a r e

tBare Airframe l

-0.004 AOA (deg)

Figure 4-10 Configuration 101 and 101-TV Augmented Directional Stability Charac-

teristics

The curves shown in Figure 4-10 represent the maximum lateral-directional augmentation

capability at 10 deg of sideslip. The boundary is the amount of CnjP'stab required to

maintain dutch roll frequency greater than 1.0 rad/sec (Level 1, MLL-F-8785C) at a dy-

namic pressure of 40 psf. Instability is defined when Cnl3dyn Aug becomes negative. The

bare airframe curve shows that the basic configuration is slightly unstable at low AOA,
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becoming stable at moderate AOA, and unstable again between 25 deg and 38 deg AOA.

Configuration 101 has sufficient yaw power to maintain Level 1 frequencies up to 35 deg

AOA, and becomes unstable at 36 deg AOA. This indicates an approximate AOA limit

for Configuration 101 of 35 deg (other factors may set the practical AOA limit -- i.e., ro-

tational damping characteristics, etc.). Roll performance analysis indicated that lateral-

directional maneuvering is restricted to AOA < 30 deg due to highly adverse roll-yaw re-

lationships in the high AOA control envelopes. Configuration 101-TV can achieve un-

limited AOA performance based on this analysis. A large control margin is apparent

between the required curve for Level 1 dutch roll, and the capability of 101-TV. Con-

figuration 101-TV is pitch-trim limited above 45 deg AOA.

4.4 Configuration 201-Series Baseline Evaluation

Configuration 201 control suites were sized by power approach condition flying qualities.

At approach conditions, power setting is low, and thrust vectoring control components are

relatively small. Aerodynamic control surfaces must make up the difference to achieve

the required control power.

The roll performance analyses were carried out at a number of loadings. Recovery WOD

sensitivity to weight was determined by analyzing three bring back weights -- 0, 5K, and

10K lbs. Launch analysis was conducted at the mission takeoff weight of 44,437 lbs.

Inertias for all 201-series airplanes were calculated using empirical preliminary design

techniques.

For initial control sizing, the cg was assumed to be located at 20% MAC. Aft limit capa-

bilities are discussed in Section 6.2.3. Table 4-4 lists mass properties data for 201-series

configurations.
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Table 4-4 Configuration 201-Series Mass Properties Data

Configuration 201

Condition Weight (Ibs) cg (% MAC) Ixx (sl-ft2) IYY (sl-ft2) Izz (sl.ft2 )
Launch 44,437 20.0 49,067 100,506 152,580
OK BB 28,497 20.0 31,437 64,393 97,757
5K BB 33,497 20.0 36,592 75,692 114,909

10K BB 38,497 20.0 42,468 86,990 132,062

Configuration 201-TV

Launch 45,287 20.0 50,005 102,428 155,499
OK BB 29,347 20.0 32,347 66,314 100,673
5K BB 34,347 20.0 37,925 77,685 117,935
10K BB 39,347 20.0 43,446 88,994 135,103

4.4.1 Aerodynamic Assessment of Configuration 201

Aerodynamic data for the 201-series analysis were obtained from LMTAS ADF test en-

tries 9502 and 9505, described in Appendix C. Data sources are listed below:

"* Basic configuration data from ADF 9502/9505 (5-component data only)

"* Drag data predicted using preliminary design methods

"* Control effectiveness (except clamshell data) from ADF 9502/9505

"* Clamshell control effectiveness from LMTAS tailless fighter wind tunnel data

"* Dynamic derivatives from HASC (High Angle-of-Attack Stability and Con-

trol) predictions

A 63 ft2 and a 90.5 ft2 canard were evaluated to determine the size best suited for good

trimmed lift capabilities. A sketch of the two canards is shown in Figure 4-11. Also

shown is the advantage that the large canard provides at power approach conditions. The

large canard, while not providing any significant lift increment by itself, allows the trail-

ing edge flaps to be deflected more TED, resulting in a trimmed lift benefit. The large

canard was used for the remainder of the study.
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Figure 4-11 Canards Analyzed on Configuration 201

The canard was scheduled so that adequate trailing edge surface control margin could be

maintained for roll control and to arrest nose-up inertial coupling moments during rolls.

Figure 4-12 shows the canard schedule required to keep trailing edge surface deflections

from exceeding 15 deg TED, leaving a control margin of 15 deg on each the aileron,

elevon and pitch flap.
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Canard Schedules for Trim
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Figure 4-12 The Canard was Scheduled to Maintain Adequate Control Margin at

High A OA

For this type of configuration in the high lift condition, the canard is typically scheduled

slightly LE up at the approach AOA. The trailing edge surfaces are used to trim the air-

plane with TED deflections, resulting in a net positive lift increment.

Several trailing edge deflection combinations can be used to generate a trim solution.

The best high lift trim solution is desired for the power approach condition. To maximize

lift, the surface that provides the greatest lift per unit deflection (C.5) along with the

minimum pitching moment (CmS) should be fixed (i.e., drooped). The remaining sur-

face(s) are used for trim. The designer can then maximize the positive lift benefit of all
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the trailing edge surfaces. Intuition leads to the conclusion that the aileron, having the

shortest moment arm to the cg, would be the best surface to fix at a drooped position.

Figure 4-13 shows the effect of fixed aileron deflections on trim. Increasing TED aileron

deflection provides increased trim normal force for a fixed canard setting. Furthermore,

trailing edge deflection (pitch flap and elevon moving 1:1) required to trim is reduced,

providing increased control margin at the approach AOA of 11.2 deg. While 30 deg of

aileron droop provides the highest trimmed lift (note that the elevon and pitch flap are

slightly TEU for trim at the approach AOA), it also saturates both ailerons; when rolling,

one aileron must move from 30 deg TED to 30 deg TEU -- 60 deg of deflection. As a

result, very fast aileron actuators would be required to provide sufficient low-speed roll

mode augmentation.
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Figure 4-13: Effect of Symmetric Aileron on Trim
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Based on the above analysis, the surfaces were set up such that at low speeds, the canard

was fixed at 10 deg TED. The pitch flaps and elevons were used together for trim, and

the aileron was fixed at 15 deg TED for improved high lift and elevon/pitch flap control

margin.

The LEF improved CLMAX, linearized the pitching moment and greatly improved lateral-

directional stability above 15 deg AOA. The LEF was deflected 25 deg down at high

AOA to improve bare airframe lateral-directional stability (Figure 4-14).

Effect of LEF on Directional Stability
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Figure 4-14 LEF Deflections Improve Lateral-Directional Stability

Figure 4-15 shows trimmed lift data for the resulting configuration. The data represent

scheduled canard deflections with the aileron drooped 15 deg. Pitch flaps and elevons are
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used as the trimming surfaces. Table 4-5 summarizes the control surfaces on Configura-

tion 201.

Table 4-5 Final Configuration 201 Control Surface Summary

Controller Usage Deflection Lim- Area (ft2 )
its (deg)

Canard Pitch/High Lift 10/-60 43.92
Pitch Flap Pitch/High Lift +/-30 (Sym) 15.48

Elevon Pitch/Roll/High Lift +/-30 13.43
Aileron Pitch/Roll/Yaw/High Lift +/-30 14.48
Spoiler Roll/Yaw 0/60 18.81

Clamshell Yaw 0/60 (each) 13.35
LEF L-D Stability 0/25 (Sym) 16.91

Note: (1) Surface areas represent single side surfaces only.

(2) Clamshell area for one surface only (e.g., upper)

Configuration 201-Series with Large Canard
Canard/Aileron = Sched/15

2-

1.5-

0.5-

0
0 10 20 30 40

AOA (deg)

Figure 4-15 Configuration 201 Trimmed Lift Data

4.4.2 Carrier Suitability Performance Summary

Both 2-DOF and 3-DOF performance analysis tools were used to analyze the launch, re-

covery and waveoff performance of Configuration 201. Launch and arresting gear ma-

chinery were assumed to be a C13-1 catapult and Mk7 Mod 3 arresting gear on CV71
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(USS Roosevelt), respectively. A summary of the configuration's launch performance is

shown in Table 4-6.

Table 4-6 Configuration 201-Series Launch Performance Summary

Parameter Threshold Value
Launch Weight (lbs) --- 44,437

Deadload Endspeed (C13-1) (KTAS) --- 167.0
Endspeed Increment from Thrust (KTAS) --- 4.1

Total Catapult Endspeed (KTAS) --- 171.1
Launch Speed for 10' Sink (KTAS) --- 158.0

Design WOD (KTAS) <0 -13.1
Operational WOD (KTAS) --- 1.9

a/g (Velocity Required) >0.065 0.266
SEROC (Velocity Required + 10 KTAS) (fpm) >200 500

SEROC (Design WOD=0 KTAS) (fpm) --- 825

Note: Performance based on target AOA = 16 deg

Not counting flying qualities, Configuration 201 has a design launch WOD of -13.1

KTAS set by the 10' sink requirement. Figure 4-16 shows a representative time history

of a launch.

Launch Performance at CG = 20%
VA = 160.7 KTAS, Sink = 10 ft

lime History Chart #1

_hai- - (-

i-- - " ! m

Figure 4-16 Launch Time History at 10' Sink Speed
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Table 4-7 summarizes recovery performance capabilities at a bring back weight of 5K lbs.

Not including flying qualities, VPA is set by the vision limit. Vision limit AOA is 11.2

deg for this configuration resulting in an approach speed of 137.1 KTAS, or a design

WOD of -1.1 KTAS.

Table 4-7 Configuration 201-Series Recovery Performance Summary

Parameter Threshold Value
Carrier Landing Performance Weight (bs) --- 33,497

Engaging Speed (MK7 Mod 3) (KTAS) --- 145.0
Candidate VpA Speeds (KTAS): ......

Vision --- 137.1
Popup --- 111.5

Power-on Stall --- 91.1
Level Acceleration ---

Level 1 Flying Qualities --- Varies w/ Config.
Small Transient Accel/Decel2  ---

VPA (KTAS) --- 137.1
WOD = 1.05VPA - VENGAGE (KTAS) <0 -1.1

SEROC (1.05VpA) (fpm) >500 1500

Notes: (1) Not computed (depends on engine transients). Not usually a design driver.

(2) Computed as a check at VP,. Decel may be a concern.

There is a wide margin between the speed for the 50' pop-up and the vision limit. This is

driven by the high CLmax value, and indicates that the LEF are not required to achieve

acceptable pop-up performance. The LEF could be traded off for reduced bare airframe

lateral-directional stability as long as sufficient high AOA yaw control power is available.

Figure 4-17 shows a time history of the pop-up maneuver.

Table 4-8 lists CV performance sensitivities for the configuration. Launch speed for 10'

sink over bow is strongly influenced by the initial flight path angle when the airplane

leaves the end of the flight deck. This in turn is a strong function of nose landing gear

dynamics. (A landing gear model representative of this class of configuration was as-

sumed during the analysis.) This result is typical, and shows the importance of careful

detailed design of the landing gear. Not surprisingly, recovery performance is most in-

fluenced by vision limit AOA. Note too that pop-up performance is not strongly influ-

enced by maximum pop-up AOA. Together with the good pop-up performance, this sen-
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sitivity again indicates that the LEF could be traded off and/or an AOA limit could be

imposed during power approach with acceptable pop-up performance penalties.

Popup Performance at CG = 20%
Vpopup = 110.8 KTAS, Altitude Change - 50 ft

Time History Chart
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Irnovwd.,2 CnoI- Eff.et0o (ICE)

Figure 4-17 Pop-up Maneuver Time History

Table 4-8 CV Performance Sensitivities

Launch

Parameter Value UnitsJ 2.6 KTAS/0.1 deg
Weight 3.5 KTAS/1000 lbs

cg --1.7 KTAS/% MAC

Recovery

Parameter Value Units Applicability
Maximum AOA -0.9 KTAS/deg Pop-up

Vision AOA -6.2 KTAS/deg ---

Weight 2.1 KTAS/1000 lbs ---
cg -1.4 KTAS/% MAC Vision
cg -1.2 KTAS/% MAC Pop-up

A__ -33.3 ft Waveoff
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Figure 4-18 shows a waveoff time history. Altitude loss during the waveoff was 33 ft.

Waveoff Performance at CG = 20%
Vwaveoff = 137.6 KTAS, Sink = 33.3 ft

Time History Chart
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Figure 4-18 Waveoff Time History

4.4.3 Control Power Requirements for Configuration 201

Control power requirements for 201-series configurations concentrated on launch and ap-

proach roll performance. Usually, the critical maneuver that sizes the aerodynamic con-

trol surfaces on a CV suitable tailless fighter is power approach roll. Two examples are

provided below for illustration.

First, the control requirements for various cases are presented in Figure 4-19 for the 201

configuration at the PA condition: pitch trim; Level 1 roll performance; Level 1 dutch roll

frequency at 10 deg of sideslip; and engine out. (Note that although the 201 configuration

is a single engine aircraft, a twin engine concept was assumed for the engine out analysis.

Two F414 powerplants, each spaced 20 inches off of the aircraft centerline, were as-

sumed. Engine spacing is consistent with the F/A-18 E/F using the same powerplant.) It
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is readily apparent that the control power magnitudes for Level 1 roll performance are the

most severe for each axis.

0.06

0.04

r-0.02
0)o Pitch Trim
00 0. 4 3Pitch

* Level 1 Roll Lvi 1 d•lr @ 03=10 Engine Out*
-0.02 U Roll

-0.04 [
• -0.08

-0.10 *Assumes a Twin Engine Concept Using F414

-0.12 Engines Spaced Appropriately

Example Requirements at Vision Limit Approach Speed and 10K Bring Back Weight

Figure 4-19 Roll Performance Generates the Greatest Control Power Requirements at

Power Approach Conditions

The second example shows the control power available versus required during launch

(Figure 4-20). This analysis used the catapult endspeed, including thrust increments, for a

C13-0 catapult on CV67 (USS Kennedy). Two cases are shown: one with no vectoring;

the second with TV in mil-power. The power approach time-to-bank requirement was

modified by the ratio Ixx(Max TO)fIxx(VPA). The figure shows that excess control ca-

pability exists to meet the launch condition roll requirement with MEL-Power TV. TV

nozzles were incorporated on all of the 201 innovative control configurations to achieve

the high AOA roll performance goals.

The control power requirements for varying bring back weights and airspeeds are given in

Figure 4-21. The diagrams show the total pitch and incremental roll and yaw control

power required to achieve Level 1 roll performance as a function of WOD for varying

AOA and bring back weight. These requirements are for time-to-bank 30 deg in 1.0 sec,

constraining sideslip within 6 deg, and maintaining a nose-down pitch acceleration capa-
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bility of at least -0.07 rad/sec2 . The results are relatively insensitive to bring back weight

(i.e., changing inertias), but are primarily a function of trim airspeed or AOA.

0.10 Control Power Available vs Required
Mil Power, C13-0 (CV67) Endspeed

0.05
Pitch Control Power

00

. oCoordinated Roll Power Yaw Control Power
0 Cr1 Cn'

-0.05

Control Power Available
0 0.10 Configuration 201

• configuration 201- TV
-0.15 • Required for Level 1 Roll

- Configuration 201 has a Shortage of Coordinated Roll Power-0.20. * TV Provides Enough Coordinating Yawing Moment to Increase Roll Power

Figure 4-20 Thrust Vectoring Provides Excess Control Power for Launch Roll Per-

formance
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Power Approach Pitch Control Requirements
0

-0.02

E
Bring Back (Ibs)l -0.04-

OK 5K

S AOA (deg) -0.06

UI

a.0

12 2 1.

-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50
WOD (KTAS)

Power Approach Roll Control Requirements

0.0C

S12 10 AOA (deg)

S0.03. OK 5K 10K

0.02. Bring Back (Ibs)

-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50
WOD (KTAS)

Power Approach YCw Control Requirements

0.102

C1 AOA (deg)

M 0.015.
IL
U3 8

S~0.01
SOK SK 10K

0.005 Bring Back (Ibs)

-20 _10 0 10 20 30 40 so
WOO (KTAS)

Figure 4-21 Configuration 201-Series Power Approach Control Power Requirements
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4.4.4 Launch and Power Approach Roll Performance Assessment

The previous section illustrated that power approach roll performance would set the con-

trol surface sizes for this configuration. Without thrust vectoring, launch roll perform-

ance is also a concern (i.e., Configuration 201). Figure 4-22 shows the WOD required to

achieve Level 1 roll performance during launch. Curves are shown for both C13-0 and

C13-1 catapults. Recall that excess capability exists to meet the WOD required for 10'

sink off of the bow (-13 KTAS with the C13-1 catapult). Figure 4-22 illustrates that the

configuration without thrust vectoring would have its WOD set by Level 1 roll perform-

ance (-10 KTAS). The addition of thrust vectoring improves the launch WOD required

for Level 1 flying qualities by approximately 30 KTAS; the WOD for the configuration

with thrust vectoring would be set by 10' sink off the bow speed.

Catapult Launch Roll Performance

1.6

1.4 _

S~C13-1C 31 Configuration 201

Requirement

. 1.

Configuration 201-TV •/

C13-0
0.8

0.6
-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10

WOD (KTAS)

Figure 4-22 Thrust Vectoring Provides Large Improvements in the Launch WOD Re-

quired for Level 1 Flying Qualities
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Figure 4-23 shows the control power required to meet Level 1 roll performance versus the

control power available at the vision limit AOA for Configuration 201 (5K lbs bring back

weight). It is apparent from the figure that the configuration lacks sufficient coordinating

yaw power to meet the roll requirement. If sufficient yaw power were provided to coor-

dinate all of the available roll power, the configuration would be able to achieve the Level

1 bank angle requirement.

Trimmed in Pitch 0.06.
Aerodynamic Controls Only U-

"0.05" AOA= 12 deg

R.0

0.03 AOA= 10 Deg

CPR to Meet Level 1 Roll
@ Vision Limit Speed

0.011

-0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
CIO

Figure 4-23 Insufficient Yaw Power is Available to Coordinate the Roll Power on

Configuration 201

4.4.5 Effect of Thrust Vectoring on Power Approach Roll Performance

Thrust vectoring has the potential of providing coordinating yawing moments for Con-

figuration 201. However, when the throttle setting is at idle power during PA (i.e., small

TV control potential), yaw coordination is the most demanding. This analysis shows the

effect of idle power TV on PA roll performance.

Figure 4-24 shows a summary of simulation results run within control envelopes for Con-

figuration 201 with and without MATV (201-TV). Lines of constant AOA and bring
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back weight are plotted on a bank angle at one second versus WOD diagram. The re-

sulting chart shows that roll performance is relatively insensitive to bring back weight at a

constant AOA, but drops off sharply with increasing AOA or reduction in WOD. Com-

paring the solid lines with the dashed shows that while thrust vectoring offers an im-

provement in PA roll performance, Level 1 flying qualities still cannot be achieved at

zero WOD. At a given bring back weight, idle power TV offers a 1 to 2 knot improve-

ment in recovery WOD.

Thrust Vectoring Comparison at Idle Power

60 Configurations 201 & 201-TV

e50
1-Bring Back Weight (Ibs)•" 201-TV

5K 10KCD 4 0 \0 . . .. ,

S20 • •Angle of Attack (deg)
M 2O
E2020

0
-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50

Wind Over Deck (KTAS)

Figure 4-24 Thrust Vectoring at Idle Power Provides Small Improvements to PA Roll

Performance

If the flight and throttle control systems were integrated to control glidepath using a

speedbrake or thrust reversing system, the throttle could be fixed at a minimum value to

provide sufficient yawing moments for roll coordination during landing. Reference 5

describes such a system using thrust reversing to maintain low speeds at high throttle set-

tings. Section 6 of this report describes the potential recovery roll performance im-

provements that could be realized assuming such a system. The impact of Innovative

Controls on WOD is also discussed in Section 6.
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4.4.6 Thrust Vectoring Impact on Trimmed Lift

An assessment of the potential that thrust vectoring has to improve trimmed lift was made

using Configuration 201-TV. Figure 4-25 compares the trimmed normal force for each

trim strategy with the baseline trim (see above) at 11 deg AOA. The canard was fixed at

10 deg in each case. Also shown are the trailing edge elevon, pitch flap and nozzle de-

flections required for trim. The resulting trim coefficients were normalized to the base-

line level with the baseline defined as 1.0. None of the alternate trim strategies exceed

the baseline level.

Trim Capability Compared to Baseline

.0 .9

Z 0.9*cl°AOA= 11 deg, CG =20% MAC
• Canard @ 10 deg
~~T 0.5•°Timn With TE Controls

U Q)
0.8-

15 EJ[ Sym Elevon & Pitch Flap
is - Pitch TV

o 10

El

S.=15 &'_=0 8, = 15; 8a=15; 8. =0;
TEF=0; TEF & TEF &
TV Trm TV Trm TV Trm

Note: TEF = 8, & Spf Trim Strategy

Figure 4-25 Thrust Vectoring Provides no Trimmed Lift Benefits over the Baseline

High Lift Configuration

The results of Figure 4-25 are configuration dependent. On Configuration 201-TV, the

thrust and aerodynamic controls being used for trim are located in about the same place

longitudinally. Therefore, their lift and pitching moment effectiveness are similar result-

ing in no net benefit trading one for the other. For the canard-delta arrangement to utilize

more trailing edge trim power, either the canard deflection or size must be increased. For
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this configuration, increasing the canard deflection beyond 10 deg did not appreciably

increase the nose-up pitching moment (and therefore the required trailing edge trim de-

flections). During this study, canard size was increased to load up the trailing edge flaps

at the approach AOA. More wind tunnel testing with different canard geometries may

offer an improved configuration.

The trim capability of thrust vectoring is a function of power setting. Trim throttle set-

tings were used in the above analysis. To increase the power setting, a speedbrake or

thrust reversing system must be implemented to control glidepath; furthermore, the

speedbrake design must not adversely affect trimmed lift. Fortunately, such a system

would offer synergistic improvements to PA roll performance (see discussion in Section

4.4.5).

4.4.7 Thrust Vectoring Impact on Nose Wheel Lift Off Performance

The carpet plot in Figure 4-26 shows the effect of pitch vectoring on nose wheel lift off.

The analysis was done at a weight of 44,000 lbs and cg location of 18% MAC. No

ground effects were included in the aerodynamic data. The plot shows nose gear unstick

velocity at various canard and aileron settings. The elevon and pitch flaps were set full

nose up. Canard deflection has little impact on unstick performance, but nose up pitch

from the aileron significantly improves performance. Without vectoring, Configuration

201 performs quite well, easily achieving the requirement of cc.o at 0.9Vtx with signifi-

cant control margin left over -- even at a cg location of 18% MAC. This indicates that the

forward cg limit for unstick speed is forward of the 18% MAC analyzed. The addition of

pitch vectoring in mil-power greatly reduced nose gear unstick speed and the dependence

on aerodynamic control deflections. With vectoring, a realistic forward cg limit would

probably not be set by nose gear unstick, but by other considerations such as nose gear

load limits or other FCS considerations.
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Effect of Thrust Vectoring on Nose-Gear Unstick
180 .- ..... ..........

GW = 44,000 lbs Canard

16 CG =18% MAC -0 1 5 _ 10
Mil Power

10No Ground Effects
14 - - 0.9 VJQ

S Aileron 0. I

120-- _ll _

S0> 10 0 - Aero Controls Only
~I

With Pitch TV
"60, - 30 0-t' 1o

40.- - - - i- i -
Thrust Vectoring:
- Greatly Reduces Unstick Speed
- Expands Forward CG Capability
e Reduces Dependence on Aero Control Deflections

Figure 4-26 Thrust Vectoring in Mil-Power Provides Great Improvements to Nose

Wheel Liftoff Performance

4.4.8 Effect of Control Deflections on SEROC

Usually, yaw control power for a tailless fighter is generated using devices that create dif-

ferential drag. For a twin engine design, a significant amount of yaw power is required to

offset the yawing moment created when an engine fails. The drag produced by a tailless

fighter's yaw controls is detrimental to single engine rate-of-climb (SEROC) perform-

ance. This analysis was carried out to determine the impact that drag producing controls

have on SEROC performance for twin engine fighters.

For this analysis, it was assumed that the configuration was powered by two F404 engines

located 20" off centerline. Sea level tropical day thrust data were used. For con-

figurations that employ thrust vectoring, it was assumed that vectoring control was avail-

able from the operating engine. Since the aerodynamic data for the 201-Series configu-

ration was collected using a 5-component balance, no drag increments were available for
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the controls. Therefore, control surface drag increments were scaled from similar con-

trols tested on the 65 deg sweep flying wing configuration.

Based on the above assumptions, Figure 4-27 shows that single engine controllability is

more critical for a configuration without thrust vectoring. In the figure, total yaw power

available at 1-g is plotted versus true airspeed. The yaw control requirement at MIL-Pwr

and MAX-A/B are overlaid on the plot. Even in MEL-power, the thrust vectored con-

figurations have a substantial single engine control margin over the non-vectored Con-

figuration 201. On vectored configurations, TV on the remaining engine provides excess

yaw authority, thereby minimizing required aerodynamic control deflections and the re-

sulting drag. The aerodynamic-only control configuration (201) was chosen for the

SEROC analysis.

Control Power Requirements for V..
0.07

S0.06-
0.05 Max A/B

1. .....

C 0.04 201-TV Control Power Available t Mil Power

It 0.03- 201 Control Power Available

[= !,-===:CPR Max /VB

0.01.
CPR Mil Pwr...

0 1 1
100 120 140 160 180 200

Velocity (KTAS)

Figure 4-27 Single Engine Controllability is More Critical for Configurations without

TV

The minimum control speed for a twin-engine version of Configuration 201 is 130

KTAS. A small yaw control margin is available at the vision limit speed of 138 KTAS.

Since all of the yaw power for this configuration comes from differential drag-producing

controls (i.e., clamshell, spoiler, etc.), the drag effects during single engine flight will be

significant.
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Figure 4-28 shows the effect of control-induced drag on launch and recovery SEROC per-

formance. Launch SEROC was found to be more critical than recovery due to higher

gross weight. Incorporation of the control drag increments increased the velocity required

to achieve the 200 fpm rate-of-climb requirement by approximately 9 KTAS in mil-

power. The 171 knot endspeed of the C13-1 catapult provides a SEROC of nearly 500

fpm at launch. In MAX-A/B, the launch requirement is easily achieved. Recovery

SEROC was not a limiting factor, even when considering the control-induced drag ef-

fects.

Effect of Control-Induced Drag on Launch SEROC

fGW = 44,000 Ibs Max A/B2500.

2000

1500 Veloc for 10'Sink

1 With Control Drag 00,

0 No Control Drag-5001 With Control Dra, ý
100 120 140 160 180

Velocity (KTAS)

Effect of Control-Induced Drag on Recovery SEROC

5001

GW = 33,000 lbs Max A/B

400M "
With Control Drag

j3010 1

Mil Power
02000

No Control Drag -.

1000
With Control Drag Requirement

100 120 140 160 180
Velocity (ICTAS)

Figure 4-28 Yaw Control Deflections Significantly Impact SEROC Performance
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4.4.9 High AOA Capabilities

Figure 4-29 shows coordinated and trimmed, primed stability axis roll power versus AOA

for Configurations 201 and 201-TV. Thrust vectoring control moments were applied at

150 KCAS. Without vectoring, Configuration 201 coordinated roll control power drops

off significantly at high AOA. Part of the reason for this is the poor spoiler performance

for this configuration (see Appendix C).

201-Baseline Maximum Coordinated Roll

Vectoring @ Max A/B; 150 KCAS; Cm = 0

0.01

201-TV
0.05

0.01

0
10 15 20 25 30 35

AOA (deg)

Figure 4-29 Maximum Coordinated Roll Control Power

Augmented directional stability is shown in Figure 4-30. Without thrust vectoring, the

configuration can maintain sufficient augmented directional stability up to 27 deg AOA.

With MAX-A/B thrust vectoring the augmented directional stability drops below the de-

sired level at 30 deg AOA. This configuration exhibits a large lateral-directional insta-

bility above 30 deg AOA that demands significant lateral-directional control power to

augment. Unfortunately, no sideslip data were available for AOA's greater than 32.5 deg.
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201-Baseline Augmented Lateral-Directional Stability
Max Sideslip = 10 deg

0.008

'. 0.006
201 -TV

"-0.004 S0.002

FRequired for LvI 1 CO rri
1 110O 15 ;0 -5 05

•=-0.002-

;J 201
-0.004

-0.006
AOA (deg)

Figure 4-30 Augmented Directional Stability Characteristics
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5 Initial Evaluation of Innovative Controls -- Derivative Configu-

rations

Six control suites were defined to fit within a design space bounded by signature charac-

teristics, high AOA capability, and structural design. Configurations 101-1 through 101-

6 include combinations of the five innovative control concepts discussed in Section 3

(Figure 5-1).

CONFIGURATION 101-1 CONFIGURATION 101-2 CONFIGURATION 101-3

SPOILER SPOILER SPOILER
SLOT DEFLECTOR LOWER SPOILER SLOT DEFLECTOR

DEPLOYABLE RUDDER ALL MOVING TIP
SYMMETRIC LEF DIFFERENTIAL OUTBD LEF

CONFIGURATION 101-4 CONFIGURATION 101-5 CONFIGURATION 101-6

ALL MOVING TIP ALL MOVING TIP LOWER SPOILER
DEPLOYABLE RUDDER DEPLOYABLE RUDDER
SYMMETRIC INBD LEF SYMMETRIC INBD LEF

DIFFERENTIAL OUTBD LEF DIFFERENTIAL OUTBD LEF

Figure 5-1 Sir Innovative Control Suites were Defined for the Initial Screening

Analysis of Configurations 101 and 101-TV showed that MATV would be required to

achieve the high AOA roll performance goals defined in Section 3 (i.e., aerodynamic

control power alone could not achieve the high AOA agility goals). Therefore, MATV
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nozzles were implemented on all six trade study configurations. Aerodynamic controls

were sized using the three critical conditions for control power requirements defined

above; power approach, 30 deg AOA at 108 KCAS -- MAX-A/B, and 20 deg AOA at

300 KCAS -- MLL-Pwr. After appropriate control suite sizes were determined, the re-

sulting configurations were weighed (Figure 5-2). In this manner, the six configurations

would have similar maneuver performance capabilities at the three design flight condi-

tions. The control suites are shown in Figures 5-3 through 5-8.

Lay Out Six Control Suites
Define a Design Space in Which to Fit
Six Control SuitesAA

fV\rllbi Dvelop Low Speed Aero
Data Set For Each Suite

Control Power Analysis at 6-DOF CPR Simulation

* AOA=14.5; Vpa __________o__

Critical ~~Reiz byah Contins r=Roll Perolumancetio mprio

Figure 5-2 An Iterative Process was used to Yield Six Configurations with Similar

Maneuver Capabilities
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Figure 5-3 Configuration 101-1 Control Layout
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Figure 5-4 Configuration.101-2 Control Layout
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Figure 5-5 Configuration 101-3 Control Layout
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Figure 5-6 Configuration 101-4 Control Layout
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Figure 5-8 Configuration 101-6 Control Layout
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Once the control suites were properly sized, high AOA departure criteria with vectoring

off, control suite weights, and a relative evaluation of the vehicle's signature performance

were made. The best three control suites were selected for further evaluation (Section 6).

Roll performance at the three critical flight conditions is shown for each configuration in

Figure 5-9. Each control suite was sized to have roughly the same roll capabilities at the

critical conditions.

2.5 AOA=30 deg; 108 KCAS

I 1 I

SAOA=20 deg; 300 KCAS 0ý Goal4. deg; AO=0/0AKA

2 0 - - - - --- - - - - -

Fir 5 or POne f20 and VpA

shw nFgr -0 lo hw nteacmayn ba chr istemniu ee

1.011

0 .5 1• • - -

0 1-F

0 0 0 0 0

Figure 5-9 Roll Performance at Three Flight Conditions for Sir Innovative Control

Suites

To provide a fair assessment of the aerodynamic lateral-directional control potential of

each configuration, Cnodlyn Aug was compared for all configurations without thrust vec-

toring. Vectoring-off, augmented lateral-directional stability for each configuration is

shown in Figure 5-10. Also shown in the accompanying bar chart is the minimum level

Of Cn[•dyn Aug for each configuration. Configurations with the AMT (101-3, 101-4, and

101-5) have the best high AOA lateral-directional performance. Configurations 101-3

and 101-4 are never unstable for sideslips up to 10 deg. Configuration 101-4 maintains
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Level 1 dutch roll frequencies at all AOA. Configuration 101-1 would be the most lim-

ited configuration without thrust vectoring. All six configurations can maintain Level I

dutch roll frequencies up to 23 deg AOA.

Aerodynamic Controls Deflected for Maximum Yaw @ P = 10 deg

0.005

0.004 01-

.~0.003 
0-

-0.002 101-61

().00t Required for Level 1 w~dr- - - - - - - - -

0.

-0.002

-0.00
AOA (deg)

Figure 5-10 Augmented Directional Stability with Aerodynamic Controls Only

Nose-down pitch capability at 30 deg AOA was determined for each control suite, and is

shown graphically in Figure 5-11. These results are presented as pitch accelerations to

include the estimated changes in pitch inertia (Iyy) between configurations. Also, some

of the configurations employ inboard LEF, resulting in greater nose-down pitching mo-

ments at 30 deg AOA. Configurations with greater nose-down capability would have

more aft cg limit capability for a given level of pitch acceleration.

NMx Nose-Down Pitch at 30 deg AOA (38.84 % MAC)

Configuration
0 0

-0.1

-0.5 •• ;N! •,...

-0.9

-1.
-0.8 ,===

Figure 5-11 Aerodynamic Nose-Down Pitch Capability at 30 deg AOA
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Weight comparisons with Configuration 101-TV are shown in Figure 5-12. Changes in

weight range from an 800 lbs penalty (101-2) to a 600 lbs savings (101-4). Configura-

tions employing the deployable rudder tended to be heavier.

Mude Study Weight Summary

Weight Changes Between Trade Study Empty Weights and Configuration 101-TV

800

600

400-

-200-

S0E 101-2111031- 0.......
101-1 101.4

101-2 101-3 : 101-5 101-6

_2 L
-400

-600

Figure 5-12 Configuration Weight Changes Due to Varying Control Suite

The configurations were ranked from one to six depending on a qualitative signature as-

sessment. Configuration 101-1 was ranked the best due to the lack of leading edge con-

trols. Configurations with the AMT ranked lower due to the difficulties associated with

signature integration. Furthermore, it was thought that the titanium trunion and pivot

shaft required for the tip would be difficult to hide with radar absorbent materials.

Each configuration was ranked ordinately in the following categories: (1) weight impact;

(2) pitch capability at 30 deg AOA; (3) yaw augmentation without vectoring; (4) signa-

ture. Qualitative weightings were given each category, and the scores totaled. The top

three control suites were Configurations 101-1, 101-3 and 101-4 (Figure 5-13). Perhaps

not surprisingly these three configurations lay at the "comers" of the original design space

depicted in Figure 5-1.
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Trade Study Ranking

Configuration Weight Pitch @ 30 AOA Yaw Signature Total Score Rank

101-1 5 1 1 6 11 jj

101-2 1 4 3 4 84 6
101-3 4 2 5 2 112 2
101-4 6 3 6 3 153 1
101-5 2 6 4 1 86 5
101-6 3 5 2 5 105 4

Weiqhtinqs _10 31 10 8 .

101-1 101-3 101-4
Selected Configurations

Control Effectors Remaining on Selected Configurations
*AMT
* SSD
* DLEF

Figure 5-13 Final Trade Study Ranking Results

It was decided, based on the above analyses, to conduct further work with the AMT, SSD

and DLEF. The deployable rudder and lower spoiler were dropped from the study matrix.

The three remaining controllers were integrated into the carrier-based configuration; more

detailed analysis was conducted on the remaining three land-based airplanes.
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6 Effector Performance Study

The effector performance study consisted of roll performance evaluations conducted on

the remaining three 101-series configurations and evaluation of the AMT, DLEF and SSD

on the 201-series airplanes, resulting in Configurations 201-1, 201-3 and 201-4. Off-

design conditions, including high-speed and crosswind landing capabilities were also

analyzed. Control power available versus deflection limit trade-offs were made on each

innovative controller.

6.1 101-Series Maneuver Performance Evaluation

Aerodynamic data were developed for each innovative controller and applied to the 101-

series high-speed simulation data set. Low-speed date were available from LMTAS

IRAD testing of all three innovative controls. Lateral-directional stability, longitudinal

characteristics, and conventional surface control effectiveness were already available at

transonic and supersonic Mach numbers as a result of IRAD wind tunnel testing. Little

additional development work was required during the ICE program to expand the low-

speed database for 101-series configurations. However, no high-speed wind tunnel test-

ing had been done with the AMT or SSD during the LMTAS IRAD.

6.1.1 High-Speed Dataset Development

Fortunately, a great deal of information on AMT and SSD high-speed control effective-

ness and hinge moment characteristics were found in NACA research memorandums.

DLEF control effectiveness data were taken from IRAD wind tunnel test results con-

ducted on the 65 deg sweep configuration.

AMT and SSD control effectiveness predictions were made for high speed conditions by

applying Mach trends developed from the NACA papers to the available low speed data.

Control effectiveness was scaled up or down using control volume ratios.

Figure 6-1 shows that AMT control effectiveness is scaleable using control volume ratios.

SSD yaw control power (Figure 6-2) is also easily scaled with control volume ratio due to
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its dependence on profile drag, and therefore projected area. However, SSD roll effec-

tiveness is related to the control-induced flow separation over the wing, and is dependent

on planform. SSD roll predictions were made by applying the LMTAS IRAD fighter

spoiler effectiveness Mach trends to the low-speed SSD effectiveness available from

small scale IRAD testing. It is apparent from the data in Figure 6-2 that this is probably a

conservative estimate.

AMT High Speed Control Effectiveness Predictions

-0.001.

-0.0008

'a-x

S-0.0006. A LMTAS ADF AVP - Vbar=0.01
M LMTAS ADF 9502 - Vbar=0.014

A x F-16XL SCAMP- Vbar=0.015
-0.0004. 0 NACA RM L51G18 - Vbar=0.013

cc 1; NACA RM L53J08a - Vbar=0.014

-0.0002

Predicted for Vbar = 0.01
0 I I

0 0.5 1 1.5 2

Mach

Figure 6-1 AMT Control Effectiveness Trend with Mach Number
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Yaw Effectiveness at Vbar=O.0075

0.0015 1
* LMTAS Tailless Fighter - Spoiler
E NACA Spoiler Data
* LMTAS SSD Data

, 0.001 0 NACA SSD Data

=Prediction

Q•) 0.0005,

0

0 0.5 . 1.5 2 2.5
Mach

Roll Effectiveness at Vbar=0.0075

0.0015,

IN

0.0005. ____1.32 2.

0.0005- U P

[] ml13 40
0

0 0.5 115 2 2.5
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Figure 6-2 SSD Control Effectiveness Trend with Mach Number

Control surface hinge moment data were gathered for similar controllers and/or similar

configurations, and referenced to control surface area and local chord. Likewise, airframe

flexibility effects were estimated by applying aeroelastic flex-to-rigid ratios from F-

16XL, and other similar tailless delta configurations. Appendix A details the data sources

used during the study. The resulting hinge moment and flexibility effects are approxi-

mate. These data were required to add realism to the flying qualities assessments and

provide inputs into the actuator sizing efforts. High-speed flight conditions were investi-
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gated to define hinge moment capabilities needed to maintain Level I flying qualities

throughout the flight envelope. This analysis is discussed in greater detail in Section 7.

6.1.2 Full Envelope Control Power Analysis

Control power envelopes were computed for each configuration at the flight conditions

defined in Section 4. Roll performance capabilities were determrned by running CPR

simulations inside the resulting control envelopes. Figure 6-3 summarizes the roll capa-

bilities of each configuration. Configuration 101-TV is shown as well for comparative

purposes.

Roll Performance Summary
5

"4. Requirement

S•~101-TV

3. E 101-1Sr-'-=101-3

€• • b••\N3 W101-40,•2.

0

U U U U

II IIII I

0 0 0 0

Figure 6-3 101-Series Roll Performance Summary

Configurations 101-1, -3, and -4 exceed Configuration 101-TV's 30 deg and 45 deg AOA

roll capabilities. At 20 deg AOA and 300 KCAS, Configuration 101-1 did not meet the

roll requirement, and did not perform as well as the other configurations. This is due to

the lack of aerodynamic yaw power on this configuration, and the reduced effectiveness
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of thrust vectoring at high dynamic pressure flight conditions (recall that this condition

was analyzed in mil-power); MAX-A/B thrust would have provided sufficient control

moment to meet the requirement. Note that 101-1 is the poorest performing configuration

at the Mach 1.2/sea level and Mach 2.0/35K flight conditions for the same reasons; al-

though, roll performance requirements are met for both cases.

High speed control power capabilities are usually limited not by absolute control power,

but by flexibility and hinge moment limits. The maximum airspeed goal for this configu-

ration was 800 KCAS, or Mach 1.2 at sea level. This condition drives hinge moment re-

quirements, and therefore actuator and hydraulic system size. Flexibility effects reduce

control surface effectiveness, and in some cases, may result in control reversal. Stiffness

requirements for a control surface will drive structural weight, and for an all-moving sur-

face, size the actuator.

Actuators for conventional control surfaces such as elevons or pitch flaps, are typically

sized by roll requirements and/or pitch trim. For a tailless fighter with neutral lateral-di-

rectional stability, yaw control power is critical for high-speed flight. Unfortunately, yaw

thrust vectoring is not very effective at high speed conditions due to the dependence of

TV control power on dynamic pressure, and structural limitations on nozzle deflections at

high speeds. Additionally, if a tailless fighter were to rely solely on propulsion control

for yaw augmentation, engine failure at high speed would probably result in loss of the

aircraft due to sudden loss of control. As a result, to operate at high speeds, this class of

tailless fighters must rely on both propulsive and aerodynamic controls, with aerodynamic

control power providing at least Level 2 flying qualities to handle TV failure cases.

Configurations 101 and 101-TV used segmented spoilers along with the elevons to pro-

vide aerodynamic yaw power; however, the hinge moment requirements for even small

spoilers were such that the hydraulic power requirements are not feasible (Section 7). All

three derivative configurations use lateral-directional controls with relatively small hinge

moments. For instance, Configuration 101-1 uses the SSD for yaw control similar to 101

and 101-TV, but with much smaller hinge moment requirements. Configurations 101-3

and 101-4 use the SSD and/or the AMT for high speed yaw control.
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Figure 6-4 shows control envelopes for each configuration both with and without vector-

ing control power at Mach 1.2/sea level. The control power requirements for Levels I

and 2 roll are overlaid on the plots along with the control power required to augment a 5

deg sideslip command at this flight condition. All three configurations have sufficient

control power available with aerodynamic controls to meet the control power require-

ments. Figure 6-5 shows a time history of a commanded 5 deg sideslip at Mach 1.2/sea

level completed using Configuration 101-1. Control saturation is avoided, and the con-

figuration retains Level 1 flying qualities.
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Mach 1.2 @ Sea Level

Configuration 101-1
Cm=O

"- , eL Level 1 Requirements

Level 2 Requirements,,....... T
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Configuration 101-3
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Figure 6-4 High Speed Control Power Requirements vs Control Power Available
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throughout the AGA range at low-speeds with aerodynamic control power alone.
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Yaw Augmentation with Aero Controls
Max Sideslip = 10 deg

0.005

101-TV
0.004 ---' . 101-1

r,•• -- 101-3

S0.003 -101-4

0.002 - - - Bare Airframe
0.002

03 0 ,

-0.001- Minimum Requiredfor Level I

-0.002 1 1
0 10 20 30 40 50

AOA (deg)

Figure 6-6 Low-Speed Yaw Augmentation Capabilities

Figure 6-7 demonstrates high AOA roll performance capabilities both with and without

TV. All three configurations exhibit good roll performance using thrust vectoring in

MAX-A/B. Configuration 101-4 exhibits unlimited AOA capabilities, and significant

high AOA roll capabilities using aerodynamic control power alone.
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150 KCAS Roll Performance - Vectoring Off
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Figure 6-7 High AOA Roll Performance
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6.1.4 Crosswind Landing Performance

MIL-F-8785C defines Level 1 crosswind requirements for Class IV aircraft as 30 knots at

90 deg. Level 2 and 3 requirements are 20 knots and 10 knots, respectively. An addi-

tional restriction is that no more than 75% of the available roll control power should be

used to trim out a 10 deg sideslip angle at approach airspeeds. These requirements as-

sume that the pilot is using a steady sideslip to counter crosswinds during the approach.

A static crosswind landing analysis shows that the 101-series configurations can meet the

30 knot crosswind requirement. Configuration 101 is included in this analysis to illus-

trate performance without TV control power. Except for Configuration 101, all of the

configurations meet the 10 deg sideslip requirement using less than 75% of the available

roll control power (Figure 6-8). Configuration 101 requires 80% of its available roll

power to offset lateral-stability and coordinate the yaw control interactions.

Typically, fighters use a crabbed approach method where the aircraft velocity vector is

pointed into the wind to maintain the desired ground track. Upon touchdown, loads on

the main landing gear "de-rotate" the aircraft to point down the runway centerline. A

two-point landing attitude is maintained to aero-brake the aircraft until safe wheel brake

speeds can be reached (approximately 100 knots for the F-16). Figure 6-9 illustrates the

geometry of the problem.

During the time that the aircraft is in the two-point attitude, at airspeeds greater than safe

braking speeds, aerodynamic controls must be relied upon to maintain directional control,

and counter the tendency of dihedral effect (Cip) to roll the airplane over. After ground

speed has slowed, differential braking can be used in lieu of aerodynamic control power

for directional authority.
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Roll Control Power for Crosswind Landing

10 deg Sideslip

100,I' 30 Knot Crosswind

80o IMP 75% Roll Power
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Configuration

Yaw Control Power for Crosswind Landing
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Figure 6-8 Crosswind Landing Control Requirements
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Touchdown De-Rotate Rollout in 2-Point
Attitude

• .Ground Track

*..Crab Angle

"Runway

Figure 6-9 Geometry of Crosswind Landing in Crabbed Attitude

Several areas contribute to the control power required during the ground roll portion of a

crosswind landing. Directional control is affected by the relative sideslip acting on direc-

tional stability, and any adverse yawing moments generated by lateral controls. In the

two-point attitude, this is resisted by the skidding forces on the main gear, and in the

three-point attitude, the nose gear. Lateral control is primarily affected by CIP tending to

roll the airplane away from the wind direction. Additional rolling moments can be caused

by yaw control inputs. The rolling tendency is resisted by the downwind main landing

gear normal force. Finally, side forces generated through Cyp tend to skid the airplane

laterally across the runway. The skidding reaction forces on the main landing gear add to

the couple already created by the dihedral effect.

Three unique factors affect tailless fighters with highly swept wings during crosswinds:

(1) high-sweep delta wings typically have greater dihedral effect at elevated AOA (i.e.,

two-point aero-brake attitude); (2) bare airframe directional stability is weak resulting in

smaller yaw control requirements than conventional aircraft; (3) aerodynamic side-forces

are very small, reducing the skid tendency.
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A static analysis was programmed on an EXCEL spreadsheet. The two-point aero-brake

attitude was assumed most critical because of the reliance upon aerodynamic control

power during the transition to the three point attitude, and the high C1i at elevated AOA.

Summing moments about the downwind main landing gear tire for the tip-over condition

(NR = 0), one can eliminate the moment generated by lateral skidding (Figure 6-10). Be-

cause Cyp is small for a tailless fighter, the moment produced about the tire by aerody-

namic side force is neglected. Summing vertical forces, one finds that airspeed can be

solved in terms of percent main gear load (gear normal forces and remaining lift must ex-

actly cancel weight). As airspeed is reduced, relative sideslip angle increases assuming a

constant crosswind velocity. Assuming no coupling of the equations through control in-

teraction (this is taken care of in the CPA analysis), the lateral-directional control re-

quirements are then just a function of bare airframe stability, airspeed and weight.

AL
Z L

. .. .. .. . ---- ------------- .. .....
SO A R A S L SRN N

N Rt W NL NL N

Looking AftW

SF, = 0O= L + N R + NL -W = 0O• L = W - NL

SF, = 0 = Y Aero + S R + SL =* YAero = -SL -SR = 0

Z MX = 0 = LAero + W BLMLG 0 o- N 2BLMLG -oLMLG YAro (AZ,
12 R 1 -12

W(BLMLG ~( BLMLG ) -( - -W)BMG
Aero + 12  12 I 4-Sb b,10

X MzA = 0 NAero + L(S + SR)AXcR = NAero = n8 =

Figure 6-10 Static Analysis of Crosswind Landing Rollout
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A sample of the results are plotted vs airspeed in Figure 6-11. DATCOM was used to

estimate ground effects on the lift coefficients. Negative rolling moments can be ignored;

this result simply means that weight has overcome the aerodynamic rolling moment pro-

duced by sideslip, and the main landing gear are firmly on the ground. Yawing moment

requirements are nearly constant with changing airspeed (for fixed crosswind velocity)

because sideslip is ever increasing as airspeed is reduced; therefore, the required yawing

moment remains relatively constant with reduction in velocity. Aerodynamic directional

control requirements can be supplemented and eventually replaced by differential braking

once velocity has dropped below 100 knots.

Control Power Required During Crosswind
Landing Rollout

Vcw=30 knots; 33,000 lbs
0.04

C1 ' Req'd

0 0.02

S-0.02

nC' Req'd

-0.04

• -0.06

-0.08
80 100 120 140

Velocity (KCAS)

Figure 6-11 Crosswind Landing 2-Point Attitude Control Requirements

The maximum roll and yaw requirements during the groundroll portion of a crosswind

landing were overlaid on control power envelopes computed for each configuration in the

two-point aero-brake attitude (no ground effects were included in this portion of the

analysis). Results are shown in Figure 6-12. As long as the requirement line lies within

the control envelope, a set of control deflections exist that will provide sufficient roll and

yaw control to offset the demands imposed by crosswind. The figure shows that all five
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configurations can achieve at least a 30 knot (Level 1) crosswind capability. Configura-

tion 101-1 is marginal at the 30 knot requirement.

Control Power Available in 2-Point Attitude

0.06-- •Control Power Req'd
Sto Avoid Tip Over & Maintain

101-4 Straight Ground Track
"/. 0.05- -- 101-1

1 1 ~-TV "- 101
101-TV
101-3

'" t~~~vl 1 ' N' -1018 1-\ 101-4

-0.05 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0 0.01 0.02

Yaw Power

Figure 6-12 All Five Control Suites Can Achieve Level 1 Crosswind Capability

6.1.5 Center-of-Gravity Limits

Aft cg limits were computed for each configuration using the nose-down control margins

for symmetric and rolling maneuvers defined in the maneuver requirements section. Aft

limits set by roll coupling were analyzed using the maximum stability axis roll rates

achieved at the high AOA conditions. Table 6-1 shows the aft limit for each condition.
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Table 6-1 101-Series Aft cg Limits (% MAC)

Condition 101 101-TV 101-1 101-3 101-4
Symmetric Maneuver - qdot < 41.45 41.45 41.45 42.45 42.47

-0.07 Aero Cntrls Only
Symmetric Maneuver - qdot < --- 56.04 56.04 58.63 58.69

-0.25 Aero & Prop CntrIs
t90=2.0 sec @ 30 deg AOA; qdot 46.22 46.22 46.37 46.55

< -0.07 Aero & Prop Cntris
t=4.0 see @ 45 deg AOA; qdot --- 57.97 57.97 58.16 58.41

< -0.07 Aero & Prop Cntris
to=1.1 sec @ 20 deg AOA; qdot 42.34 45.24 45.24 45.65 45.90

< -0.07 Aero & Prop Cntris
Aft cg Limit 41.45 41.45 41.45 42.45 42.47

The symmetric nose-down margin required with aerodynamic controls set the aft limits

for each control suite concept. Configuration 101 could not come close to achieving the

high AOA roll performance goals. Therefore, Configuration 101 was not evaluated from

a roll coupling standpoint at these conditions. Note that the two configurations employ-

ing the AMT have aft limits approximately 1% MAC aft of the other configurations. The

AMT generates small nose-down pitching moments; however, they are nonlinear with

deflection. The slight differences between Configuration 101-3 and 101-4 aft limits are

attributable to the different AMT sizes for each configuration.

The 101-series class of configurations should be balanced neutrally stable in pitch. A

nominal cg location of approximately 39% MAC provides neutral stability at low-speeds

resulting in a 2.5% to 3.5% MAC or 8.5" to 12" cg margin (depending on control suite) to

the aft limit. The F-16XL, a similar class configuration, had a 7.4" margin between

nominal and aft cg. Assuming that the configuration could be nominally balanced at 39%

MAC, the aft limits listed above are acceptable.

The forward cg limits were determined using a nose-wheel lift off routine programmed on

an EXCEL spreadsheet. The cg was varied until the rotation requirement at O.9Vmin

could no longer be -achieved. All of the forward limits lay around 30% MAC. This limit

is not unique to tailless fighters, but is simply a function of the pitch control power avail-

able to rotate the nose. No TV control power was included in this analysis.
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6.1.6 Control Power Trade-Offs

Since Configuration 10 1-3 includes each of the innovative control concepts (DLEF, AMT

and SSD), it was used to determine the relative merits of each controller to the overall

configuration's capabilities. The capabilities provided by each of the controls was studied

by turning off each effector one at a time, and computing the resulting control power en-

velopes.

Figure 6-13 shows the maximum coordinated roll power and yaw augmentation versus

AOA with aerodynamic controls alone. The four curves represent the basic 101-3 con-

figuration, 101-3 without the SSD, 101-3 without an AMT, and 101-3 without the DLEF.

It is apparent that the AMT has the greatest impact on configuration roll capabilities. At

15 deg AOA, CI'max was reduced by over 40% due to removing the AMT. The basic

101-3 has significant coordinated roll control power up to 40 deg AOA. Eliminating the

AMT would result in a severe reduction in capabilities at high AOA.

Removing the SSD reduced coordinated roll power by a small amount up to 30 deg AOA.

Unfortunately, no wind tunnel data were available for the SSD for AOA > 32.5 deg; no

analysis was done at higher AOA with the SSD. Finally, eliminating DLEF reduced roll

power by 11% at 15 deg AOA. Significant reductions in roll power were observed

through 35 deg AOA.

Similar conclusions are drawn by analyzing the yaw augmentation plot. Maximum lat-

eral-directional augmentation capabilities are severely curtailed by removing the AMT

from 101-3. With the tip, 101-3 has unlimited AOA potential. Without it, the configura-

tion loses lateral-directional stability above 28 deg AOA. Removal of the DLEF had al-

most as great an impact on lateral-directional augmentation. In this case, directional sta-

bility was lost above 31 deg AOA. The SSD has the smallest impact on stability. Al-

though, a significant reduction is apparent in the 20 deg to 30 deg AOA range. Once

again, no data were available above 32.5 deg AOA; the controller may retain some effec-

tiveness at higher AOA.
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Figure 6-13 Innovative Control Power Trade Offs

6.1.7 AMT Deflection Limits

Analysis of all of the previous results show the AMT to have a clear advantage over the

other controls in high AOA lateral-directional control effectiveness. This section dis-

cusses the effects that various AMT deflection limits have on control power available.

Configuration 101-4 was used exclusively for this analysis using aerodynamic controls

only.
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Section 3 showed that AMT yaw control power was linear with deflection (up to 60 deg

max) through very high AOA. In some cases, restricted deflections of the surface may be

required (e.g., during take-off and landing or high speed flight). Actuator throw could be

reduced, and control linkages minimized if the deflection were more constrained. Addi-

tionally, if the controller could be limited to deflect in only one direction, some amount of

hingeline sealing could be integrated to reduce the impact that the AMT has on signature.

Figure 6-14 illustrates the maximum coordinated roll control power available on Configu-

ration 101-4 for varying tip deflection limits. Through most of the AOA range, negative

tip deflection limits do not appreciably change the coordinated roll power available. The

lower portion of the figure shows the tip deflections required to generate the maximum

coordinated roll power. The example shown was for a right roll, or positive roll power.

At zero deg AOA, the tip was used as a roll device (i.e., left tip TED). At increased

AOA's the tip was used for roll coordination with the right tip saturated TED. This char-

acteristic is due to the adverse roll/yaw relationship at low AOA; recall that at high AOA,

the roll/yaw relationship is more favorable. TED-only tip deflection limits can be used

without appreciably affecting the coordinated roll power.

Figure 6-15 shows the lateral-directional augmentation capability (trimmed in pitch and

roll at 10 deg of sideslip) and the corresponding AMT usage for various tip deflection

limits. In each case, the right tip is saturated TED at low AOA, with small deflections of

the left tip used along with the other controls to help balance the rolling moment. For the

cases with both TEU and TED motion, CPA used the left tip for additional roll trim

power at higher AOA. There is a slight decrease in the level of Cnpdyn Aug in the 20 to 32

deg AOA range for the case with the AMT constrained to TED motion (i.e., the left tip is

unavailable for roll trim). Note that in each case the right tip is not used to maximum de-

flection in the 20 - 40 deg AOA range due to the reduction in trim roll power available

from the other control surfaces. In all cases, the configuration retains positive lateral-di-

rectional augmentation capability out to 10 deg of sideslip at all AOA with aerodynamic

control power alone. Furthermore, restricting the tip to TED motion can be accomplished

without adversely affecting control power available.
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Figure 6-15 Effect of Varying AMT Deflection Limits on Lateral-Directional Aug-

mentation
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Finally, Figure 6-16 illustrates the effect of limiting the AMT to positive deflections at

high speed. Hinge moment limits and flexibility estimates are included in these results.

While the TED deflection-limited tip has a smaller control envelope, the control require-

ments at high-speed are still achievable. For the remainder of this study, it was decided

to limit AMT deflections between 0 deg and 60 deg. These deflection limits result in suf-

ficient control power across the flight envelope, and have the potential for signature-re-

ducing techniques to be integrated with the control surface.

Effect of Varying AMT Deflection Limits

Mach 1.2 @ Sea Level; Cm=O

_AMT = 0 to 30 deg

------- AMT = -30 to 30

0.01

0.005

-0 D2 .-Q.1 0.0 n

S Noo
-0.015

Figure 6-16 Effect of AMT Deflection Limits at High Speed

6.1.8 Effect of SSD Aerodynamic Interactions

SSD deflections have a significant impact on the elevon control characteristics (Figure 3-

28 in Section 3) through aerodynamic interactions. CPA analysis indicated that Configu-

ration 101-1 had poor yaw control capability at low AOA when thrust vectoring was

turned off. Further analysis indicated that decoupling the SSD resulted in significant im-

provements in lateral-directional control power, indicating that the SSD/elevon interac-

tion was the culprit.
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Unfortunately, such a solution would negate one of the primary benefits of the SSD. To

realize the benefits of reduced hinge moment and hydraulic system power, the spoiler and

deflector in the SSD system must be mechanically linked, allowing the system to be

driven by one actuator. The aerodynamic loads on the individual surfaces result in a bal-

ance of hinge moments, and smaller actuator requirements than a conventional flap-type

spoiler.

Figure 6-17 shows the difference in low-speed lateral-directional control capability

(trimmed in pitch) when the SSD/elevon interaction is included or ignored. Both coordi-

nated roll power and augmented directional stability suffer due to the SSD/elevon inter-

action.

Configuration 101-1; No Vectoring

0.03 _Coordinated 
and Trimmed in Pitch

0.025

0.02 -• No Elevon-SSD Interaction

0.015

0.01 With Interaction

0.005

0 4

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

AOA (deg)

S0.0025o

-0.002

0.0015.

Q~0.001

S0.0005 ee-- "

-0.0005 1=10deg

-0.001
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

AOA (deg)

Figure 6-17 The SSDIElevon Interaction Adversely Affects Control Power Available
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By decoupling the SSD, CPA envelope results showed improved lateral-directional con-

trol capability (Figure 6-18).

Configuration 101-1; No Vectoring
Coordinated and Trimmed in Pitch

0.03 With Elevon Interaction

0.025 7

0.02
< Independent SSD

0.015
0.01 SS- _1:1-•'

0.005

0 _

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
AOA (deg)

0.003

S0.0025 -

= 0.0021

0.0015 -

0.0005

-0.0005 1 d

-0.001
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

AOA (deg)

Figure 6-18 Decoupling the SSD Improves Lateral-Directional Control Power Avail-

able

Further analysis into the computed results showed that the CPA data supported not using

the deflector at high AOA, and used less than half the available deflector power at low

AOA. The adverse effect that the deflector has on the elevon was found to be the cause.

Significant improvements in deflector usage were achieved by increasing the pitch flap

power (e.g., twice the pitch flap area). Figure 6-19 shows the impact on deflector usage

due to increased pitch power.
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Deflector Usage for Max Roll

420-
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Deflector Usage for Max Yaw6 0 A,

5-• 0 A ,

S20- \,,

1 0 -

0'
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Figure 6-19 Greater Pitch Authority Increased Deflector Usage at All AOA

The pitch flap is located inboard of the elevon, and while no SSD/pitch flap interaction

data were available, it is assumed that the interaction will be much less severe than for the

elevon. Figure 6-20 shows the effect on lateral-directional control capability with in-

creased-area pitch flaps compared to the original configuration. The compromise of

having to increase the available pitch control power results in better lateral-directional

capability while still retaining the low hinge moment features of the SSD control concept.
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Configuration 101-1; No Vectoring

Coordinated and Trimmed in Pitch
0.03.
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Figure 6-20 Increased Pitch Power Resulted in Greater Lateral-Directional Capability

on Configuration 101-1

6.2 Control Power Analysis with Innovative Controls on 201-Series Configurations

The three favored innovative control suites selected in Section 5 were transitioned to the

201-series configuration, resulting in Configurations 201-1, 201-3 and 201-4. Figure 6-

21 shows the evolution of each control suite on the 201-Series configurations. Controls

are shaded in light gray. Gray surfaces represent the control concepts modified to achieve

each configuration.
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• Small Canard Baseline 201 & 201-TV
• Clamshell • Large Canard
• Spoiler • MATV on 201-TV
° Conventional LEF
*Conventional TE Surfaces [: :

*No Thrust Vectoring

Innovative Control Suites

201-1 201-3 201-4
• Removed Clamshell • Replaced Clamshell w/ AMT • Replaced Clamshell w/ AMT
, Replaced Spoiler w/ SSD • Replaced Spoiler w/ SSD - Removed Spoiler

* DLEF ° Conventional LEF

Figure 6-21 Configuration 201-Series Control Suites
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Each innovative control suite included pitch and yaw thrust vectoring to achieve the high

AOA roll performance goals. The same engine/nozzle combination with a 15 deg deflec-

tion limit and 6,000 lbs off-axis load limit were assumed throughout the analysis.

6.2.1 Power Approach Roll Performance

Power approach roll performance was analyzed for each concept. Recall that PA roll per-

formance was found to be the critical lateral-directional control power sizing condition in

Section 4.4.3. Each configuration was analyzed with the throttle set at both trim and idle

power. The objective of this analysis was to identify control suite(s) that could achieve

Level 1 flying qualities at or below the vision limit speed (zero WOD with 5K lbs bring

back).

Idle Power PA Roll Performance

Figure 6-22 shows the idle power PA roll performance at various AOA and bring back

weights compared with Configuration 201-TV. Configuration 201-3 is the only control

suite capable of achieving Level 1 roll performance in idle power at the vision limit AOA

of 11.2 deg. Configuration 201-1 requires the greatest WOD to meet Level 1 objectives.

Configuration 201-4 has similar performance as 201-TV.

Configuration 201-4 provided 21 deg of bank angle change in 1 sec at the vision limit

AOA; similar to the baseline configuration. In this case, the AMT alone provided suffi-

cient coordinating yaw power to replace both the clamshell and spoiler on 201-TV. In

addition, the AMT provides better high AOA yaw control capability than either the clam-

shell or the spoiler.

The original analysis on 201-4 was done with an AMT the same size as the one on 201-3.

A second iteration was completed with a 25% increase in the AMT size. The aileron and

LEF span were reduced slightly to accommodate the larger tip. Improvements in PA roll

performance were significant. WOD requirements for Level 1 flying qualities at 5K bring

back weights were reduced by approximately 10 knots. Results are shown in Figure 6-23.
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At the vision limit AOA, bank angle at 1 sec was improved from 21 deg to 25 deg which

is still short of the 30 deg bank requirement.

Idle Power Vectoring

- 60 Configuration 201-TV 60 Configuration 201-3

4)

S50 Bring Back Weight (Ibs) S50.S40 OK 5K 10K o •
w 40 40) 4

S30 15 30
~20• 0 AOA (deg) )20

12,,
10 . 10 @11.2 deg AOA; 0, 31.1 deg

@ 11.2degAOA; 0=21.6deg
0 0

-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50
Wind Over Deck (KTAS) Wind Over Deck (KTAS)

Configuration 201-1 Configuration 201-4
60 )6(

S50 "5(

40 40
S@ 11.2 deg AOA;•,= 11.2deg :3
30o 30__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

S20 ~20
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Figure 6-22 Power Approach Roll Capabilities at Idle Power

Configuration 201-4
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-= f -----------
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Figure 6-23 Increased AMT Size Significantly Improved PA Roll Performance
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Planviews of the final three innovative control suite concepts are shown in Figures 6-24

through 6-26. The drawing in Figure 6-26 incorporates the increased-size AMT. To in-

crease the tip size further would significantly reduce the aileron's size, thereby reducing

high-lift and roll effectiveness.

LE L. .

CANARD FTOUTBOARD

T0.LEVON

C( 4

• "'•(" ">ELEVON

LE FLAP (-25,BEG DEFL.) 7.6 9 SO, FT.týE:rt AILE1101

INBOARD ELEV ON ( /-. 30 DEG 5.40)S0. FT. E WDEFL.) SPOILER SLOT -- / •
OU TB) ARD ELEVON (-/- 30 DEC, 13.43 SO. FT. (EwcN DEFLECTOR

AILERON (./- 30 DEG DEFL.( 14.40 SO. FT. (Co.0
SPOILER SLOT DEFLECTOR 1.60 1 7.00 50. FT. (Co.d!

DEG DEFL. UPPER, -60 DEG DEFL.
LOWER)

CANARD 1.101-60 EG Or-FL.I 43.q: SO. FT. IF -h!
NOZZLE ./1- 17 DEG VECTOR. PITCH a YAW)

Figure 6-24: Configuration 201-1
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Figure 6-25 Configuration 201-3
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Figure 6-26 Configuration 201-4

Figure 6-27 illustrates the control deflections required to generate a maximum coordi-

nated right roll at the power approach condition in idle power (i.e., Cj'-max; Cn-O;

Cm=O). Note that the AMT is always used TED on the wing in the direction of the roll.

For all of these cases the yaw control power available from the AMT was used for roll

coordination. Note that the trailing edge controls are not saturated differentially (e.g., for

maximum roll power). None of these configurations have sufficient yaw power to coor-

dinate all of the roll power available from the trailing edge controls at this condition.
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Control Deflections for Max Coordinated Roll
VPA Condition; AOA = I ldeg; Trimmed in Pitch
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Figure 6-27 Control Deflections Required for Maximum Coordinated PA Roll

Effects of Increased Throttle Setting on PA Roll Performance

Thrust vectoring has the potential to provide the needed yaw control moments for roll co-

ordination during PA. An integrated throttle and speedbrake controller would be required

for glide path control during the approach. For example, if the pilot needed to retard the

throttle when high on the glideslope, speedbrakes would extend to increase drag, resulting

in an increased rate-of-descent. The throttle would stay fixed at some minimum value

required to provide sufficient control moments for Level 1 flying qualities. The speed-

brake would need to be sized to make up the difference (trading drag for thrust) for ade-

quate flight path control. Furthermore, the design would require a significant change in

the speedbrake control and actuation system potentially requiring dual hydraulics to the

surface and positive feedback to the FCS to provide control-loop closure.

Control power envelopes were computed with the throttle set at the power required for

trim, resulting in a thrust increase from approximately 500 lbs at idle to 5500 lbs. (These

values vary somewhat depending on the 1-g trim speed.) The WOD required for Level I
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flying qualities was determined at 5K and 10K bring back weights. The results are shown

in Figure 6-28 at trim power and AOA. These results do not consider other CV suitability

limitations such as vision limit or pop-up. They simply define the WOD requirements for

Level 1 flying qualities.

ICE Configuration Comparison

30 Bring Back Weight vs. Win Over Deck

.11 Trim AOA & PLA

~20

10
201-TV 201-4

. -1

600

5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
Bring Back Weight (Ibs)

Figure 6-28 Variation of WOD Required for Level 1 FQ with Bring Back Weight at

Trim Power and AOA

Compared with the results of Figures 4-24 and 6-22, Figure 6-28 shows that increased

power settings significantly improve roll performance at the PA condition because of

greater coordinating yaw power from TV. Even Configuration 201-1 (the poorest per-

forming innovative control configuration) can meet Level 1 roll performance at zero

WOD and 6,700 lbs of bring back. The results shown for Configuration 201-4 included

the original "small" AMT. The unvectored Configuration 201 is shown for comparative

purposes.

A roll performance versus WOD diagram was prepared for Configuration 201-1 at the

trim throttle setting and compared with the original plot at idle power (Figure 6-29).

There is a significant reduction in the WOD required for Level I roll performance by
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simply increasing the throttle from idle to trim power. The SSD arrangement on this con-

figuration could be used to double as speedbrakes for glidepath control. Likewise, the

spoilers and clamshells on Configuration 201-TV could serve the same purpose. The

AMT may also be able to perform the speedbrake function on Configuration 201-4.

Configuration 201-1

60 Bank Angle at 1 sec. vs. Wind Over Deck

50

S40 TV @ Trim Power

0 30
5K 12 Bring Back Weight (ibs) S0 5K 10K

10 10

10 12 Angle-of-Attack (deg)
TV @ Idle Po' er

0
-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50

Wind Over Deck (KTAS)

Figure 6-29 Increased Throttle Settings Provide Significant Improvements to PA Roll

Performance on Configuration 201-1

6.2.2 High AOA Capabilities

Coordinated roll control power was evaluated at 150 KCAS at high AOA with thrust

vectoring in MAX-A/B. Figure 6-30 shows the coordinated roll power for the thrust

vectored configurations. Configurations 201-3 and 201-4 have the greatest roll capabili-

ties and Configuration 201-1 the least. These results are similar to the 101-series con-

figurations.
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Figure 6=30 High AOA Roll Coordinated Roll Control Power Available

Figure 6-31 shows the augmented lateral-directional stability characteristics of the 201-

series configurations at a maximum sideslip angle of 10 deg. All of the curves are shown

with 25 deg LEF deflections except 201-3 which uses differential LEF for additional yaw

control power; the canards were fixed at -30 deg. No sideslip data were available for ca-

nard deflections less than -30 deg; other deflections may considerably affect the bare air-

frame lateral-directional stability. The bare airframe exhibits a severe lateral-directional

instability above 30 deg AOA (see Appendix C). None of the configurations have suffi-

cient control power with aerodynamic controls alone to overcome the instability. Con-

figuration 201-3 has the greatest augmentation capability and 201-1 the least.

Augmented directional stability at 30 deg and 32.5 deg AOA is shown in Figure 6-32 us-

ing both aerodynamic and MAX-A/B TV control power. Configurations 201-3 and 201-4

can meet the augmentation requirements using both aerodynamic and propulsion controls.

Configuration 201-TV and 201-1 cannot achieve satisfactory levels of augmentation.

Greater TV deflections than 15 deg should provide the required yawing moments for

these two configurations.
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Augmented Lateral-Directional Stability
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Figure 6-31 Low-Speed Augmented Lateral-Directional Stability Characteristics
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Figure 6-32 Augmented Directional Stability Characteristics using Max AMB TV
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The relatively poor lateral-directional augmentation characteristics with aerodynamic

controls is not an indictment of the innovative control concepts, but the high degree of

instability that the bare airframe exhibits. Additional configuration refinement may im-

prove the bare airframe lateral-directional stability at high AOA.

Figure 6-33 shows the 30 deg AOA roll performance capabilities at 108 KCAS. The con-

figurations with thrust vectoring are all close to the goal of 90 deg bank angle change in

2.0 seconds. Configurations 201-3 and 201-4 are the best performers principally due to

the high AOA yaw control power available from the AMT.

High AOA Roll Performance -- 30 deg AOA/108 KCASZ51

S4-

S3-

Goal

0

201 201-TV 201-1 201-3 201-4

Configuration

Figure 6-33 Roll Performance at 30 deg AOA

6.2.3 Operational cg Ranges

The operational cg limits were determined by finding the most forward cg where the

nose-wheel lift off requirements could be met, and checking aft cg limits for symmetric

nose-down pitch acceleration and the ability to counter inertial coupling during rolls. The

forward cg limits were discussed in Section 4.4.7. Recall that with thrust vectoring, the

forward cg limits would not be set by nose-wheel lift off, but by other criteria such as

FCS considerations or nose-gear load limits. Even with aerodynamic controls alone,

Configuration 201 easily achieved the 0.9 VLo requirement at a cg of 18% MAC. Addi-
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tional nose-up control margin existed for further forward cg movement. (See Figure 4-

26.)

Aft cg limits were determined by applying the nose-down criteria described in Section 4.

Figure 6-34 shows the aft limit variation with steady state roll rate for the 201-series con-

figurations. The most critical aft limit criteria on these configurations is the -0.07

rad/sec2 control margin requirement with aerodynamic controls at the condition for

minimum nose-down pitch control power (Cm*). The roll rates generated at high AOA

are not high enough to supplant this condition as the most critical aft limit. (The inertial

roll coupling results include a -0.07 rad/sec2 pitch control margin.) Finally, the symmet-

ric nose-down pitch acceleration requirement of -0.25 rad/sec 2 using both aerodynamic

and propulsion controls is the least critical condition. Considering all of the conditions

shown on the diagram, the most critical aft cg limit is 22.24 % MAC, set by the symmet-

ric maneuvering requirement with aerodynamic controls alone. Configurations with AMT

have an additional 0.36% MAC aft cg limit capability using the AMT for nose-down

control.

Aft Limit Criteria .- 201-Series

40-

" - AOA=20/300 KCAS Roll
"" 35- -AOA=30/108 KCAS Roll

- - - -AOA=30/200 KCAS Roll

30 - - 1  AOA=45/108 KCAS Roll

S25 -- --

~20
Aero & Prop Cn*

15 - I
1 Aero Only Cm*

10- I-
0 50 100 150 200 250

Steady State Roll Rate (deg/sec)

• Configuration Aft Limit = 22.2% MAC
- AMT can add 0.36% MAC Additional Aft CG Capability

Figure 6-34 Aft cg Limits for 201-Series Configurations
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7 Integration Study

Control integration impacts were evaluated by developing structural arrangements, sub-

system requirements, and making maneuver assessments of the baseline vehicles. Pre-

liminary analyses on six control suites employing innovative control concepts were com-

pleted. Three of these concepts were selected to be analyzed in detail (Sections 5.0 and

6.0). The following section describes results of the integration study, where subsystem,

structural, aerodynamic, signature and weight impacts were determined for the three con-

figurations, and compared with the baseline. (The structural integration discussion in-

cludes an evaluation of all five innovative control concepts on the original six land-based

derivative configurations.)

7.1 Flight Control Actuator Requirements

Actuation requirements for each configuration were determined from hinge moment and

rate limit information developed during the control sizing studies. Hinge moment data

from similar configurations and/or control concepts were scaled to be representative of

the concepts employed on the study aircraft. Flexibility effects were included based on F-

16XL and other F-16 derivative experience. Rate limit requirements were determined

using the CPR software tool.

7.1.1 Actuator Rate Limit Requirements

Control surface rate limits are a function of the control power available, and the desired

augmented flying qualities. The CPR software uses a flight control approach that deflects

virtual controls (i.e., pitch, roll and yaw controllers).

To completely validate rate limit requirements for a highly coupled control suite requires

6-DOF simulation analysis with control blending logic in place. However, during the

conceptual design .stages, the control blending design is unknown, and simplifying as-

sumptions must be made. The approach taken here, using CPR and CPA results, assumes
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linear "virtual" control effectiveness with deflection. The manner in which the controls

are best used was determined by analyzing CPA envelope results.

Control power requirements at representative virtual roll surface rate limits for a high

AOA roll maneuver are presented in Figure 7-1. Rate limits are presented in deg/sec, but

can be thought of as "rate of control power". From the figure, a roll controller rate limit

of 75 deg/sec appears to provide a good trade-off between control power required, and an

acceptable rate limit. Figure 7-1 also shows that control power requirements are insensi-

tive to yaw virtual surface and pitch virtual surface rate limits for the same maneuver.

Rate limit requirements for pitch control surfaces are a function of augmented short pe-

riod frequency, and control power available. For a g-command flight control system,

control anticipation parameter (CAP) can be related to pitch control effectiveness, and

control surface rate using

CAP = (MW ta) (5rl/Anz) (1 rad/57.3 deg) (4)

where Ta is the total equivalent system time delay in the pitch axis.

Rate limit requirements are usually set at low-speed conditions where available control

power is relatively small. For 101-series configurations at a typical power approach con-

dition, M5 is -4.33 1/sec2 . Assuming a maximum time delay of 0.07 sec and a design

CAP of 0.5, then 5r1 req'd/Anz = 94.5 deg/sec/g. For a 0.5g incremental command (a rea-

sonable value for a low-speed condition), the pitch control rate limit is 47 deg/sec re-

quired to achieve the desired flying qualities. For the 101 -series tailless configuration,

the only decoupled pitch control surface is the pitch flap. All other control surfaces are

used in other axes. Therefore, the 75 deg/sec rate limit (for a 30 deg position limit) re-

quired to complete the roll maneuver (Figure 7-1) takes precedence over the pitch control

rate limit for the elevon; the pitch flap rate limit can be set based on the above analysis.
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Control Power Variation with Roll Power Rate Limit

CPR for Time to 90 deg in 2.0 sec @ 30 deg AOA
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Figure 7-1 Control Power Required vs Virtual Control Rate Limit
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The control power requirements discussed in Section 4 were determined using virtual sur-

face rate limits of 75 deg/sec on the controls. Virtual surface position limits of +/-30 deg

were assumed as well. For physical controls having to move through deflections other

than 30 deg, the rate limit can be approximated by ratioing the physical deflection limit to

the virtual deflection limit. For example, if a spoiler is required to move through 60 deg,

its required physical rate limit can be estimated from

SRLsp ` 5 RLvirtual (p limit/8virtual limit) = 75 x (60/30) = 150 deg/sec

This rate limit will enable the spoiler to reach its maximum control potential in the same

amount of time as the virtual control surface in CPR.

Likewise, elevon rates would presumably be set at the virtual surface rate limit of 75

deg/sec because they only move through +/-30 deg; however, for a maximum perform-

ance rolling reversal, the elevons can be against their stops in one direction, and then be

required to move at maximum rate until against their stops in the opposite direction (60

deg of throw). Since the elevons are used together with the spoilers or SSD's to provide

yaw as well as roll on all but one of the configurations, the timing of the elevon/spoiler

control relationship is critical. The elevons must move as quickly as the spoilers to avoid

adverse coupling during aggressive rolling maneuvers. For Configuration 101-4, this is

not the case. The AMT is used as a decoupled yaw control. Since the elevons are re-

lieved from the job of having to provide yaw control as a function of spoiler deflection,

their rate limit requirements can be relaxed back to the 75 deg/sec limit.

Using the above methods and assumptions, control surface rate limits were determined

for each of the configurations. Table 7-1 summarizes hinge moment and rate limit re-

quirements for each.
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Table 7-1 Control Surface Actuator Requirements

Configuration 101

Control Surface Position Limits (deg) Rate Limit (deg/sec) HM (K in-lbs)
Elevorn +/-30 150 300

Pitch Flap +/-30 50 100
IB Spoiler 0/60 150 652
OB Spoler 0/60 150 652
Clamshell 0/60 (upr & lwr) 150 127

LEF 0/40 30 400

Configuration 101-TV

Elevon +/-30 150 300
Pitch Flap +/-30 50 100
1B Spoiler 0/60 150 652
OB Spoiler 0/60 130 133

MATV +1-15 60 ---
LEF 0/40 30 400

Configuration 101-1

Elevon +/-30 150 300
Pitch Flap +/-30 50 100

IB SSD 0/60 150 93
OB SSD 0/60 150 41
1__TV +1-15 60 ---

Configuration 101-3

Elevon +/-30 150 300
Pitch Flap +/-30 50 100

SSD 0/60 150 39
AMT 0/60 150 30

MATV +1-15 60 ---
OB DLEF 0/40 40 124

Configuration 101-4

Elevon +/-30 150 300
Pitch Flap +/-30 50 100

AMTf 0/60 150 149
MATV +1-15 60 ---

Note: TV rate limit is based on current technology systems.
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7.1.2 Hinge Moment Limits

CPR was used to determine control power requirements to achieve levels 1 and 2 flying

qualities at high speed. The surface deflections required to provide sufficient control

power to meet the flying qualities requirements were determined by running CPA at vari-

ous deflection limits until a control envelope of sufficient size was generated (Figure 7-

2). Maximum hinge moments were computed based on the maximum deflections re-

quired at the critical flight conditions. Control suites were designed to provide Level 1

flying qualities at Mach 1.2/sea level. Some of the yaw controls were needed only at low-

speeds (e.g., clamshell on Configuration 101). In this case, the actuators were sized to

provide full deflection capability at 300 KCAS for elevated-g roll coordination. A sum-

mary of the conditions that set the various deflection limits for each configuration is pro-

vided below (Table 7-2).

High-Speed Control Power Requirements
Trimmed in Pitch

Level 1 Requirements

Level 2 Requirements

Level 3 Requirements

S-0. 15 -0.01 -0. 5 0.0 0.01 0. 15

I -TVI-
Yaw Power (Cn')

Figure 7-2 Control Envelopes were Used to Determine Maximum Control Deflection

Requirements at High Speeds
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Table 7-2 Sizing Conditions for Maximum Hinge Moments

Configuration 101

Control Surface Flight Condition Maneuver
Elevon Mach 1.2/SL Level I Roll

Pitch Flap Mach 1.2/SL 9-g Trim
lB Spoiler Mach 1.2/SL Level 2 Yaw

OB Spoiler Mach 1.2/SL Level 1 Yaw
Clamshell 300 KCAS Roll

LEF Mach 1.2/SL Elevated-g Turn

Configuration 101-TV

Elevon Mach 1.2/SL Level 1 Roll
Pitch Flap Mach 1.2/SL 9-g Trim
IB Spoiler Mach 1.2/SL Level 2 Yaw
OB Spoiler 300 KCAS Roll

LEF Mach 1.2/SL Elevated-g Turn

Configuration 101-1

Elevon Mach 1.2/SL Level 1 Roll
Pitch Flap Mach 1.2/SL 9-g Trim

IB SSD Mach 1.2/SL Level 2 Yaw
OB SSD 300 KCAS Roll

Configuration 101-3

Elevon Mach 1.2/SL Level 1 Roll
Pitch Flap Mach 1.2/SL 9-g Trim

SSD Mach 1.2/SL Level 2 Yaw
AMT Mach 1.2/SL Level 1

Roll/Yaw
OB DLEF Mach 1.2/SL Sym Deflecti

Configuration 101-4

Elevon Mach 1.2/SL Level 1 Roll
Pitch Flap 300 KCAS 9-g Trim

AMT Mach 1.2/SL Level 1
Roll/Yaw

LEF drive units were sized for high speed, elevated-g conditions to provide capability for

symmetric scheduling. The hinge moment required to keep the LEF from moving at

maximum speed is actually greater than that shown in Table 7-1. The drive system was
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sized to provide deflection capability for wing cambering during a maximum effort turn

at high speed. At high speed l-g cruise conditions, the drive system is allowed to stall

because flap movement is not required -- the holding power of the drive system is typi-

cally much greater than the power required to drive the flaps.

The AMT actuators were sized for stiffness to resist flutter. This is generally the case for

any all-moving surface. A finite element structural model would be required to evaluate

actuator stiffness requirements. Such a model is not usually available during the con-

ceptual design stage, and assumptions based on historical data must be made. An empiri-

cal design chart was prepared by compiling control surface and actuator data for a number

of high performance aircraft (Figure 7-3). This chart assumes that stiffness sized each of

the actuators. Most of the data came from horizontal tail data -- however, a few data

points were available from AMT and all-moving vertical tail configurations. To use this

chart for actuator sizing, it is assumed that stiffness, and not hinge moment requirements

will size the actuator; and is therefore primarily useful for all-moving control surfaces.

The AMT actuators were sized in this manner.

All Moving Control Surface Actuator Sizing Chart

Tornado

5

Convair 218 F-11
4. --- Fl1Canard . -6 ,--' YF-22 F 22

"• J •• AFTI-16 F1

'3N

S~AMT

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Control Surface Area (ft2 )

Figure 7-3 All Moving Control Surface Actuator Sizing Diagram
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7.1.3 Control Redundancy

In order to assess the actuator and hydraulic requirements for each control suite, it is first

necessary to establish how critical single and dual control surface failures are.

The most accurate method to accomplish this would be to run a nonlinear, 6-DOF simu-

lation with reconfiguration control laws to evaluate the impact of each set of failures. If

reconfiguration control laws are unavailable, a control power envelope method can be

used to reallocate the available control power. This second method involves running a

predetermined maneuver in a 6-DOF simulation, and then overlaying the control power

required for the maneuver with the control power available from each failed configuration

(similar to the maximum deflection determination described above). When the require-

ments exceed the availability, the next lower flying qualities level is applied. If it is not

possible to achieve Level 2 with a single failure or Level 3 with a dual failure, then the

situation is deemed critical. A third, preliminary method for analyzing control surface

criticality has been developed for the conceptual design phase.

The third method involves assigning a rank to each control surface, and then combining

the rankings to form an overall control failure matrix. Since control law development

may be relatively immature in the preliminary design phase, engineering judgment is used

to determine the relative criticality of each surface.

Rankings are based on a scale of 0 to 3 with 0 being not very critical (e.g., maneuvering

flaps) and 3 being most critical (horizontal tails or rudders). Once a ranking has been as-

signed to each surface, the single surface criticality can be assessed using the following

scale:

e 0-2: Levell

o 3-4: Level2

e 5-6: Level3

* 7: Uncontrollable
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Using this scale will yield no worse than a Level 2 rating for any single surface failure.

This is where engineering judgment comes into play again. If a critical surface will po-

tentially yield a Level 3 or worse response, the rating should be changed to reflect this

result. Similarly, a Level 1 surface may be moved to a Level 2 rating.

Obviously, this ranking system is not indispensable when analyzing single surface fail-

ures; it merely provides a means of quantifying criticality. The real value of the proce-

dure is apparent when considering two surfaces failed at once. By setting up a matrix

(Figure 7-4) of dual failures and then combining surface rankings, an initial assessment of

dual surface criticality can be attained. One additional aspect is added to the dual surface

analysis; if both surfaces are on the same side of the airplane, the combined rank is in-

creased by one to reflect the increased lateral-directional control requirements. The re-

sulting rank is again applied to the flying qualities scale to yield the achievable flying

qualities level.

D I 1

Example: Mach 1.2 @ Sea Level D 11

Flying Qualities Level D 6B D 11
D11 ID 2 D 31D 41D 5D 6iB D 601 D) 10 D 20 D1 160 DI 1681 D 15 D 141D 13 DI 12 D 11 [2IB

2 X 1 7X 2 33X 31 2 1 '1 D31

X X 3X 2 3X 3 3 2D4

X 2 3 X3 & =x 2 3 X 3x 2 3 3 10 D 16O

SA = LevelI - 7 A X 3 5
S2 = Level 2 3r- x. x 3 3 2 0 M=4 3 14X _ r X 3 2 1 1 D ]a616B

3=Level3 x 15 PITCH VD 10
L = Loss-of-Control x 2 1 D 14 YAW TV= 10

- . -YAWTV =0D20
-- = Not Applicable _ X 3 2 uD 13

I I N I pc - Configuration 101 -TV

Figure 7-4 Example Control Surface Criticality Matrix

This method was used along with the control envelopes and simulation method discussed

above to determine critical control surface failure combinations. First, each configuration

was analyzed using the qualitative ranking method. Questionable results were checked

using the control power tools CPR and CPA, and the ranking adjusted if needed. In this

-way, the matrix was scoped down to a few critical cases on which to perform control
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power analysis. These methods can be used to evaluate both hard-over or fail-safe con-

trol surface conditions. For this analysis, only fail-safe (i.e., actuator failure resulting in

damped by-pass) conditions were evaluated.

The final results desired from this study were (1) which control surfaces would require

dual hydraulics and actuation, and (2) which could be simplex. These results were pro-

vided to the hydraulic system designer to better estimate hydraulic power requirements.

Table 7-3 provides results of the control redundancy study.
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Table 7-3 Control Surface Actuator Redundancy

Configuration 101

Control Surface Required Actuation Re-
dundancy (per Surface)

Elevon Dual
Pitch Flap Simplex
1B Spoiler Dual
OB Spoiler Simplex
Clamshell Simplex

LEF Simplex

Configuration 101-TV

Elevon Dual
Pitch Flap Simplex
1B Spoiler Dual

OB Spoiler Simplex
LEF Simplex

MATV Dual

Configuration 101-1

Elevon Dual
Pitch Flap Simplex

IB SSD Dual
OB SSD Simplex
MATV Dual

Configuration 101-3

Elevon Dual
Pitch Flap Simplex

SSD Simplex
AMT Dual

OB DLEF Simplex
MATV Dual

Configuration 101-4

Elevon Dual
Pitch Flap Simplex

AMT Dual
MATV Dual
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7.2 Hydraulic System Requirements

Hydraulic flow rate requirements were determined using the information presented in Ta-

bles 7-1 and 7-3. This analysis was completed for the land-based configurations only.

The hydraulic and actuator requirements were scaled to determine subsystem weights for

the carrier-based configurations.

Thrust vectoring hydraulic requirements were derived from engine/nozzle manufacturer

data, and were assumed to be shared equally between the two aircraft-mounted hydraulic

systems. Aircraft hydraulic power was assumed to be provided by two 4,000 psi systems.

Hydraulic system interfaces with the control surfaces were selected based on power dis-

tribution only, with no consideration given to failure effects.

Figure 7-5 shows the resulting hydraulic flow requirements. The systems were sized

based on a maximum dynamic pressure condition at o00 KCAS (Mach 1.2/sea level).

Obviously, some of the flow requirements are totally unrealistic; a realizable system

would require flight envelope restrictions due to hinge moment limitations.

Hydraulic Flow Rate Requirements
4,000 psi Operating Pressure

200.

180-

160.-

140.- Oý

E 120.-

_ _E3 System 1
40 System 2

060.-
U.

40.

20.

0.

101 101-TV 101-1 101-3 101-4

Figure 7-5 Total Hydraulic Flow Requirements -- Each System
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All of the flow requirements are relatively high considering that this is a single-engine

configuration -- not an unexpected result for a tailless fighter. Configurations 101 and

101-TV flow requirements are very large for this class of aircraft. The high flow rates are

driven by the large spoiler hinge moments, which were in turn driven by yaw stabilization

at the maximum speed condition. The SSD and AMT provide yaw effectiveness with an

aerodynamically balanced surface, and therefore have lower hinge moment requirements -

- resulting in an achievable hydraulic system design.

Hydraulic pumps were sized for each configuration based on a maximum possible de-

mand situation (i.e., max pitch, max roll with yaw compensation, etc). Figure 7-6 shows

the resulting pump sizes. For comparative purposes, the F-16 uses (2) 42 gpm pumps and

the F-22 uses (4) 72 gpm pumps.

E 200 All Systems Sized to Achieve Mach 1.2/Sea Level Max Speed Condition

S150

~.100
'- . ... • -- • F-22

S50

101 101-TV 101-1 101-3 101-4

Configuration
*F- 16 scaled to 4,000 psi system

Figure 7-6 Hydraulic Pump Size Requirements

Actuators were sized by assuming horn lengths for each control surface and using the

hinge moment requirements defined in Table 7-1. Table 7-4 shows actuator sizes for the

aerodynamic surfaces on each configuration. Rotary power drive units (PDU) are used

for the LEF actuation system, and are not called out in the table. Thrust vectoring actua-

tors are part of the nozzle system architecture specified by the engine manufacturer.
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Table 7-4 Control Surface Actuator Requirements

Configuration 101

Control System 1 System 2 Stroke (in.) Rod Di- Piston
Surface Displacement Displacement ameter Diameter

(in3) (in3) (in) (in)
Elevon 78.5 78.5 6.0 1.50 3.50

Pitch Flap --- 52.4 4.0 1.25 3.15
II Spoiler 170.7 170.7 6.0 1.75 4.98
013 Spoiler 170.7 170.7 6.0 1.75 4.98
Clamshe" --- 66.5 4.0 2.00 3.82

L E R ot . P D U ............

Configuration 101-TV

Elevon 78.5 78.5 6.0 1.50 3.50
Pitch Flap 52.4 --- 4.0 1.25 3.15
IB Spoiler 170.7 170.7 6.0 1.75 4.98
OB Spoiler --- 69.6 5.0 1.25 3.56

LEF Rot RDU ---.........

Configuration 101-1

Elevon 78.5 78.5 6.0 1.50 3.50
Pitch Flap 52.4 --- 4.0 1.25 3.15

IB SSD 24.2 24.2 4.0 1.25 2.33
OB SSD --- 21.4 3.0 1.00 2.35

Configuration 101-3

Elevon 78.5 78.5 6.0 1.50 3.50
Pitch Flap 52.4 --- 4.0 1.25 3.15

AMI 7.9 7.9 2.5 1.00 1.88
SSD --- 20.3 3.0 1.00 2.30

OB DLEF IRotar PDU ..........

Configuration 101-4

Elevon 99.1 99.1 6.0 1.75 3.96
Pitch Flap 18.9 --- 3.0 1.00 2.24

AMT 39.1 39.1 5.0 1.25 3.14

Figure 7-7 shows the total flight control system actuator displacement requirements for

each configuration. Utility system actuators (i.e., landing gear, weapons bay, etc.) are ne-

glected. Replacement of the spoilers with AMT or SSD for high-speed yaw control sig-
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nificantly reduced the overall hydraulic requirements of the study configurations. For

comparative purposes, the total F-16 flight control actuator displacement is 108 in3 for

each hydraulic system.

600' [] System 1

500 13 System 2

E 400
F- 16 (Each System

300

.2 200-

100

S0-1
101 101-TV 101-1 101-3 101-4

Configuration

Figure 7-7 Total Flight Control Actuator Displacement -- Each System

Summary of Hydraulic System Requirements Study

1. Configuration 101 flows and component sizes are very large. Providing this level of

hydraulic power in an aircraft of this size would be difficult due to volume and extraction

requirements. Significant weight penalty is also associated with this configuration. The

configuration was modified to achieve a better flow rate balance between the two systems

by making the outboard spoilers dual-redundant; however, the power level requirement

could not be reduced.

2. Configuration 101-TV flows and component sizes are less than those of 101; although,

they are still relatively large and have significant volume, power extraction and weight

penalties.

3. Configurations. 101-1, 101-3 and 101-4 have similar flows and component sizes. Al-

though larger than those of contemporary aircraft, they present fewer penalties and chal-

lenges than the foregoing baseline configurations.
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7.3 Structural Integration

The following are general comments regarding structural integration of the various inno-

vative control concepts. All five control concepts (i.e., AMT, DRUD, LSP, DLEF, SSD)

are described for completeness.

7.3.1 Differential Leading Edge Flaps

Advantages:

(1) With reasonable deflections (e.g., -5 deg to +30 deg), DLEF are easy to integrate into

the wing structure, as the LEF and rotary hinges are outside the wing box.

(2) Rotary hinges provide a stiff attachment for the LEF.

Disadvantages:

(1) Large deflections make for complicated seals along the hingeline. A secondary

door/seal arrangement that moves out of the way will probably be required.

(2) Rotary hinges, because of their gear ratios, tend to be slow moving.

(3) As the wing bends under load, the spanwise deflection of the LEF produces a natural

tendency to bind. Splitting the LEF into multiple pieces helps alleviate this problem.

(4) End caps are required for RCS purposes making integration difficult.

7.3.2 All Moving Wing Tip

Advantages:

(1) Easy to build.

(2) Simple Mechanism.

Disadvantages:

(1) Flutter is a concern with any all-moving surface.

(2) AMT is hung out on the end of the wing. What is the weight penalty of making the

wing stiff enough?
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(3) Structural and RCS integration of the trunion and actuation system is difficult in the

thin section of the tip.

7.3.3 Spoilers & Spoiler-Slot Deflectors

Advantages:

(1) Actuators can be mounted within the spoiler cavity using the spoiler itself as the ac-

tuator access cover; thereby simplifying the wing skin design.

(2) Slot deflectors can be mechanically linked to the spoilers to reduce the total hinge

moment of the system.

Disadvantages:

(1) The spoiler cavity cuts out a large area of the wing box resulting in inefficient load

carriage by the wing skins.

(2) Slot deflectors cut a hole through both the upper and lower wing skins.

7.3.4 Deployable Rudder

Advantages:

(1) If built into the fuselage structure, the hole cut through the skin will have less impact

than a similar hole cut through a wing skin. This is because fuselage loads are typically

carried by bulkheads and longerons; wing loads are carried by the skins.

(2) Using the deployable rudder as a large fuselage access cover could reduce the number

of smaller exposed covers, simplifying the fuselage skin design.

Disadvantages:

(1) Current fuselage contour will force the rudder to be shaped like a potato chip. It is

difficult to construct a stiff curvy part.

(2) Large gooseneck hinges will be required.

(3) Acoustic effects in the cavity under the surface may create additional design chal-

lenges.
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Considering these technical challenges, preliminary structural arrangements for the eight

original control configurations are shown in Figures 7-8 through 7-15 (i.e., 101, 101-TV,

and 101-1 through 101-6). Fuel boundaries are shown as hashed lines. Double-walled

structural members detail where major skin panels are joined.

As a result of the weapons and landing gear bay locations, the forward-half of the airplane

is built essentially like a fuselage. The only wing-like structure is aft of the main landing

gear, and outboard of the wing attach fittings. Since the controls primarily impact the

wing structure and fuselage aft of the main landing gear bulkhead, this structure was

studied in detail.

These preliminary structural arrangements were used for the screening study described in

Section 5. After the three favored innovative control suites were selected, the structural

design was refined, and control surface integration addressed in greater detail. Comments

pertaining to the initial integration analysis are detailed below.

7.3.5 Configuration 101

The spoilers and clamshells created the majority of the structural problems for this con-

figuration. The size of the spoilers and their actuators required an aft beam between the

spoilers and elevons to carry wing loads around the spoiler cut-outs. The spoiler hinge

moment requirements create the need for parallel actuators to fit within the wing contour.

As designed, the clamshell will be very difficult to integrate. The wing is extremely thin

in this area, and may require thickening to integrate the clamshell. Fuel boundaries

around the clamshell and spoiler are complicated.

The elevon actuator eliminates any direct load paths inboard from the clamshell area.

The continuation of the rear spar from the clamshell region will likely terminate at the

outboard elevon support structure. That, coupled with the reduced area wing box due to

the spoiler, could make the clamshell and outboard portion of the LEF ineffective due to

aeroelasticity.
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PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT
CONFIGURATION 101 BASELINE F TIP

SPLIT LEADING EDGE FLAP ,- ...... _ EEO

WEAPONS BAY -

SPITCH FLAP

NONW= THRUST

VECTORING
NOZZLE

F-22 LEADING EDGE FLAP - -F-22 AILERON
POWER DRIVE UNIT ACTUATOR

F-22 FLAPERON ACTUATOR
ONE PER ELEVON
TWO PER SPOILER SEGMENT

F-22 AILERON ACTUATOR

Figure 7-8 Configuration 101 Internal Arrangement

7.3.6 Configuration 101-TV

Deletion of the clamshell greatly simplified the wing-tip structure. Reduction of the out-

board spoiler hinge moment requirements simplified the actuator integration as well. The

inboard spoiler is located in a relatively thick portion of the wing, and large actuators can

be accommodated more easily. The upper wing skin cut-outs required by the spoilers still

complicates the load paths in the wing box. Fuel sealing is complicated around the

spoiler cutouts.
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PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT
CONFIGURATION 101-TV /•.E TIP

EDGE
SPLI"T LEADING EDGE FLAP •

fELEVON

WEAPONS BAY

j-PITCH FLAP

VECTORING

NOZZLE

F-22 LEADING EDGE FLAP F-22 AILERON
POWER DRIVE ACTUATOR

F-22 FLAPERON ACTUATORS (2) '

F-22 AILERON )CTUATOR

F-22 FLAPERON ACTUATOR -

Figure 7-9 Configuration 101-TV Internal Arrangement

7.3.7 Configuration 101-1

Removal of the LEF and its drive mechanism simplifies the leading edge structure. The

smaller SSD arrangement provides more room for the aft-spar between the SSD and

elevon; however, the hole cut in the lower wing skin will create additional weight penal-

ties.
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PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT
CONFIGURATION 101-1 F-(,, TIP

SPOILER AND SLOT DEFLECTOR /-I]TA_•

EDGE

FIXED LEADING EDGE-

-ELEVON

WEAPONS BAY"-

t,,PITCH FLAP

THRUST
VECTORING

NOZZLE

\F-2 2 AILERON
M ACTUATOR

F-22 R.APERoN AC'TUATRoS -

Figure 7-10 Configuration 101-1 Internal Arrangement

7.3.8 Configuration 101-2

The fuselage structure was extended out into the wing to carry the deployable rudder.

This also minimizes the impact of the large hole cut out by the rudder. Shear fittings re-

placed the tension fittings at the wing attach points due to the reduced local wing thick-

ness and the proximity of the rudder. Shear fittings require tighter wing tooling toler-

ances making the wing more difficult and costly to build.
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PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT
CONFIGURATION 101-2
UPPER ANDO LOWER SURFACE SPO[.ERS--

FDED T IGESPLIT SYMMETRIC LEADCG EDGE FLAPT EDGE

DEPLOYABLE RUDDER -,/•"LVO

WEAPONP BAYDIEU

rPIT'CH FLAP

VECTORING
NOZZL1

F-22 AILERON
F-22 LF.ADW'Q E.DGE= FLAP yACTUATOR

F-22 FLAPERON ACTUATORS

Figure 7-11 Configuration 101-2 Internal Arrangement

7.3.9 Configuration 101-3

The AMT, SSD and outboard LEF clutter the outboard wing panel structure and make

fuel sealing difficult. It may not be possible to carry fuel in the outboard sections of the

wing anyway. The stiffness required of the AMT will be challenging considering the

SSD and LEF arrangements. Two PDU's are required to drive the differential LEF sys-

tem.
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PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT
CONFIGURATION 101-3 ALL MI ,

SPOILER AND SLOT DEFLECTOR •TALN

FDEDTRINGEDIFFERENTIAL OUTBOARD LEADING EDGE FLAP- EDGE

FDXED INBOARD LEADING EDGE-

WEAPONS BAY-- FA

S~THRUST

VECTORING
NOZZLE

F-22 AILERON
ACTUATOR

F-22 LEADING EDGE FLAP "

POWER DRIVE UNIT

F-2 2 FLAPERON ACTUATORS

Figure 7-12 Configuration 101-3 Internal Arrangement

7.3.10 Configuration 101-4

Removal of the spoilers and LEF makes fuel sealing and wing box construction very

straight-forward. The large tip will require a large pivot trunion -- comparable to a hori-

zontal tail. The difficulty lies in that this "tail" attaches to very thin wing structure. A

large fairing or local wing thickness change will be required to cover the trunion and ac-

tuator.
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PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT
CONFIGURATION 101-4

FIXED LEAD iNG EDGE -EL 
VO

WEAPONS BAY--

-PITCH FLAP

VECTORING
NOZZLE

= ACTUATOR

F-2 2 FLAPERON

F-22 FLAPERON ACTUATORS ACTUATOR

TWO PER ALL MOVNG TP

Figure 7-13 Configuration 101-4 Internal Arrangement

7.3.11 Configuration 101-5

Concerns are similar to 101-2. The differential outboard LEF requires two additional

PDU's located inboard, similar to 101-3. The deletion of the spoilers and/or SSD's from

this configuration simplify the wing box. Shear fittings are again required to accommo-

date the deployable rudder.
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PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT
CONFIGURATION 101-5 ALL ",-,I

FDEDTRINGEDIWERANTIAL OUTBOARD LEADIN G EDGE FLAP EDGE

DEPLOYABLE RUDDER

SYMMETRIC INBOARD LEADING EDGE FLAP -ELEVON

WEAPONS SAY

,-PITCH FLAP

VECTORMN

NOZZLE

F-22 LEADING EDGE FLAP
POWER DRIVE UNIT F-22 AILERON

ACTUATOR

F-22 LEADMI EDGIE FLAP

Figure 7-14 Configuration 101-5 Internal Arrangement

7.3.12 Configuration 101-6

The removal of the upper surface spoiler provides a whole wing skin through which to

carry wing loads; however, the lower surface spoiler requires a significant cut-out in the

lower skin. Deployable rudder integration is the same as 101-2 and 101-5, only the rud-

ders are larger. The differential LEF integration is the same as 101-3 and 101-5.
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PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT
CONFIGURATION 101-6 FDED TIP

LOWER SURFACE SPOILE.R-

FDEDTRINGE
DIFFERENTIAL OUTBOARD LEADING EDGE FLAP-\• - FXIEDGETA-N

DEPLOYABLE RUDDER

SYMMETRIC INBOARD LEADING EDGE FLAP ELEVON

WEAPONS BAY--

SPITCH FLAP

VECTORING

NOZZLE

F-22 LEADING EDGE FLAP
POWER DRIVE UNIT F-22 AILERON

ACTUATOR

F-22 LEADM'• EDGE FLAP' ATTO

POWER DRIVE UI

F-22 FLAPERON ACTUATORS •

Figure 7-15 Configuration 101-6 Internal Arrangement

7.4 Detailed Structural Assessment of Selected Configurations

After selection of the favored configurations, structural and actuator integration was

studied in greater detail for configurations 101-TV, 101-1, 101-3 and 101-4. The fol-

lowing discussion describes changes made to the structural layouts during this phase.

7.4.1 General Arrangement Comments

After studying the original layouts, it was observed that the back-up structure (hardbacks)

for the actuators were too close to the actuators themselves. Clearance was provided

around the actuator for hydraulic tube routing. Initially, none of the actuator valves were

shown. Valves can be located directly on the actuator, or remotely depending on space

constraints.
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To improve pitch flap stiffness, the pitch flap actuator was moved outboard such that it

actuated directly on the pitch flap spar. The current pitch flap actuator is a conventional

installation lying within the wing contour; no fairing is required.

The elevon hinge moments are of such magnitude that significant backup structure will be

required. On all of the configurations except 101-4, the actuator was shifted from its pre-

vious location (under the spoiler) inboard to improve stiffness, and provide greater struc-

tural depth for elevon actuator loads. The final solution was to locate the elevon actuator

externally to avoid cutting wing skins and spars. It is a conventional installation within a

large fairing.

On all configurations, an axisymmetric LO vectoring nozzle was included in place of the

2-D nozzle arrangement shown in the original drawings. This was done primarily to save

weight. No attempt was made to improve the integration of the nozzle with the aft fuse-

lage. As a result, the aft fuselage/nozzle interface appears rough. Additional work could

improve the nozzle interface, but was beyond the scope required to generate the needed

aerodynamic control integration impacts.

Note that all of the current internal arrangements show shear fittings for the wing attach-

ment. With the absence of the deployable rudder, conventional tension fittings could

have been used as well.

The only other major change was to move the main landing gear aft to improve ground

clearance during takeoff and landing and improve the load distribution between the nose-

gear and main gear.

7.4.2 Final Structural Assessment

The following discussions pertain to specific changes made to Configurations 101-TV,

101-1, 101-3 and 1014.

Configuration 101 -TV

A transverse scissors linkage replaced the original spoiler actuator arrangement to avoid

disturbing the spars underneath the spoiler. The actuators and linkage lie between the
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spars, preserving the understructure. Four wing attach points tie the wing to the fuselage.

Note that the fuselage bulkhead adjacent to the inboard spoiler actuator does not have an

attachment fitting. The spoiler arrangement negated the usefulness of the fitting. See

Figure 7-16.

ICE Configuration 101-TV

SPOILERS ARE UPPER •

SURFACE ONLY

ELEVON ACTUATOR

AND FAIRING

INTERNAL PITCH

SFLAP ACTUATOR

1F j~jH\\ AXI-SYMMETRICJ F..... ..VECTORING NOZZLE

Iiz

LEADING EDGE FLAP DRIVE

Figure 7-16 Final Configuration 101-TV Internal Arrangement

Configuration 101-1

The SSD's were shifted outboard to provide clearance for the elevon actuator and fairing.

Four SSD actuation concepts were investigated as part of the ICE study (see below). The

concept shown in this configuration uses a PDU and associated rotary actuator gear

boxes. Unfortunately, such a design cuts through all of the wing spars in this region, and

contributes to significant blockage within the slot. The effects of partial slot blockage on
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SSD performance are unknown. Note that five wing attachment fittings are included with

this arrangement. See Figure 7-17.

ICE Configuration 101-1
SPOILER SLOT DEFLECTOR

MOVED OUTBOARD

TO ACCOMODATE ELEVON

ACTUATOR

ACUAO *~ ELEVON ACTUATOR

AND PAIRINGSINTERNAL PITCH!t !1.• i 'FLAP ACTUATOR

I I - \ -,\ VECTORING NOZZLE

- [I ".fb~jj ..... UE i"~ l -II jlI

POWER HINGE

I~l -- ~ SSD ACTUATION

Figure 7-17 Final Configuration 101-1 Internal Arrangement

Configuration 101-3

The SSD's were shifted outboard similar to Configuration 101-1. Note the SSD size dif-

ference between this configuration and 101-1. The actuation system shown uses a scis-

sors arrangement similar to the spoiler actuation system described for 101-TV and de-

tailed below (Section 7.4.3). This arrangement preserves the wing spars running through

the SSD region by placing the actuator and linkages between spar bays. The AMT ac-

tuator is mounted externally in a fairing. The DLEF PDU's were moved outboard, closer

to the LEF than the original design. Five shear fittings provide the wing/fuselage inter-

face. See Figure 7-18.
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ICE Configuration 101-3
SPOILER SLOT DEFLECTOR

MOVED OUTBOARD
TO ACCOMODATE ELEVON

ACTUATOR

ELEVON ACTUATOR
/..• .<. r : ]:7•AND FAIRING

INTERNAL PITCH

-- ,FLAP ACTUATOR

~Tfit ii TiAXI ISYM METR IC

_f_! _ -I-"ssD ACTUATION

•.ALL MOVING TIP

ACTUATOR

LEADING EDGE FLAP DRIVE -

(SEPARATE PDUs ALLOW

DIFFERENTIAL LE~s)

Figure 7-18 Final Configuration 101-3 Internal Arrangement

Configuration 10r-4

The elevon actuator was moved outboard to lie close to the AMVT actuator. It was thought

that a single large fairing could cover both actuators. Later analysis indicated that an in-

board location of the elevon actuator would be preferable because of the impact of the

large fairing on the configuration's area curve, and the resulting transonic drag impact.

The inboard actuator location also provides a stiffer elevon installation. See Figure 7-19.
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ICE Configuration 101-4

~ j~ 1..INTERNAL PITCH
I "FLAP ACTUATOR

[11.II-,-., .' /VECTORING NOZZLE

"�H,. - AMT AND ELEVON
"I =•ACTUATOR COVERED

BY SAME FAIRING

6" DIAMETER PIVOT SHAFT

Figure 7-19 Final Configuration 101-4 Internal Arrangement

The AMT pivot trunion was sized based on loads predicted using a preliminary design

analysis code. Not surprisingly, the loads are comparable to those found on a horizontal

tail. The primary difference is that there is less structural depth available for the pivot

shaft integration than for a typical horizontal tail. A 6 inch Titanium shaft was designed

to carry the AMT loads into the wing (Figure 7-20).
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7

/ / A

" AMh REQUIR~E LARGE DIAMETER
(-6"FOR -4) PIVOT SHAFTS -

" LOADS ARE COMPARABLE TO ALL
MOVING HORIZONTAL TAIL LOADS

" LESS STRUCTURAL DEPTH AVAILABLE SECTION A-A.
FOR PIVOT SHAFT INTEGRATION THAN AMT ACTUATOR " -
FOR A TYPICAL HORIZONTAL TAIL LOOKIHG INBD

BL 165.86

SECTION B-B

AMT & ELEVON ACTUATORS .......... -----.-

LOOKING AFT
FS 455

Figure 7-20 Configuration 101-4 AMT Integration

7.4.3 SSD Actuation Concepts

Three concepts for SSD actuation were investigated as a part of the ICE study. A fourth

concept was discovered when the spoiler-slot-deflectors on the XF-107 were examined at

the United States Air Force Museum in Dayton, Ohio.

Figure 7-21 shows the three basic concepts developed during the course of the ICE re-

search. The first uses a scissors link actuation with a 4-bar interconnect between the

spoiler and the deflector. Next, the same linkage is used with a linear actuator. Finally, a

PDU with rotary actuator drives was investigated. The first and third concepts were

shown above in Configurations 101-3 and 101-1, respectively. Each concept is described

in greater detail, below.
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SCISSORS UNK ACTUATION LINEAR ACTUATOR ROTARY ACTUATOR DRIVEN

WITH 4-BAR LINK INTERCONNECT WITH 4-BAR LINK INTERCONNECT

AA//' /

/ CUTS NORMAL TO

HINGELINES OF S

Figure 7-21 Three SSD Actuation Alternatives

The scissors link actuation was developed to avoid disturbing any of the wing substruc-

ture. It was assumed that the partial blockage of the slot by structure and actuator would

have negligible impacts on the SSD performance. Further testing is warranted to deter-

mine if this is the case. Figure 7-22 shows details of the scissors link concept.
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Scissors Link SSD Actuation
WING SECTION A-A

MECHANISM VIEW C-C
SSD

-__ -_, .- ____ - -- _- CLOSED PLAN VIEW OF WING BOX
WITH SSDs STOWED

ACTUATOR ACTUATOR

UNIVERSAL JOINTS FIXED TO SPAR A

o SSD

___ _________OPEN UNIVERSAL
JOINTS ON

/DEFLECTOR
~-UNIVERSAL JOINTS
o ON DEFLECTOR

(NOT SHOWN)

WINS SECTION 8-B C

550
CLOSED - -

MECHANISM UNIVERSAL JOINTS

C FIXED TO SPAR

oSSD OPEN A

ACTUATOR -i /-4-OAR INTERCONNECT
/1C MECHANISM

Figure 7-22 Scissors Link SSD Actuation

The actuator is placed parallel to and between the wing spars. Universal joints are fixed

at each end of the scissors linkage, with one end attached to rigid spar structure, and the

other to the deflector. As the actuator extends, the scissors are driven apart, opening the

deflector. The spoiler is connected to the deflector through four-bar linkages, and moves

together with the deflector.

The advantages of such an arrangement are: (1) the spar caps need not be cut, although

holes must be provided through the spar webs to feed the linkages; (2) the scissors pro-

vide additional mechanical advantage to the system, resulting in a very small actuator re-

quirement. Disadvantages include: (1) high loads in the linkages and at the universal

joint fittings; (2) the scissors system is susceptible to out-of-plane deflections resulting in

binding.
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Figure 7-23 shows the same four-bar linkage system driven by a linear actuator. This

system has the advantage over the previous one in that out-of-plane stability is not a con-

cern. A larger actuator is required because the scissors are not available to provide me-

chanical advantage; furthermore, the large actuator pierces the aft spar shear web result-

ing in lost structural efficiency. This concept is somewhat of a brute force approach.

High loads in the linkages and at the surface attach points are still a concern. Both four-

bar systems would result in some "wrapping up" of the control surface at high dynamic

pressure conditions (i.e., the actuated edge would deflect more than the free end resulting

in reduced control effectiveness).

Linear Actuator Driven SSD

PLAN VIEW OF WING BOX

WITH SSDs STOWED

SSD OPEN --

pACTUATOR

WING SECTION A-AA

SSD
__ CLOSED

MECHANISM

4-BAR INTERCONNECT

MECHANISM

Figure 7-23 Linear Actuator Driven SSD

The rotary actuator driven SSD is shown in Figure 7-24. Unfortunately, this concept re-

quires cutting through all of the spar understructure. This system is very straightforward
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in its operation. The rotary drive system is connected directly to the pivot shaft. Large

ear pieces drive four-bar links to open the deflector and spoiler. One advantage that it has,

over the two previous concepts is that multiple actuators can easily be integrated resulting

in a stiffer control surface arrangement (i.e., the surface will not suffer as much "wrap up"

as with the other concepts).

Rotary Actuator Driven SSD

PLAN VIEW OF WING BOX
WITH SSDs STOWED

POWER DRIVE UNIT WITH

TWO HYDRAULIC MOTORS

CONTROL VALVE
,- CONNECTING ACTUATORS

/ •" LINK SSDs OPEN (CONNE'CTNG

ROTARYA
ACTUATOR

WING SECTION A-A

SSDs CLOSED

Figure 7-24 Rotary Actuator Driven SSD

Two concerns with this arrangement are actuator rate and bandwidth. Fortunately, the

pivot shaft does not have to rotate through a very large arc to provide the needed 60 deg

of control surface deflection -- only about 22 deg, resulting in a 2.7:1 ratio for actuator

throw to surface deflection. Given a desired 150 deg/sec surface rate limit, the actuator

need only move at 56 deg/sec.
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Perhaps the most elegant SSD linkage system was discovered upon examination of the

XF-107 at the USAF museum (Figure 7-25). This system eliminates one complete four-

bar linkage of the system shown in Figure 7-23. The deflector is mounted on a goose-

neck-style hinge, and swings away from the wing as the control surface opens. A linear

actuator (not shown) can be attached to one ear of the spoiler or deflector to drive the

system. One potential disadvantage is that the deflector must be made smaller than the

spoiler to accommodate the gooseneck hinge. However, this is probably not a big con-

cern. This arrangement requires that no understructure pass through the SSD cavity to

provide clearance for the gooseneck deflector hinge. The XF-107 and RA-5 Vigilante

used multiple SSD segments separated by structural ribs. Each segment was actuated by

a separate actuator and 4-bar gooseneck linkage.

_____- -. /I 2.- ___

0C 0

0/

Figure 7-25 Simplified Four-Bar SSD Linkage
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74.4 Finite Element Analysis of SSD Concept

An airframe finite element model (FEM) of an F-16 derivative wing was used to simulate

the influence of SSD control surfaces on the structural behavior of the wing. The objec-

tive of this task was to study the changes in structural weight accompanied by modifying

a delta wing aircraft to accommodate SSD control surfaces within the wing structure:

Additionally, the analysis was undertaken to get a feel for the substructure requirements

within the SSD slot. A 1/2-symmetry F-16 derivative FEM, shown in Figure 7-26, served

as the starting point for the analysis.

Figure 7-26 Isometric View of F-16 Derivative Wing FEM

Since the SSD control surfaces cannot sustain primary in-plane wing skin loads, elements

from the upper and lower wing skins were removed from the baseline model to produce

the cutout shown in Figure 7-27. Air loads from the deleted skin elements were re-dis-
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tributed to the forward and aft spars. Seven critical load conditions were selected to re-

analyze the modified FEM and to calculate new margins of safety for the wing structure.

FS 460.227

FS 490.000 1

BL 76.939 BL 135.500

Figure 7-27 Planform View of Wing Skin Model with Cutout for SSD Control Sur-

faces

MSC/NASTRAN was used to analyze the airframe model. NASTRAN results were used

to perform CPAP (Composite Panel Analysis Package) analyses of the composite wing

skin panels. CPAP used the internal load results from the FEM analysis to perform mar-

gin of safety calculations for panel response to fuel pressure loads and panel buckling.

Similar calculations for panel strength were performed outside of CPAP using the strains

calculated from NASTRAN. Portions of the wing skin and substructure were re-sized in

order to produce positive margins of safety. Weight increments were calculated based

upon re-sized structure, using the FEM to calculate weight changes.
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Model Assumptions

Several assumptions were made to perform the analysis. These assumptions are outlined

below:

1. The wing has a delta planform

2. The wing structure is comprised of aeroelastically tailored graphite/epoxy composite

skins and aluminum sub-structure.

3. Finite element analyses were based upon a coarse-grid F-16 derivative airframe model.

4. Presence of the SSD control surface was modeled as a rectangular cutout from the

wing skins (30.0" x 58.6"= 12.21 ft2).

5. Substructure within the cutout was allowed to remain continuous.

6. Analysis and resizing of the FEM address only the unactuated control system.

7. Changes in the aerodynamic control and effectiveness of the modified wing were ig-

nored.

8. Seven critical load conditions were used for the analysis, including:

"• M = 1.6 @ 25K balanced symmetric pull-up

"* M = 0.95 @ sea level, rolling pullout

"o M = 1.45 @ 20K, unbalanced symmetric pull-up

"° M = 1.1 @ 5K, unbalanced symmetric pull-up

"• M = 1.6 @ 25K, unbalanced symmetric pull-up

"* M = 1.6 @ 25K, balanced symmetric pull-up

"° M = 0.9 @ sea level, rolling pullout

The simplifying assumptions used in the analysis place restrictions on application of the

results. No attempts were made to include masses, inertias, stiffness or internal loads that

would be representative of the installed control system hardware. These factors would

increase the structural weight of the wing. Also, due to the location of the control surface
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cutouts, aileron flexibility will be significantly affected. The cutouts are positioned at a

point in the wing skins where large torsional stiffness is required to produce effective ai-

leron control. The control surfaces create a discontinuity in the load path at this location

and thereby affect aileron stiffness.

Results

Results from the study include a summary of the weight impacts to the wing structure.

Weights were calculated based upon the FEM and are shown in Table 7-5.

Table 7-5 Summary of Weight Impacts to an F-16 Derivative Wing Structure as a Re-

sult of Adding SSD Control Surfaces

FEM Description FEM Weight (lbs/aircraft) AFEM Weight (lbs)

Baseline 10,935.4 ---

Baseline w/ Cutouts 10,799.4 -136.0
Resized Wing Skins 10,874.4 +75.0

(1st Iteration)
Resized Wing Skins 10,895.6 +21.2

(2nd Iteration)

Resize Substructure 10,897.8 +2.2
Total Wt Change --- +98.4

Note Cutout weight of the skins (-136 Ibs) was ignored in the total.

Based on the lessons learned during analysis of the F-16 derivative wing, a preliminary

requirement for the structure surrounding the slot was developed. The cutouts for the

SSD control surfaces should be broken into three equal segments, parallel to the long di-

rection, and separated by a minimum of two primary rib members (see Figure 7-28).

Boundary ribs must also be present. Boundary spars must be located on the two long-side

edges of each cutout. The rib and spar members will perform several functions. The ribs

must allow installation of the control surface actuation hardware and will act as a hard-

back structure to react actuator and air loads for the three control surface pairs. The ribs

must also carry air loads from the TEF structure to the surrounding wing structure.

Boundary spars must be present to transfer air loads from the wing past the cutouts to the

wing attachment structure. These same spars will also be used to react actuation loads
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and to install actuation hardware and control surface hinges. An intermediate spar may

also be necessary to satisfy panel stability of wing strength requirements.

Boundary Spars

S~Cutout for Segmented

Surface

Intermediate Ribs

Figure 7-28 Substructure Required Near and Inside Cutouts for SSD Control Sur-

faces

Cross-section dimensions for the ribs and boundary spars would be dictated by their in-

ternal loads and compatibility with the surrounding wing structure. All of these members

will likely have flanges and webs and could be channel or I-sections. Typical flange

widths are 1.0 to 3.0 inches and typical thickness' are 0.1 to 0.3 inches. Definition of

these details would require additional analysis.

Summary and Conclusions

An F-16 derivative FEM was exercised to study the potential structural weight impacts

caused by modifying the wing structure to accommodate SSD controls in the wing. The

presence of these control surfaces were simulated by introducing a 30 in x 58.6 in cutout

into both the upper and lower wing skins. Portions of the wing skins and substructure

were re-sized to account for negative margins of safety that resulted from the introduction

of the cutouts. It was concluded that modifications needed to accommodate control sur-
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faces within the wing structure would increase the structural weight of the wings by about

100 lbs per aircraft.

The results of this study can be applied to other wing planforms using the following

equation:

AWSSD = 0. 3 5 1 (Splanform) (5)

This weight penalty only includes the weight associated with increases to the wing skin

and substructure of the wing as a result of introducing the SSD cutouts. It does not ac-

count for the control surfaces themselves or the actuation hardware. The structural

weight penalty associated with the cutouts was found to compare favorably with the

structural penalty assessed during the configuration weights analysis (Section 6.5).

The weight of the control surfaces, system hardware and related internal loads were not

modeled. Internal loads, lumped and distributed masses, actuator reaction points and re-

lated structural stiffness would be produced from the installed control surfaces and actua-

tion system. These loads and stiffness would require an additional sizing increment to the

FEM. Aerodynamic effectiveness of the wing must also be re-evaluated with the installed

surfaces. It is likely that many of these factors would lead to additional changes in the

structural weight and possibly flight performance. Some of the weight impacts can be

reduced by making provisions for the SSD control surfaces early in the preliminary de-

sign process.

7.5 Weight Impacts

The following subsections summarize the weight impacts of integrating the various con-

trol concepts. Both configuration-level and individual control surface weights are dis-

cussed.

7.5.1 Configuration Level Weights

Figures 7-29 and 7-30 include the weight build-ups for the 101 and 201-series configura-

tions, respectively. The two configurations include slightly different systems and equip-
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ment. For instance, 201-series airplanes include an integrated energy management system

while 101-series airplanes do not; furthermore, the 201-series has an entirely different

weapons carriage concept than the 101-series configurations. Finally, the 201-series air-

planes include Navy-specific weight penalties such as dual-keel structure, landing gear,

tail hook, etc. As a result, care should be taken when making comparisons between 101-

series and 201-series configuration weights data. Direct comparisons between the indi-

vidual configurations within a series (e.g., 101) can be made.

Primary weight differences between the individual 101-series configurations can be found

in the wing structure, thrust vectoring system, flight controls, hydraulic systems, and in-

ternal fuel weights. Small additional differences can be found in the unusable fuel and

avionics weights.

Differences between the 201-series configuration weights a:0 found in the wing structure,

thrust vectoring system, flight controls, hydraulic systems, avionics, and internal fuel

weights.

Figure 7-31 illustrates the differences between the zero-fuel weights for each configura-

tion. Weight differences are taken from the 101-TV and 201-TV configuration baselines.

It is interesting to note that except for the -4 (large AMT and no spoilers) configurations,

the weight difference trends are not the same for the USAF and Navy configurations.

This is due to the carrier-based emphasis on power approach performance and control-

suite integration with high lift devices.
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Weight Buildup -- Configuration 101-Series
ICE 101 ICE 101-TV ICE 101-1 ICE 101-3 ICE 101-4

Structure 11741 11649 11828 11847 11567
Wing 5721 5629 5808 5827 5547
Fuselage 4027 4027 4027 4027 4027
Landing Gear 1499 1499 1499 1499 1499
Engine Section 76 76 76 76 76
Air Induction 418 418 418 418 418

Propulsion 4894 5398 5398 5398 5398
Engine (F1 10-GE-129) 3940 3940 3940 3940 3940
- Simplex TV 0 354 354 354 354
- Dual Hyd 0 50 50 50 50
- Coatings 100 100 100 100 100
- Nozz Thrust Delta 0 100 100 100 100

AMAD (incl Oil) 141 141 141 141 141
Engine Cntrls 21 21 21 21 21
Fuel System 692 692 692 692 692

Systems & Equipment 6105 5846 5230 5355 5189
Flight Controls 1332 1098 610 713 566
APU/EPU 315 315 315 315 315
Instruments 6 6 6 6 6
Hydraulics & Pneumatics 609 534 406 428 409
Electrical System 823 823 823 823 823
Avionics 1683 1733 1733 1733 1733
Armament 450 450 450 450 450
Furnishings & Equipment 338 338 338 338 338
Air Conditioning 499 499 499 499 499
Load & Handling 50 50 50 50 50

Weight Empty 22740 22893 22456 22600 22154

Op & Basic Wt Items 1095 1096 1116 1111 1133
Crew 215 215 215 215 215
Unusable Fuel 300 301 321 316 338
Eng Oil & Res. Fluids 80 80 80 80 80
AVEL (2) 240 240 240 240 240
AIM-9 Launcher (2) 196 196 196 196 196
Chaff/Flare 48 48 48 48 48
Misc 16 16 16 16 16

Operating Weight 23835 23989 23572 23711 23287

Payload 1066 1066 1066 1066 1066
AIM-120 (2) 676 676 676 676 676
AIM-9L (2) 390 390 390 390 390

Zero Fuel Weight 24901 25055 24638 24777 24353

Internal Fuel 15001 15036 16034 15775 16887

Takeoff Gross Weight 39902 40091 40672 40552 41240

Figure 7-29 Configuration 101-Series Weights Build-up
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Weight Buildup -- Configuration 201-Series
ICE 201 ICE 201-TV ICE 201-1 ICE 201-3 ICE 201-4

Structure 15016 15016 15184 15419 14947
Wing 5009 5009 5177 5412 4940
Canard 565 565 565 565 565
Fuselage 7207 7207 7207 7207 7207
Landing Gear 1786 1786 1786 1786 1786
Engine Section 83 83 83 83 83
Air Induction 366 366 366 366 366

Propulsion 4919 5423 5423 5423 5423
Engine (F1 10-GE-129) 3940 3940 3940 3940 3940
- Simplex TV 0 354 354 354 354
- Dual Hyd 0 50 50 50 50
- Coatings 100 100 100 100 100
- Nozz Thrust Delta 0 100 100 100 100

AMAD (incl Oil) 141 141 141 141 141
Engine Cntrls 14 14 14 14 14
Fuel System 724 724 724 724 724

Systems & Equipment 6690 6740 6495 6533 6367
Flight Controls 1676 1676 1477 1493 1374
APU/EPU 0 0 0 0 0
Instruments 50 50 50 50 50
Hydraulics & Pneumatics 713 713 667 689 642
Electrical System 823 823 823 823 823
Avionics 1673 1723 1723 1723 1723
Armament 214 214 214 214 214
Furnishings & Equipment 441 441 441 441 441
Air Conditioning 0 0 0 0 0
Integrated Energy Mgmt Sy,, 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100

Weight Empty 26625 27179 27102 27375 26737

Op & Basic Wt Items 2483 2483 2472 2472 2507
Crew 215 215 215 215 215
Unusable Fuel 233 233 222 222 257
Eng Oil & Res. Fluids 80 80 80 80 80
AVEL (2) 240 240 240 240 240
MAXSER Ejector (4) 320 320 320 320 320
Countermeasures 150 150 150 150 150
Internal Weapons Pallet 1215 1215 1215 1215 1215
Misc 30 30 30 30 30

Operating Weight 29108 29662 29574 29847 29244

Payload 2596 2596 2596 2596 2596
AIM-120 (2) 676 676 676 676 676
TMD (2) 1920 1920 1920 1920 1920

Zero Fuel Weight 31704 32258 32170 32443 31840

Internal Fuel 13194 13194 12542 12542 14551

Takeoff Gross Weight 44898 45452 44712 44985 46391

Figure 7-30 Configuration 201-Series Weights Build-up
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Zero Fuel Weight Change From 101-TV
101-Series Configurations
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Figure 7-31 Zero-Fuel Weight Variations

Figure 7-32 shows the internal fuel weight variations between the configurations. Once

again, except for the -4 configurations, the trends for the 101-series airplanes are not the

same as the 201-series airplanes. This is primarily due to the different planforms and

structural integration of the controls. The weight savings and internal fuel improvements

afforded by the -4 airplanes is due to deletion of the spoiler control surfaces.
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Internal Fuel Weight Change From 101-TV
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Figure 7-32 Internal Fuel Weight Variations

7.5.2 Individual Control Surface Weight Comparisons

Weight comparisons for each control surface are shown in Figure 7-33 for each configu-

ration series; both total weights and normalized weights (lbs/ft2) are shown. These data

include the actuator weights. Note that the 201-series normalized weights are generally

greater than the 101-series weights due to the higher load demands consistent with the

CV environment. The all-moving surfaces (canard and AMT) are generally lighter on a

per square ft basis, but have higher total weights than the other surfaces. The heaviest

controls on a normalized basis are the SSD and clamshells. The total additional weight

for adding multi-axis thrust vectoring to the engine is included for comparison purposes

(504 lbs). The thrust vectoring weights include provisions for dual hydraulics to the noz-

zle actuators (50 lbs) and an additional 100 lbs for increased off-axis loads. The thrust
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vectoring weight impact is considered conservative, and could be as small as 350 lbs -

400 lbs.

Conftrol Surface Weighlt Conmparison
Configuration 10 1 Series; Includes Actuator Weights
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7.6 Up and Away Performance Impacts

Two approaches can be used to quantify the performance impacts of innovative controls.

The net change in performance can be quantified using a sensitivity analysis, or the vehi-

cle can be resized to maintain a constant performance metric. The first method was used

during the ICE study.

Traditional performance impacts were estimated by determining the sensitivity of the

101-series configuration to transonic drag, dry weight and fuel weight changes. As a first

approximation to performance changes, the sensitivities were applied to both 101 and

201-series configurations; results are given in terms of percent-change. Figure 7-34

summarizes the results for both configuration series.

Changes in fuel weight had the greatest effect on range with dry weight and drag having

secondary impacts. Configurations 101-4 and 201-4 had significant range improvements

(16% and 20%, respectively) due to elimination of the spoilers from the wing box;

thereby providing greater fuel volume. Additional weight and cost savings could be re-

alized by resizing the configurations to maintain the desired range.

Transonic drag primarily affected the acceleration times; weight changes had a small im-

pact. The large AMT actuator fairings on the -3 and -4 configurations had a significant

impact on the acceleration performance. The AMT actuator fairings on the 201 configu-

rations affected the peak of the area curve, whereas the fairings on the 101 configurations

mainly affected the aft-slope portion of the area curve. As a result, acceleration times

were more adversely affected on the 201 configurations. Turn performance effects due to

weight and drag changes were relatively small (< 1 deg/sec).
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Configuration 101 Performance Impacts
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Figure 7-34 Performance Impacts due to Innovative Control Concepts

7.7 Flight Control System Design Requirements

In general, tailless fighters will require more complex flight control systems than con-

ventional configurations. Tailless fighters employ large control suites effective in multi-

ple axes. Significant control coupling, nonlinearities and uncertainties exist in the control

effectiveness data. Finally, static stability is relaxed both in pitch and yaw. Conventional

fighters typically employ relatively few controls that are decoupled (e.g., a rudder deflec-

tion primarily produces a yawing moment); furthermore, while relaxed stability is usually
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desired in the pitch axis for performance benefits, directional instabilities must be toler-

ated to achieve survivability improvements. For tailless applications the control effectors

must be properly blended to achieve the maximum control power and maintain acceptable

flying qualities under any condition including saturation and effector failures.

The control law architecture for an air vehicle can be approached by partitioning the con-

trol allocation tasks from the basic control law feedback functions (Figure 7-35). The

control redundancy/deficiency problem then can be solved using a weighted pseudo-in-

verse method with redistribution capability41.

Control Law Architecture

Flght Control Lw

Command Shaping
Outer - Loop :
Commands Sensor Compensation

Command Tracking ControlControl Aircrft

Pilot Disturbqance Rejection Selector Effectors

Commands: o Stability Augmentation

Figure 7-35 Control Law Architecture

Control power is allocated such that the most effective controls for a particular axis are

prioritized, with secondary controls being used as necessary. As effectors saturate (rate or

position limit), control power is redistributed to other effectors to make up the short-fall.

Additionally, a control prioritization scheme can be implemented through a weighting

matrix to prioritize control power to important control axes. For instance, pitch power

might be prioritized over roll power, etc. This scheme will provide performance optimi-

zation and redistribution when there is a control redundancy, and axis prioritization when

there is a control deficiency.

A study was made to determine the control allocation demands placed on the flight con-

trol system by the various ICE control suites. This analysis was performed for the land-
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based configurations only; however, the trends and conclusions are applicable to the car-

rier-based configurations. Figure 7-36 summarizes an assessment of the ICE series 101

configuration control allocation evaluation.

ICE CONTROL ALLOCATION EVALUATION RESULTS

ICE Total Relative Level of Relative Level of Impact On

AIRCRAFT Number of Aerodynamic Aerodynamic Algorithm Algorithm
Control Interaction Amongof Controls Computation Algorige

CONFIGURATION Eftectoro Control Eftectors Into Pitch, Roll, and Effort Data Storage
Yaw Axes

Very High

101TV Very High (Inboard and(14) Outboard LEF's and Very High Very High Very High
(14) !Spoilers on Elevons

and Pitch Flaps)

Moderate Moderate
101-1 (SSD on Elevons High High Moderate

(10) and Pitch Flaps)

High

101-3 High (Outboard LEF's and High High High
(12) SSD on Elevons and

Pitch Flaps)

Moderate
101-4 Low Moderate Moderate Low

(8)

Figure 7-36 Control Allocation Evaluation

Qualitative ratings were given the various control suites to determine the computational

and data storage requirements for the various control suites. Configuration 101-4 was

evaluated as the least challenging configuration to implement. Configuration 101-TV

was evaluated as the most difficult.

A calculation of the most demanding control allocation throughput requirement was made

using Configuration 101-TV. It was assumed that the foreground task (i.e., command

shaping, stabilization feedbacks, filters, etc.) would be similar to current F-16 control

laws. The primary difference would be the more demanding control allocation task using

the weighted pseudo-inverse method described above.
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Figure 7-37 shows a comparison of the throughput requirements for the current F-16

control law using the Pace 1750A processor with the requirements for an F-16 control

law and Configuration 101-TV control allocation. The other configurations will require

less than 101-TV because they are not as complex.

Current F-16 Control Laws F-16 Control Laws with
Control Allocation Algorithm

PACE 1750A

PROCESSOR C-40 PROCESSOR C-40 PROCESSOR

1.7 msecj FOREGROUND

FOREGROUND _ BACKGROUND 7.0 msec

Throughput: TASK
15.625 msec BACKGROUND

' BACKGROUND

TASK

Update Rate: 64 Hz Update Rate: Up to 390 Hz Update Rate: Up to 95 Hz

Clock Speed: 16 MHz Clock Speed: 20 MHz Clock Speed: 20 MHz

NOTE: C-40 CONFIGURATION REQUIRES 256k ROM AND 64k RAM

Pace 1750 Requires 48K ROM, 4K RAM

CONTROL ALLOCATION THROUGHPUT REQUIREMENT

Figure 7-37 Maximum Throughput Requirements

The left side of Figure 7-37 shows that the Pace chip requires 15.625 ms to run the cur-

rent F-16 digital flight controls with an update rate of 64 Hz and clock speed of 16 MHz.

(An update rate slightly less than 64 Hz is considered a lower bound for fighter-type flight

control software.) This update rate shows that the current Pace 1750A chip has little

room for growth with the baseline F-16 control algorithms. The next bar shows the same

F-16 control laws running on a 32-BIT Texas Instruments C-40 processor at an update

rate of 390 Hz. The throughput using this chip is only 1.7 ms. The update rate of 390 Hz

shows significant growth capability using this chip before the 64 Hz update rate is

reached. Finally, the right-most bar shows the throughput for the F-16 control laws with

the Configuration 101-TV pseudo-inverse control allocation algorithm on the C-40 proc-
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essor. Even with the much greater complexity created by the tailless configuration, a

throughput of 7.0 ms is achieved at an update rate of 95 Hz; a growth margin still exists

before the 64 Hz update rate is reached. Note that the C-40 chip requires 256K ROM and

64K of RAM compared to the Pace 1750 requirement of 48K ROM and 4K RAM.

In summary, control allocation methodology provides a means to effectively employ the

multiple control effectors associated with tailless configurations. The weighted pseudo-

inverse allocation algorithm adds more complexity to the flight control laws as compared

to conventional configurations employing control mixers (e.g., F-16). The methodology

utilizes sophisticated on-line matrix manipulation software. Segments of the algorithm

may require several iterations within each update of the flight control laws. These de-

mands require faster processors than the current 16-bit Pace chips used in F-16-class

control laws. Additional data storage and CPU memory are required in the flight control

computers for the ICE configurations due to multi-axis control effectiveness, nonlineari-

ties and aerodynamic interactions. The increased computational demands can be met by

utilizing the 32 BIT Texas Instruments C-40 family of processors.

7.8 Transition of Innovative Controllers to Other Configurations

Each of the three innovative control concepts evaluated in detail during the ICE study

(AMT, SSD and DLEF) were evaluated for their potential to replace the vertical tail(s) on

current conventional configurations. Six classes of fighter configurations were identified:

"* Conventional (F-16, F-15, F/A-18)

"* Swing-Wing (F-14, F-1 11)

"* 3-Surface (F- 15 ACTIVE)

"* Tailless Delta (F-16XL, F- 117, Mirage 2000)

"* Canard-Delta (Configuration 201, Viggen, Rafale)

"* Flying Wing (Configuration 101, A-12)
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The applicability of the innovative controls to each configuration class (except the 3-sur-

face) was evaluated. The effectiveness was already demonstrated on the flying wing

(101-series) and canard-delta (201-series) configurations. A cursory analysis to alterna-

tive configurations was conducted using the F/A-18, F-14 and F-16XL representing a

conventional, swing wing and tailless delta class, respectively.

The yaw controls were sized to meet power approach roll performance requirements with

the vertical tail off. The preliminary design analysis code, HASC, was used to obtain

aerodynamic predictions for the F/A-18 and F-14. The F-16XL simulation database was

used for the tailless delta analysis. Representative HASC models are shown in Figure 7-

38.

Figure 7-39 shows the bare airframe directional stability characteristics with the vertical

tail off for each configuration. The parameter N/q is used to account for the differences

in wing geometry and inertia between the five configurations. The F-18, F-14 and F-

16XL all have very similar tail-off directional characteristics at low AOA. The flying

wing is the least unstable. This is not surprising given the small amount of side area for-

ward of the cg on the flying wing configuration. At higher AOA (up to 20 - 25 deg),

swept-wing configurations are typically slightly stable with the vertical tail off due to the

dihedral effect inherent with high wing sweeps.
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Figure 7-38 HASC Models were used to Compute F/A-18 and F-14 Aerodynamics
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Directional Stability Comparison -- AOA = 0
-0.0002

-0.00015

-.F-0.0001

-0.00005

(101) (201) (F-18) (F-14) (F-I6XL)
Flying Canard Conventional Swing Wing Tailless Delta
Wing Delta

Figure 7-39 The Flying Wing Configuration Offers th.e Least Amount of Directional

Instability at Low AOA

Lateral-directional control power requirements were determined for each configuration at

12 deg AOA -- consistent with a power approach condition. (Note: the F-14 control

power requirements were determined for the forward wing sweep position.) Figure 7-40

shows roll and yaw control power required to accomplish a bank angle change of 30 deg

in 1.1 sec. Sideslip was specified to be less than 6 deg during the roll. Dimensional de-

rivatives are shown in the primed axis system to account for configuration geometry and

inertial differences. Because of wing loading and high-lift system differences, 1-g trim

airspeeds at 12 deg AOA varied between configurations. The dimensional derivatives

were normalized using the 1-g trim dynamic pressure for each configuration. Normaliz-

ing the results with dynamic pressure provides a better comparison of the control power

requirements.
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Control Power Required to Achieve 30 deg
Bank in 1.1 seconds at 12 deg AOA (1-g)

Roll Control Requirements
-6.

-5

-41

-2 .i:. .......

(101) (201) (F-18) (F-14) (F-I6XL)
Flying Canard Conventional Swing Tailless
Wing Delta Wing Delta

Yaw Control Requirements-0.4,_________________

Sj Based on qbar at I-g
Normalized to qbar = 40 psf

-0.3

=-0.2 <

(101) (201) (F-18) (F-14) (F-16XL)
Flying Canard Conventional Swing Tailless
Wing Delta Wing Delta

Figure 7-40 Lateral-Directional Control Requirements for Various Configuration

Classes

The flying wing and tailless delta examples required the least roll and yaw control power

for the maneuver of interest. The conventional configuration (F/A-18) was a close third.

The canard-delta and swing-wing configurations required the greatest control power rela-

tive to the other configurations.
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A first-order sizing process was used to estimate the AMT and SSD control surface sizes

required to supply the needed yaw power in place of the vertical tails on the configura-

tions of interest. Figures 7-41 through 7-43 show sketches of the controls on an F/A-18,

F- 14 and F- 16XL, respectively.

The AMT is the only control effector in the matrix that could legitimately replace the

vertical tails and rudder on the F/A-18 (Figure 7-41). The leading edge sweep is too low

for DLEF to provide useful control moments at approach AOA. The relatively short span

and large yaw-to-roll inertia ratio of this configuration (Iz/Ix =- 6) create the need for a

drag-producing surface with large area. An SSD sized to meet the requirement would

completely destroy the structural integrity of the wing. Note that the AMT and SSD sizes

shown in the figure are those required to by themselves replace the function of the verti-

cal tails and rudder. A combination of both an SSD and AMT would result in smaller

surfaces, but would still probably not be structurally feasible on the F/A-18.

The AMT prohibits integration of an aileron. On the F/A-18, the aileron is a primary roll

control device and is also used for high lift during launch and approach. The configura-

tion illustrated has insufficient roll power due to the lack of an aileron. A significant in-

crease in wing span would provide room for an aileron, and allow a smaller AMT (due to

increased moment arm).
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Conventional Example: F/A-18

SALIT Only Control That Crn Legitimatoly Replace Rudder

M SSI Complotely Destroy. Stroolurol Inteogrty of this Wing AMT Sizo ROq'd to Meot PA Roll with VT Off

SALIT Prohibits Aileron Int.grolon - Aileron Is Primary Roll Control Devlco; Also
Use for High Lilt

* btn..filotn Roil Power wAth Arrongorntnt Illustrated

H Highly iniogroted ControlHOigh Lifl 0.v0100 Will Requiro Wing Change to be Foea0blo SSD SIXe Required to Moel PA Roll Poro Tall O0

* LE Sweep too Low for DLEF to be Useful at Approach AOA

Figure 7-41 Conventional Example: F/A-18

Figure 7-42 shows the AMT size required to replace the vertical tails on the F-14. The

AMT shown is completely unfeasible on this wing planform. The yaw control require-

ment is again driven by a large Izz/I,× ratio. Furthermore, it would be impossible to inte-

grate spoilers and high lift devices with such a large AMT. DLEF would not be useful at

the low sweep angles required for PA, but would provide meaningful lateral-directional

control moments in aft sweep and high AOA. An SSD may improve roll and yaw power

at low to moderate sweeps; they may not be very effective at the aft sweep position be-

cause of the high degree of spanwise flow. Insufficient SSD chord would be available

(due to the narrow wing chord) to replace the function of the vertical tails. For swing-

wing configurations, deployable controls (i.e., clamshell, spoilers, AMT) make more

sense at low AOA while DLEF could be used in aft-sweep at high AOA.
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Figure 7-42 Swing Wing Example: F-14

Figure 7-43 shows two examples of control integration on the F-16XL. The high sweep,

broad-chord planform lends itself well to tailless control suite integration because suffi-

cient structural box is available to carry the wing loads. Furthermore, control integration

is not constrained by low-speed CV suitability requirements. The control surfaces do not

have to compete with trailing edge flaps for space on the wing. AMT control integration

requires either extending the span (holding the existing trailing edge controls the same) or

squeezing the elevons and ailerons to make the tip fit. Pitch control requirements may

size the trailing edge controls making an alternate planform more attractive. The SSD is

not very feasible on this planform due to the relatively short yaw moment arm. The sec-

ond example shows the addition of DLEF on the high-sweep portion of the wing. The

DLEF can provide significant lateral-directional control power at high AOA, and are ef-

fective at approach AOA because of the high sweep angle.
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*High Sroonp(Broad Chord Plant ora Lends Itself Wall toTailless Control Sullto
Intogretion

*Conttrol Integration Not Constrained by Low.Spood CV Suiltability High Lift
Requiremeonta

AMT10 Integration Requires Either Extending Span (Holding Trolling Edge
controls Some) or Squeezing Trailing Edgo Controla

Pitch Requiremenots Will Probably Siz. Troiling Edge Control. Making Alternata
P0mml More Aitmociln

S SID Not Very Feasible ot thia Piontor, Due t0 Reiatlnnty Short Yawt
'Aornant Arm - Roquirodl Size Destroy. Structuraliitetgrity

Figure 7-43 Tailless Delta Example: F-16XL

The HASC vortex lattice code and wind tunnel results from other configurations were

used to estimate the effectiveness of DLEF on the inboard portion of the F-16XL wing.

Figure 7-44 shows high ACA roll performance estimates for the F-16XL with the two

tailless control suites. All CPR simulation results include sideslip feedback -- a feature

that the original F-16XL did not incorporate in its FCS. The results show that the con-

figuration with both the AMT and DLEF can roll as well or better than the baseline F-

16X.L up to 30 deg AOA.
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* All CPR results include beta feedback
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Figure 7-44 Tailless F-16XL High AOA Rcll Performance

The flying wing and tailless delta arrangements are best suited for a vertical tailless de-

sign from a control power requirement standpoint. The canard-delta (201) and swing-

wing arrangements exhibited high control power requirements compared to the other

tailless configurations. The flying wing configuration offered the least amount of insta-

bility at low AOA due to the lack of a forebody. Integration of the ICE control concepts

are planform dependent; high sweep, broad chord planforms are well suited for the ICE

study control effectors. Many of the integration considerations are similar for the F-

16XL, 101, and 201-series configurations. The competition between high lift devices and

yaw controls make tailless control suite integration on carrier-based fighters challenging.

The AMT and DLEF can replace the function of the vertical tail on the F-16XL; good

high AOA roll capabilities can be expected even without TV. Finally, high-sweep flying

wing planforms share a synergistic design space between low control power requirements

and relatively simple tailless control suite integration.

7.9 Signature Integration Studies

The impact of aircraft control surfaces on the signature of LO designs poses a formidable

set of challenges to the airframe designer. The problems encountered share some common
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elements with skin features such as gaps and cracks, but with the additional complication

of control surface movement in flight. Planform gap alignment, minimization of gap di-

mensions and reduction of surface contour changes are design choices employed for both

gaps and control surfaces. Unfortunately, treatments such as filler and tape, useful in the

treatment of fixed panel gaps, are inappropriate in the treatment of control surface gaps.

Furthermore, planform alignment, which is valuable in signature control, affects control

surface effectiveness. Deflected control surfaces, with the resulting exposure of edges and

abrupt outer mold line (OML) contour changes bring another dimension to the signature

problem.

The design trades for minimizing control effector contributions are multi-dimensional.

Signature reduction methodology for components such as gap, hinge, or louvers involve

tradeoffs of field repairability, access to interior equipment, reliability, and manufacturing

cost. Before these issues are addressed, however, the designer must make a more funda-

mental choice. Control effectors have an inherent signature contribution that depends on

design geometry. Their arrangement must be chosen before treatment details are consid-

ered. This choice is a preliminary design decision with significant effects in both signa-

ture and aerodynamic performance. Signature and performance goals have to be known in

advance. The choice is a compromise between conflicting requirements: the signature ad-

vantages afforded by one particular arrangement may or may not be strong enough to

override an aerodynamic advantage of another.

A fair comparison of control effector arrangements requires consistent ground rules. It is

assumed here that regardless of the arrangement, the installed devices have "standard"

aircraft tolerances and are untreated. For example, control surface gaps are taken to be

0.2" x 0.2" and perfectly conducting. Absolute signature contributions could be reduced

by placing parasitic magnetic RAM around gaps, reducing gap widths and using gap

seals. For the purpose of comparison, however, untreated gaps are employed.

The large number of parameters precludes exploration of all arrangements on all plan-

forms. The four design configurations chosen (101-TV, 101-1, 101-3 and 101-4) are a

meaningful set. The signature impacts of corresponding control effector suites were com-
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pared to reveal any rule of thumb dependencies such as an increasing signature as a func-

tion of the total number of gaps or total gap length. More significant perhaps is the insight

into the value of reducing the required surface deflections through sizing and placement.

7.9.1 Methodology

The LMTAS Target 19 RCS model was utilized as the basic planform to analyze the cho-

sen control effectors' signature. It has been extensively studied both analytically and

through radar range measurement. Hence, its scattering characteristics are familiar. Fi-

nally, Target 19 is a LO planform -- almost any change made to its OML will be immedi-

ately apparent in its radar signature. Figure 7-45 is a reproduction of the Target 19 facet

model used in this study.

iso Pilot's Left

Figure 7-45 Target 19 RCS Model

Target 19 has a thick center body that houses the rotator assembly for radar range tests.

This made it necessary to locate the spoilers and SSD's so that they did not occupy space

on the center body.

Two in-house analysis codes, VISAGE (Visual Investigation of Scattering in an Ad-

vanced Graphics Environment) and MESSAGE (Multiple Element Surface Scatterer and

Gaps Evaluation), were used to assess signature for the Target 19 planform and four con-

figurations. VISAGE calculates multifrequency radar cross section for large, complex,

metallic models using the theory of physical optics. MESSAGE uses coherent summation

to evaluate the effects of all modeled surface scatterers on a three dimensional surface.

Individual gap contributions employed by MESSAGE are derived from 2-D method-of-
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moment (MOM) predictions verified by testing. These MOM results are modified using

physical optics theory to handle off-normal impingement angles.

7.9.2 Undeployed Effectors

Surface edges, gaps, seams, ridges and curvature gradients adversely impact radar signa-

ture because they present electrical discontinuities to the incident electromagnetic (EM)

field. These discontinuities scatter energy, thereby increasing the probability of detection

by enemy radar. Undeployed control effectors are an unavoidable source of many or all of

these energy scattering features, so it is important to minimize their signature impact

through basic design considerations. This study assumed that abrupt changes in OML sur-

face curvature due to control effectors can be avoided (this may or may not be true for the

all-moving wing tip actuator fairing). Furthermore, the four configurations studied do not

include hinges, seams or ridges. Therefore, the focus of this study is gaps.

The dominant mode of scattering on a surface depends on the EM field's angle of inci-

dence with respect to surface normal of the planform. If the electric component's angle of

incidence is less than about 600 with respect to normal, then specular, or optics-like scat-

tering dominates the scatter. At greater angles (approaching grazing incidence), the inci-

dent electric field tends to generate a surface wave whose direction of propagation is par-

allel to the direction of incidence. This surface wave will scatter when any surface dis-

continuity is encountered, shedding energy. At near grazing incidence, almost all scatter-

ing is of this type. Target 19 is designed so that low observation elevations present a gen-

tly curving surface whose normal is at a large angle with respect to the incident EM field,

so edge and surface wave scattering dominate radar scatter.

MESSAGE was used to determine the effects of gaps in the four configurations under

consideration. In this case, the effector gaps were modeled as 0.2 x 0.2 inch rectangular

troughs in the surface of Target 19, and both gaps and model were assumed to be per-

fectly electrically conducting (PEC). While MESSAGE calculates the scattered EM field

for the case of vertically and horizontally polarized incident radiation, this study consid-

ers only the results of the vertically polarized electric field. This is because the surface of
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Target 19 is primarily "horizontal" so vertical polarization will produce a surface wave.

(See previous paragraph: In cases where the polarization is referenced to the local hori-

zontal of the radar site, horizontal polarization refers to the emitted electric field compo-

nent being parallel to the ground. Vertical polarization refers to the electric field compo-

nent being perpendicular to the ground).

Line drawings (top view) of the four gap configurations of this study are presented in Fig-

ure 7-46.

101-1 101-3

101-4 101tv

Figure 7-46 Line Drawings of the Four Gap Configurations Studied

MESSAGE data were added to the VISAGE baseline Target 19 data for each configura-

tion, so that planform features (edges and OML) could be included in the analysis. Figure

7-47 shows the VISAGE baseline data for Target 19 at 9.7 GHz and 00 elevation. The

planform edges are depicted in the center of the plot, and dashed arrows have been added

to indicate the primary direction of scattering for those edges (note the data spikes pointed

to by the arrows). Data is displayed in the 00 to -180' sector for brevity and for direct

comparison to the deployed effectors of the following section.
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Figure 7-47 VISAGE Results for Target 19 Baseline at 9.7 GHz, 0 deg Elevation

Figure 7-48 is a plot of MESSAGE data for gaps representing Configuration 101-1 on the

Target 19 planform. Note that these results only represent the contribution of the gaps --

not the RCS returns from the rest of the target; hence the lack of data in the 0 to -20 deg

azimuth range. Arrows have been added to indicate the primary direction of gap scatter-

ing. Note that the data spikes are not as localized as those of Figure 7-47, and there are

more of them. The scatter at any given angle is the phasor (coherent) sum of scatter from

all gap segments. The gaps lie on a 3-D surface (i.e., the OML) and there are multiple gap

segments; each gap segment contributes in amplitude and phase to the scattered EM field.

A gap segment is a length of gap that has no interruption by another gap -- or other scat-

tering feature -- intersecting it. For example, Configuration 101-1 shown in Figure 7-48

has 9 gap segments. Note that this figure only shows the incremental effects of the gaps,

hence the lack of the planform outline in the center of the plot.
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Figure 7-48 MESSAGE Results for Configuration 101-I/Target 19 at 9.7 GHz, 0 deg

Elevation

Figure 7-49 shows the scalar summation of the VISAGE data of Figure 7-47 with the

MESSAGE data of Figure 7-48. The data of Figure 7-49 is an approximation to the ef-

fects of gaps on the 101-1/Target 19 planform. The four configurations were analyzed by

coherently summing the MESSAGE gaps results with the bare-target VISAGE data

-900
-1200 -600

.1500 -300

-1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm)

Figure 7-49 Scalar Sum of MESSAGE and VISAGE Results for Configuration 101-

I/Target 19 at 9.7 GHz, 0 deg Elevation
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A comparison of Figures 7-47 and 7-49 shows that gaps increase radar scatter, the effects

being most prominent in the sectors perpendicular to gap length. For example, Figure 7-

47 exhibits much less scatter around -30' of azimuth than Figure 7-49. Scatter in this

sector arises from gaps (and gap-gap interactions) that lie along -120' (the gaps perpen-

dicular to the right-most arrow in Figure 7-48). Similarly, increased scatter is seen around

-90' and -150' of azimuth. These effects are often "quantified" in a sector average (or

sector median) figure-of-merit for important azimuthal sectors. A common and important

figure of merit is the frontal, or ±60' sector average. Frontal sector averages (0' to -60' in

this case) were calculated for the four configurations of this study at 5.4, 9.7 and 16 GHz,

and at 0' and ±_10' elevations.

Figures 7-50 through 7-52 illustrate the differences in frontal sector averages for the indi-

cated study parameters. Note that more negative values offer better RCS performance.

The bar marked "planform" represents the baseline Target 19 VISAGE results with no

control surfaces.

5.4 GHz, V pol
13 Planform

U 101-1
-100 El

99 101-3

01101-4

*,,loltv !
100 El

0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50

0 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm

Figure 7-50 5.4 GHz Frontal Sector Comparison with No Control Deflections
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Figure 7-51 9.7 GHz Frontal Sector Comparison with No Control Deflections
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Figure 7-52 16 GHz Frontal Sector Comparison with No Control Deflections

Figures 7-50 through 7-52 make it clear that Configuration 101-4 yields the most desir-

able frontal sector average, with Configuration 101-1 coming in a distant second. Con-

figuration 101-4 has the least number of gaps that are "perpendicular" to the studied sec-

tor (that is, gap segments that run along -120'), so most of the contribution in this sector
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will be due to the Target 19 planform. Configuration 101-1 follows in desirability be-

cause it has the next fewest number of gaps perpendicular to this sector. Decreasing the

number of gap segments perpendicular to a sector will improve signature in that sector.

There are two ways to reduce the number of gap segments: eliminate gap segments com-

pletely (ideal), or combine gap segments into longer contiguous gap segments. The latter

method will narrow the scatter distribution.

Figures 7-50 through 7-52 also show the effect of elevation angle on scatter. As observa-

tion angle of the transmit/receive radar varies, scatterers that were formerly shadowed by

other surface features come into view. Or, scatterers that were formerly visible may be-

come obscured by surface features. For example, Configuration 101-1 has a lower signa-

ture at -10' than at 100 elevation because the spoiler deflector gaps are less "visible" at

that point. Also, Configuration 101-1 has a lower signature at 0' than at ± 100 elevations

because surface curvature of the Target 19 planform shadows gap segments at 00.

7.9.3 Deployed Effectors

The previous section on undeployed effectors made note of the fact that the dominant

mode of scattering from a surface feature is a function of the angle of incidence with re-

spect to that feature. Specular scattering is the ray optics case of angle of reflection equal

to angle of incidence, and generally this mode of scattering dominates for incident angles

less than about 600 with respect to normal. For a flat plate, there is only one specular di-

rection. For a curved surface, there is an infinite number of specular directions. The

specular direction of concern for most tactical radars is that in which the direction of

scattering is back toward the direction of incidence (backscatter). This yields the largest

radar return of any scattering mechanism. In addition, physical optics theory predicts that

some backscatter is present at angles removed from normal incidence. As the angle of

incidence increases, backscatter falls off at a rate dependent on wavelength and effector

dimensions. Large panel size and high frequencies tend to make the backscatter spike

sharper, that is, confined to the surface normal direction. The deployment of an OML

control effector, may therefore contribute to radar scatter in some sector even though the

incidence is not along the surface normal.
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When an OML effector is deployed, new scatterers appear and previous scatterers change.

Gaps widen or become cavities. Surface contours change and new features are presented

to the radar (edges, bottom surfaces, etc.). Scattering effects associated with these

changes will involve both physical optic and surface wave mechanisms. Full analysis of

these effects is beyond the scope of this study. Indeed, a rigorous treatment involving

method-of-moment or finite-difference techniques is not currently possible given the

model size, frequencies of interest, and state-of-the-art computer resources.

Given the computational restraints, this study focused on physical optics effects for de-

ployed effectors on the four configurations. Also, infinite combinations of physical de-

flections for each configuration's effectors were eliminated from consideration by as-

suming maximum deflections required to augment flying qualities during LO ingress at

Mach 0.9/25K when subjected to moderate random turbulence levels. The maximum de-

flection of any effector under these conditions was less than 5'.

To further ease model design work and computation, models representing only the pilot's

left-hand-side of the planforms were created and analyzed. Surface currents are not repre-

sented in the physical optics method, so there is little loss of information in doing so. The

deflections for each effector were the maximum needed to maintain stability under the

conditions described above.. These models with deployed effectors are reproduced in

Figure 7-53.
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101-1 101-3

101-4 101tv

Figure 7-53 Target 19 Configuration Models with Deflected Controls

The scattered EM field for each configuration was calculated by VISAGE. Since deflec-

tions were rather small, differences between the models and Target 19 planform are not

extremely pronounced, except in the case of newly exposed edges whose spike is visible

at -90' azimuth. Figure 7-54 shows the VISAGE data for configuration 101-1 at 00 ele-

vation and 9.7 GHz.

Figure 7-47 of the previous section is a polar plot of VISAGE data at 9.7 GHz and 0' ele-

vation for the Target 19 planform (no effectors). Direct comparison of Figures 7-54 and

7-47 reveals the change in radar backscatter arising from deflected effectors on the plan-

form. As mentioned above, a large spike at -90' due to the appearance of deflector edges

is evident in Figure 7-54. A smaller spike due to the slight deflection of the spoiler ap-

pears at -30'. The slight deflection of the trailing edge flap serves to "break" the back

edge line and hence slightly decrease the size of the spike at -150'. However, it does this

at the expense of creating another spike at about -138' and increasing the overall scatter

in the -120' to -180' sector.
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Figure 7-54 Configuration 101ol/Target 19 with Deficzted Controls at 9.7 GHz, 0 deg

Elevation

Frontal sector (00 to -600 azimuth) averages were computed for each of the four configu-

rations with deployed effectors, and the results are shown for indicated parameters in Fig-

ures 7-55 through 7-57.
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Figure 7-55 5.4 GHz Frontal Sector Comparison with Deflected Controls
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Figure 7-56 9.7 GHz Frontal Sector Comparison with Deflected Controls
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Figure 7-57 16 GHz Frontal Sector Comparison with Deflected Controls

Overall, it appears that Configuration 101-TV yields the best signature performance in the

frontal sector for the given deflections, followed very closely by 101-4. In most cases,

there is a slightly larger penalty from rotating the all-moving tip of 101-4 than from de-

flecting the spoiler of 101-TV. At 100 elevation 101-4 starts to gain advantage because

the all-moving tip is pivoted TED. However, at -10' elevation 101-TV gains advantage
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for the same reason. That 101-1 fares worst in this comparison is not surprising; the slot

deflector presents two surfaces (top and bottom spoilers) that will greatly impact the

frontal sector.

7.9.4 Summary and Conclusions

The primary design rule for a LO planform is straightforward: the planform should not

have surface or edge scatter within the primary threat sector. Even if this is accom-

plished, spike flashes will occur in another sector. The designer of control effectors can

do the following to mitigate the unavoidable fact that there will be spikes in some sector:

planformr align any spike-producing feature and make it as long as possible. This will

have two desirable effects on radar scatter: it will narrow the distribution and place distri-

bution centroids all in the same spatial direction.

The following conclusions are drawn from the 0 deg to -60 deg frontal sector average

data presented above. The results of the MESSAGE gap analysis (undeflected controls)

showed Configuration 101-4/Target 19 to have the best RCS performance with Configu-

ration 101-1 coming in a distant second. Analysis with the control surfaces deflected

consistent with the magnitudes required to augment flying qualities during an LO ingress

indicated Configuration 101-TV performed the best with Configuration 101-4 second.

Configuration 101-1 performed poorly due to the leading edges of the SSD being exposed

to the radar in the frontal sector.

The models used in this analysis assumed a solid metal target with no treatments. No

control surface details like hinges, internal cavity structure or pivot trunions were mod-

eled. Analysis of these details would require high-order computational analysis and/or

pole model testing. Analysis of the test configuration with treatments would require

higher security classification than that considered during the ICE program. These results

are provided as a guide to determine which control suites offer the most promising low-

RCS performance when considering treatment suites. Details like internal structure

within the SSD cavity, or the AMT pivot trunion will have a significant impact on the

RCS performance and the integration of these controls.
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This study focused on radar signature impacts of effectors without regard to other re-

quirements. The designer that develops a clean sheet configuration that is "correct" from

the standpoint of this study must be aware that on an LO planform any cavity, OML fea-

ture, duct, etc., is a signature issue. Almost any unanticipated -- or for that matter, antici-

pated -- external modification to a well designed LO configuration will be detrimental to

signature. For instance, adding an actuator bump or fairing to an OML becomes an issue

on LO planforms.

7.10 Carrier Suitability Impacts

Wing tip yaw controls like the AMT and clamshells require large deflections to be effec-

tive. The large surface sizes coupled with an aft location makes deck strike a problem for

carrier-based aircraft. Control surface limiting by the FCS with gear and flaps down is

one way to get around the problem. Unfortunately, yaw control power, and therefore roll

performance would suffer. This would be especially critical for any of the 201-series

configurations in the PA phase. Figure 7-58 shows an example of the clearance require-

ments during catapult launch for Configuration 201-TV. It is apparent from the figure

that the deflected clamshell will interfere with objects on the deck. Similar problems

would be experienced by the AMT.

..........

Figure 7-58 Configuration 201-TV Clearance Requirements during Catapult Launch
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The current SSD location should not pose any deck-strike problems; however the control

may pose a hazard to personnel working beneath the aircraft.

The wing fold location creates structural integration difficulties for both the SSD and

spoiler. The current design limits potential spoiler or SSD locations. An outboard wing

fold may improve spoiler/SSD integration resulting in a weight savings with the penalty

of an increase in spot factor.

7.11 Reliability, Maintainability and Supportability (RM&S) Assessment

The purpose of this study is to assess the RM&S impacts of a variety of control surfaces

for an advanced fighter design with no vertical tail or rudder. Configuration 101, a

tailless delta flying wing, was established as a baseline earlier in the study with thrust

vectoring. This baseline then had 3 variations selected for further analysis for a USAF

aircraft. A USN variant with a canard-delta wing configuration was also studied with

similar variations on the different baseline.

7.11.1 Approach

A top level comparative systems approach was chosen to attempt to quantify the expected

logistics reliability levels of the ICE configurations. The reliability performance meas-

ured for a variety of previous USAF and USN aircraft flight control systems are recorded

in Table 7-6. The parameter used is Mean Flight Hours Between Failures (MFHBF)

which has a similar definition between both USAF and USN. Although some differences

exist between the data collection systems, the intent is to measure verified "inherent" fail-

ures which are not caused by operator, induced by environment or falsely removed.

MFHF is also sometimes referred to as "logistics" reliability due to its primary use of

measuring maintenance actions and replacements. A subset of these failures will actually

affect a mission and these are termed "critical" failures and usually lead to a mission abort

or deviation.
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Table 7-6 Historical Aircraft Flight Control System Reliability

Aircraft Control Effectors Total Number Flight Con- % of Total
of Control trols Aircraft
Effectors* MFHBF** MFHBF

F-16C plain trailing edge flaperon, leading edge flap 7 62.0 6.2
Block 50 all-moving differential horizontal tails, single

rudder, dual speedbrakes, dual ventral fins

A-10A Inbd LE slats, clamshell ailerons/speedbrake 13 45.8 8.8
("decelerons"), 2 section Fowler flaps, 2 section

elevator, twin rudders

F-SE single slot trailing edge flaps, ailerons outboard, 10 41.5 9.5
plain leading edge flaps, all moving horizontal

tails, rudder, two airbrakes under fuselage

F-15C inner trailing edge plain flap, outer aileron, all- 9 30.8 6.6
moving differential horizontal tails, twin rud-

ders, airbrake upper fuselage

F-4E plain trailing edge flaps, ailerons outboard (only 13 13.1 8.4
down deflection), one spoiler on each wing, two
section leading edge slats, all moving horizontal

tail, rudder

F-105 LEFs, 5 section spoilers, Fowler flaps, ailerons, 20 8.1 12.0
all moving horizontal tail, rudder, 4 segment

speedbrake

AV-8B ailerons, plain flaps, airbrake, all moving hori- 9 23.3 9.1
zontal tail, rudder, thrust vectoring(rotating noz- (reaction jets

zles), 4 reaction air jets for hover not counted)

F/A.18C 2 section LEFs, inner trailing edge plain flap, 11 17.7 10.7
outer aileron, all-moving differential horizontal

tails, twin rudders, airbrake between tails

A-4M 2 section speedbrake, ailerons, split flaps, LE 12 12.0 10.4
slats, spoilers, elevators on variable incidence

stabilizers, rudder

A-6E 2 section LE slats, 2 section Fowler flaps, 2 16 7.5 8.3
segment spoilers, clamshell speedbrakes on each

wingtip, all moving horizontal tail, rudder

A-7E 2 section LEFs, single slot flaps, ailerons, all 12 7.2 11.6
moving horizontal tail, rudder, ventral speed-

brake

F-14A three section trailing edge single slotted flap 25 6.2 10.8
over full span, two section leading edge slat over
full span, four spoilers on each wing, all-moving

differential horizontal tails, twin rudders, dual
ventral fins, upper & lower speedbrakes

* Speedbrakes counted as I regardless of number of segments

** Flight Controls system includes actuators, surfaces and electronics
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7.11.2 Results

As seen in Figure 7-59 the flight control system reliability generally decreases as more

control effectors with the associated actuators, linkages, connections, etc. are added. This

simple inverse relationship was used to predict the ICE configurations for USAF and

USN variants. The F-16C was used as the baseline for the USAF versions, and the F/A-

18C was the USN baseline. The values are shown in Table 7-7.

Control Effector Historical Reliability
70

60
50 -- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- 0 - Total

Number of
40 -Control

Effectors*
0 -- MFHBF

10l0

L) U U

Figure 7-59 Inverse Relationship Between Reliability and System Complexity

7.11.3 Comments and Conclusions:

The predicted reliabilities shown in Table 7-7 are within the context of the baseline his-

torical aircraft and do not reflect predicted improvements. A next generation aircraft will-

feature increased reliability and maintainability in the areas of actuators and electronics.

Reliability improvements can be expected for most components in the range of 10% to

20% due to process and design improvements43. Maintainability improvements can be

expected in the increased diagnostics capability embedded in next generation actuators4.

Additional improvements (compared to existing aircraft) may be realized with careful ar-

chitecture design, optimization of redundancies(quad vs. triplex, analog vs. digital

backup, etc.) and an overall simple and robust design. Due to the limited scope of the

ICE study, these influences were not fully explored but may provide total R&M perform-
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ance increases of up to 50%, possibly more, even with increased numbers of control ef-

fectors.

Additional qualitative comments:

" Having such a large number of control effectors improves mission reliability by pro-

viding redundancy, assuming the flight control electronics can detect the failures and

reconfigure the remaining surfaces as necessary.

" A larger number of actuators and hinge points will reduce the logistics reliability due

to parts count, however this impact can be minimized through good mechanical de-

sign focusing on seals, minimizing slipper doors, robust surfaces and dealing with

aerosonic fatigue.

" The ICE configurations add significantly to the number of effectors compared to pre-

vious fighter/attack aircraft, but the mechanical portions do not contribute signifi-

cantly to the system reliability. The electronics (computer, air data, gyros and actua-

tor controls) are the main drivers.

" Maintenance times will still be improved compared to the historical aircraft due to

elimination of cables and reduction in mechanical connections. It is assumed that im-

proved diagnostics and rigging features of the F-22 actuators will be utilized within an

Integrated Diagnostics environment to provide fault filtering and health monitoring.
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Table 7-7 ICE Configurations Predicted Reliability

Configuration Control Effectors Description Total Number of Predicted
Control Effectors* MFHBF

101 Baseline Differential Inbd & Outbd LEF, Inbd & 12 36.2
Outbd Spoilers, Pitch Flaps, Elevons,

Clamshells

101 - TV Differential Inbd & Outbd LEF, Inbd & 14 31.0
Outbd Spoilers, Pitch Flaps, Elevons,
Delete Clamshells, Thrust Vectoring

101 -1 Inbd & Outbd Spoiler/Slot Deflec- 10 43.4
tors(SSDs), Pitch Flaps, Elevons, Thrust

Vectoring

101-3 Differential Outbd LEF, I Segment 12 36.2
Spoiler/Slot Deflector(SSD), Pitch Flaps,
Elevons, All Moving Tips (AMT), Thrust

Vectoring
101- 4 Pitch Flaps, Elevons, All Moving Tips 8 54.3

(AMT), Thrust Vectoring'

201 Baseline Canards, Differential LEFs, Spoilers, 14 13.9
Clamshells, Ailerons, Inbd & Outbd

Elevons

201 - TV Canards, Differential LEFs, Spoilers, 16 12.2
Clamshells, Ailerons, Inbd & Outbd

Elevons, Thrust Vectoring

201 - 1 Canards, Differential LEFs, Spoiler/Slot 14 13.9
Deflector (SSD), Ailerons, Inbd & Outbd

Elevons, Thrust Vectoring

201 - 3 Canards, Differential LEFs, Spoiler/Slot 16 12.2
Deflector (SSD), Ailerons, Inbd & Outbd

Elevons, All Moving Tips (AMT),
Thrust Vectoring

201 - 4 Canards, Differential LEFs, Ailerons, 14 13.9
Inbd & Outbd Elevons, All Moving Tips

(AMT), Thrust Vectoring

• Assuming Thrust Vectoring counts as 2 - Pitch and Yaw

7.12 External Stores Carriage Assessment

Although these configurations were designed with internal weapons bays for RCS rea-

sons, it may be desirable to carry external stores on missions where RCS requirements are

not so stringent.

A rough assessment of the external stores carriage ability on four of the land-based con-

figurations was made based on the wing area available for hardpoints (Figure 7-60). The
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results will be similar for the carrier-based configurations. The area available is a fixed

distance outboard of the main landing gear on the wing, and was normalized with the area

available on Configuration 101 defined as 1.0. Configuration 101-TV has the greatest

area available for underwing stores due to the absence of any tip control devices (area =

1.12). Not surprisingly, Configuration 101-3 has the least area available (0.82). A pro-

posed MRF wing is shown for comparison (area = 1.2); and illustrates the configuration

dependency of these results.

Stores Carriage Area

"* Area Available A Fixed Distance Outboard Of MLG On Wing

"* Part Of Wing Covered By Fuselage Not Considered

"* Somewhat Configuration Dependent

Configuration 101X/Area=1 Proposed MRF/1.2 101-4/1.05

• . \ ,

101-TV/1.12 101-1/0.97 101-310.82

Figure 7-60 External Stores Carriage Area

Additionally, it is doubtful that configurations employing the SSD (101-1 and 101-3)

could carry large stores forward of the control effector without disrupting SSD control

effectiveness. Obviously, the area behind the SSD is off limits to stores.

7.13 Control Summaries

The integration impacts due to each control effector were compiled and ranked using a

quality-function-deployment (QFD) approach. QFD is a method which can compare

various methods with competing demands (measures of effectiveness or MOE).
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Weightings are associated with each MOE based oin customer desires. Scoring consists

of giving each method or technology (in this case controller or control suite) a raw score

(0, 3, 6 or 9) for each MOE category, multiplying by the appropriate weighting, and add-

ing the results for each technology. Final rankings are determined by comparing the total

weighted scores. Scores and rankings were based on the 0, 3, 6, or 9 scale with the hope

that the final total scores would be widely separated, giving a clear final ranking.

QFD helps to illustrate the high payoff items based on the customer desires. QFD was

used to provide structure to the overall ranking process, improve visibility into the system

drivers and focus the customer desires. QFD is not a substitute for quantifiable engi-

neering analysis. In this case, it was used to qualitatively rank the various control con-

cepts and control suites based on quantitative engineering analysis.

7.13.1 Control Effector Summary

A summary of the control effector rankings is provided in Figure 7-61. The weighting

and scoring scale are shown in the figure. Scores were applied based on previous quan-

titative results obtained during the ICE study. Transitionability (Trans) and CV suitabil-

ity are included in the MOE categories. In this figure, CV suitability accounts for opera-

tions on-board the carrier (i.e., deck strike, deck handling, risk to personnel, etc.) and not

carrier flying qualities. Effects on CV flying qualities are addressed at the configuration

level in the next section. The innovative control effectors were compared with each other

and with the more conventional controls (i.e., spoiler and clamshell) and thrust vectoring.

The all moving wing tip and thrust vectoring scored highest within this matrix. The

lower spoiler, deployable rudder and clamshell were ranked the lowest.
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ContoI Effector Summary

Cntdrl Pwr Cntd Pwr Cntd Pwr Effect In Unear Interact etFrxd 1Aecto Beam Hyd Total
Effector AOA < 20 20>AOA"30 AOA >3 Beta W/Defl w/ TEF RCto RCSec RCS Reqmts Scare

All Mowng Tip 9 9 9 9 9 9 6 3 3 3 9 6 6 639 1

Spoller-Slot Deflector 9 6 0 6 9 0 3 6 6 6 9 3 0 504 4

Diff LEF 0 6 9 9 3 9 3 3 6 3 9 0 9 522 3

Deployable Rudder 9 3 0 3 6 6 3 3 3 3 3 3 9 396 7

Lwr Spoiler 6 3 0 3 3 3 6 6 6 6 3 6 6 396 7

Conv Spoiler 9 3 0 6 6 3 6 6 6 6 3 6 9 486 5

Clamshell 9 6 3 3 6 9 3I 3 3 3 6 6 6 468 6

Thrus Vectonn1 3 6 9 9 9 9 6 3 3 6 9 9 3 649 2

We4Itng Factor 9 9 6 6 6 6 
9

J 9 6 3 9 3 9 XXX XXX

Welobftir." 0 Not Important

3 Minor Importance
6 Moderate Importance
9 Very Important

Scoaes 0 Unacceptaboe
3 Poor
6 Good
9 Excellent

Figure 7-61 Control Effector Summary

7.13.2 Control Suite Summary

A summary of each innovative control suite was compiled in a manner similar to the

control effector summary (Figure 7-62). Some of the categories are similar, but were ap-

plied at the airplane level for the entire suite of control effectors. This comparison is

more a "control suite" ranking than a control effector ranking. The 101-series and 201-

series configurations were broken up and ranked separately because of the 201 emphasis

on carrier operations. Weight, range and acceleration changes were scored based on

comparisons to baseline values. An improvement resulted in a positive score while a

degradation resulted in a negative score. The other categories were scored based on rela-

tive value (unacceptable, poor, fair and excellent). The RM&S scores were based on

comparisons of each configurations MFHBBF predictions with the F-16C (USAF configu-

rations) and F/A-i 8C (USN configurations).
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Configuration Summary -- 101 Series

Configuration Roll Pert FQw/oIV Range Weight FCS Accel Recov Launch Hyd RMS Total Rank
AOA > 20 Change Change R Complex Change WOD WOD System Score

101 3 6 0 3 3 3 -3 0 0 0 3 144 4
101-TV 6 3 0 0 6 3 0 0 0 0 3 144 4

101-1 6 3 6 6 6 6 0 .0 0 6 6 315 2
101-3 9 6 3 6 3 3 -3 0 0 6 3 270 3
101-4 9 9 9 6 6 9 -3 0 0 6 405 1

Weighting Factors 6 9 9 9 9 _6 _3 0 0 6_ 9 XXX XXX

Configuration Summary -- 201 Series

Recov Launch
Roll Pert Range Weight FCS Accel WaD Lau Hyd Total

Configuration FQ w/oITV C-g W g RSWOD WOD RMS t Rank
AOA > 20 Chang; Change Complex Change FQ FQ System Score _an_

201 3 6 0 9 3 3 0 0 0 0 6 234 5
201 -TV 6 3 0 0 6 3 0 3 9 0 3 252 3
201-1 6 3 -6 3 6 3 0 3 9 6 6 288 2

201-3 9 6 -6 -3 3 3 -3 9 9 3 3 252 3

201-4 9 9 9 6 6 6 -6 6 9 6 6 531 1

Weighting Factors 6 9 9 9 9 6 3 9 9 6 9 XXX

Weightings: 0 Not Important
3 Minor Importance
6 Moderate Importance
9 Very Important

Weight/Ronge/Accel Others
Scores -9 Large Degradation

-6 Moderate Degradation
-3 Small Degradation
0 No Change Unacceptable
3 Small Improvement Poor
6 Moderate Improvement Fair
9 Large Improvement Excellent

Figure 7-62 Innovative Control Suite Summary

The 101-4 and 201-4 configurations clearly ranked the highest. The -1 and -3 derivative

configurations ranked 2nd and 3rd for both the 101-series and 201-series airplanes. The

baseline land-based configurations both ranked low with the thrust vectored airplane

scoring higher than the baseline with aerodynamic controls only. Configuration 201-TV

tied with Configuration 201-3 for 3rd place in the 201-series ranking matrix.
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8 Risk Reduction Plans

Three promising control concepts were investigated in detail during Phase I of the ICE

study -- the all-moving wing tip, spoiler-slot deflector and differential LEF. The follow-

ing section summarizes the technical risks associated with integrating these controls on a

full-scale aircraft. Also discussed are plans to conduct Phase II of the ICE effort in order

to reduce some of these risks. Phase II will involve wind tunnel testing of the selected

control concepts, integrating the new data into the Phase I control databases and addi-

tional analysis using the updated databases.

The following areas were identified as requiring further definition through testing and

additional analysis. Some of these areas are considered objectives for Phase I1 of the ICE

program while others should be addressed in follow-on efforts.

1. Evaluate the aeroelastic effects on AMT and SSD control effectiveness. This will re-

quire detailed finite element structural modeling to calculate the flexibility effects on

the AMT and SSD aerodynamics, followed by simulation analysis to quantify the im-

pacts on high-speed flying qualities.

2. Evaluate in detail the effects of hinges, internal cavity structure and pivot trunions on

the RCS characteristics of the SSD and AMT. The potential RCS reductions avail-

able with various treatment suites should be investigated as well. This will at least

require high order computational modeling and possibly pole model testing.

3. Refine the transonic AMT and SSD control effectiveness data.

4. Determine the effect that AMT hingeline orientation has on control effectiveness.

Hingelines oriented other than streamwise to the flow may reduce the negative RCS

impacts of the AMT.

5. Determine the effect that control surface geometry (e.g., location, size, slot geometry)

has on SSD effectiveness. Structural design considerations may impact the effective-

ness of the control surface.
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6. Further define the SSD interaction with trailing control power at various deflections

and Mach numbers. The design should be optimized to minimize the aerodynamic

interactions between the controls or determine control surface requirements that will

mitigate the adverse interactions.

7. Evaluate the rotational and large sideslip effects on available control power at high

AOA. This has implications on departure and spin recovery.

8. Enhance the 201-series aerodynamic database and refine the analysis of this configu-

ration series.

9. Expand the DLEF database including additional control deflections and interactions

with other control surfaces.

Objectives 4 through 9 will be addressed by Phase II of the ICE program. Objective 3 is

offered as an option to Phase II. The first objective, dealing with the aeroelastic effects

on control power, is not currently funded, but needs to be addressed to minimize the

structural design risk of incorporating these control surfaces. The second item (additional

RCS analysis) is beyond the scope and security classification level of current Phase II

planning.

8.1 Plan for Phase 11

Phase II will consist of three major design, test and analysis tasks, plus a fourth task cov-

ering documentation and interim briefings. Figure 8-1 shows an outline of the Phase II

ICE plan. The major tasks that will make up Phase II consist of: (1) Wind Tunnel Model

Design and Construction; (2) Wind Tunnel Testing; (3) Post-Test Analysis; and (4)

Documentation.
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Model Construction
"* Construct ADF Models Wind Tunnel Testing
"• New Rotary Balance Model
"• Modify LMTAS Tailless Model

--- I rb ADF Test @ LMTAS
"* Rotary Balance Test @ LAMP
Low-Speed Test @ SARL

Post- Test Analysis Documentation

*Program Reviews
Monthly Status

o Final Report
* Update Databases f
- Simulation Analysis @ Critical Conditions
- Documentation of Test Results

...Schedule
Schedule 1996 1997

Tasks 1st 2nd I3rd 4th ist 2nd 3rd

Model Construction Option 2: Transonic Wind Tunnel Test

Wind Tunnel Testing

Post-Test Analysis

Documentation I • Transonic Test @ Calspanicei Analyze Critical High-Speed Conditions
Reviews • Re-evaluate Hydraulic & Structural Impacts

Option 2 Separate Final Report

Figure 8-1 Phase II Plan

The first task will consist of model design and construction. Four wind tunnel models are

planned for use during Phase I]; three tests with an optional fourth are planned as well.

Two 1/40th scale modular models will be designed and constructed for use in the

LMTAS 2'x3' ADF low-speed wind tunnel; one of the models will be constructed by

modifying the existing 1/40th scale Configuration 201 model tested during Phase I. An

approximately 1/14th scale rotary balance model will be designed and constructed by

Birhle Applied Research (BAR) for testing in the Large Amplitude Multipurpose

(LAMP) wind tunnel facility in Neuberg, Germany. The rotary balance model will be

modular such that it can be converted between the land-based 101-series configuration

and the carrier-based 201-series canard-delta. Finally, the existing LMTAS high-speed

tailless fighter wind tunnel model (representative of the 101-series configurations) will be

modified to incorporate all-moving wing tips and spoiler-slot-deflectors. This model will
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be tested in the SARL facility at WPAFB. The tailless fighter model and model parts will

be designed for use in high-speed wind tunnels (i.e., Calspan 8'). This model will repre-

sent the USAF 101-series configuration only.

Post-test analysis tasks will consist of plotting and documenting the wind tunnel test re-

sults and incorporating the appropriate data into the existing simulation databases for

both the 101 and 201-series configurations. High AOA and power approach flying quali-

ties will be revisited using the new, updated databases in a 6-DOF simulation. Compari-

sons with the original Phase I predictions will be made as applicable.

Three interim reviews and a kickoff meeting will be held at sites alternating between

Wright Laboratories, NAWCAD (Patuxent River, MD) and LMTAS. A final report will

document the wind tunnel tests and analysis results. All wind tunnel model hardware

generated under the contract will be delivered to Wright Laboratories and NAWCAD.

A fourth wind tunnel test is planned as an option using the LMTAS high-speed tailless

fighter model. The test will be conducted at the Calspan-8' transonic tunnel with the pur-

pose of collecting additional AMT, SSD and DLEF control effectiveness data throughout

the transonic Mach range. A separate report will be prepared including the results and

post-test analysis from this test if the transonic test option is exercised.

8.2 Wind Tunnel Model Requirements

Four wind tunnel models are required to complete the planned Phase II effort. Two

1/40th scale ADF models, a 1/14th scale rotary balance model and a modification to the

existing 1/18th scale LMTAS tailless fighter model are required to fulfill the Phase II test

objectives.

8.2.1 ADF Wind Tunnel Models

Two small-scale ADF models will be designed and constructed by the LMTAS model

shop. ADF models are typically constructed of plywood, aluminum and plastic; stereo-

lithography techniques are often used to construct complicated pieces like the fuselage.
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For fighter-size configurations, 1/40th scale models work well in the 2'x3' ADF test sec-

tion.

The 101-series model will be constructed from scratch. The 201-series model will be a

modification of the Navy tailless fighter model tested during Phase I of the ICE contract

(see Appendix C). Control surfaces will consist of:

Configuration 101-Series:

"* Elevons (2-deflections and zero)

"* Pitch Flap (2-deflections and zero)

"* Spoiler-slot-deflector (one size, 3-deflections at three locations)

"o All-moving wing tip (adjustable deflections, three variations of size and/or

hingeline sweep)

"* Leading edge flaps (2-deflections and zero)

Configuration 201-Series:

"* Canard (adjustable deflections)

"* Elevons (4-deflections and zero)

"* Ailerons (4-deflections and zero)

"* Pitch Flap (4-deflections and zero)

"* Spoiler-slot-deflector (one size, 3-deflections at three locations)

"* All-moving wing tip (adjustable deflections, three variations of size and/or

hingeline sweep)

"* Leading edge flaps (2-deflections and zero)

Figures 8-2 and 8-3 show planviews of the proposed ADF models.
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Figure 8-2 Confguration 101VSriesatiMoelPlnfr

AMT Variations/PvtSat

Figure 8-3 Configuration 201-Series ADF Model Planform
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8.2.2 Rotary Balance Wind Tunnel Model

Birhle Applied Research will construct a rotary balance wind tunnel model representing

both the 101 and 201-series configurations. The model will use common parts whenever

possible. Control surface configurations that performed well during the ADF test will be

integrated into this model.

Rotary balance models are typically constructed of wood and fiberglass and have ap-

proximately 2 ft -3 ft wingspans. A modular wind tunnel model representing both ICE

configurations would be about 1/14th scale.

This model and associated control surfaces will have sufficient detail to investigate rota-

tional and large sideslip effects on the configurations at high AOA. The primary empha-

sis of the test will be to investigate departure resistance, spin modes and the control ef-

fectors best suited for recovery.

8.2.3 Modifications to the 1/18th Scale High Speed Model

The 1/18th scale LMTAS tailless fighter model is a 65 deg flying wing configuration

similar to the 101-series configurations (Figure 8-4). It is constructed of stainless steel,

and has been tested at the SARL 7'x10' low-speed wind tunnel, the NASA LaRC 8' tran-

sonic tunnel, and the NASA LaRC 4' Unitary supersonic wind tunnel.
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tk >

Figure 8-4 1118th Scale LMTAS Tailless Fighter Wind Tunnel Model

Planned modifications to the model during Phase II of the ICE program include:

0 A new left-hand wing to accommodate an AMT and SSD.

o Integration of an AMT on the new wing. Two AMT variations will be con-

structed with four deflections each.

* Integration of the SSD into the new wing. Three deflections each of the spoiler

and deflector will be available. Two spanwise and two chordwise SSD loca-

tions will be available as well as two sizes of SSD. Three variations of inserts

representing internal structure will be constructed for placement within the slot

of the SSD. Rectangular covers will be provided to fill the holes created when

testing alternate SSD locations or geometries.
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" Three additional LEF deflections will be constructed for integration on the new

wing with the AMT.

"* New elevons (5-deflections) and pitch flaps (3-deflections) will be constructed

to facilitate integration of the SSD and AMT on the new wing.

All model parts will be designed to be compatible with transonic wind tunnel testing.

8.3 Wind Tunnel Test Plans

The following subsections outline the objectives and plans for each of the three Phase HI

wind tunnel tests and the optional transonic test.

8.3.1 Small-Scale Testing

The small-scale test will take place in the LMTAS 2'x3' ADF wind tunnel. The wind

tunnel is an open circuit atmospheric tunnel with a rectangular test section. A digitally

controlled motor-drive system can position the model anywhere within 0 to 35 deg of

pitch and +/-20 deg of yaw. A 15 deg sector is available to extend the pitch range to 50

deg while maintaining yaw capability. Furthermore, the model can be positioned wings

vertical, and pitched between +/-90 deg. Tests are typically conducted at a dynamic

pressure of 18 psf.

Two primary objectives of this test will be to investigate the effects of AMT and SSD ge-

ometry on control effectiveness and to expand the Configuration 201-series database.

The most promising geometries will be incorporated into the other two wind tunnel mod-

els for additional investigation during the higher-fidelity tests. SSD interactions with

trailing edge controls will be tested to determine an SSD/trailing edge geometry that

minimizes the adverse aerodynamic interaction between the control surfaces. Both the

101-series and 201-series configurations will be tested to investigate the specific control

power integration and control surface geometry impacts on each aircraft.

One-hundred-twenty hours of testing are planned; approximately 600 runs can be ex-

pected assuming current operating efficiencies. Test time and tunnel operation will be
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provided by the contractor. Tunnel operating conditions will be a dynamic pressure of 18

psf (RN = 0.8 X 106 l/ft), maximum AOA of 70 deg, and maximum sideslip angles of +/-

20 deg. A preliminary list of test configurations is included below.

Conflguration 201-Series

"o Canard effects with sideslip and canard/LEF interactions

" Trailing edge control effectiveness (pitch flap, elevon, and aileron) at -30, -10,

10 and 30 deg

" Three SSD geometries (including sideslip effects) and associated interactions

with canard, LEF and aileron

" Three AMT geometries including sideslip effects and interactions with the ai-

leron

"e DLEF effectiveness with sideslip and interaction with the canard at various

settings

Configuration 101-Series

* Three SSD geometries with associated effectiveness in sideslip and in-

teractions with the elevon

* Three AMT geometries including sideslip effects

The bulk of the small scale test will be concentrated on the carrier-based configuration to

expand the current Configuration 201-series simulation dataset. Sufficient low-speed

data are already available for the 101 configuration; the purpose of additional testing with

this configuration will be to evaluate SSD and AMT geometries.

8.3.2 Rotary Balance Testing

A rotary balance test will be conducted at the LAMP vertical wind tunnel operated by

BAR in Neuberg, Germany. Test time and tunnel operation support will be provided by

BAR, funded by the Phase II contract. This test will investigate departure characteristics

of the two ICE configurations. The effects of rotation, large sideslip angles, and dynamic
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oscillations on control power will be investigated. At least two AMT and SSD geome-

tries will be tested along with the other baseline control surfaces on both the land-based

and carrier-based configurations. The anticipated test conditions are listed below:

Rotary Balance Test Conditions

@ Freestream Velocity: 27 ft/sec

e Reynolds Number: 0.16 X 106 1/ft

o AOA Range: 0 - 90 deg

* Sideslip Range: +/- 30 deg

0 Non-Dimensional Rotation Range (Qb/2V): -0.3 - 0.3

* Forced Oscillation Reduced Frequencies --

qc/2V: 0.005 - 0.01

pb/2V & rb/2V: 0.005 - 0.05

8.3.3 SARL Wind Tunnel Test

The low-speed wind tunnel test will be conducted in the SARL 7'x 10' open-circuit wind

tunnel at WPAFB. The 1/18th scale LMTAS tailless fighter model will be used for this

test. No accompanying carrier-based configuration is anticipated. The purpose of this

test will be to refine the AMT and SSD control effectiveness and interaction database to a

higher fidelity than is possible in the ADF tunnel. AMT and SSD concepts found to be

favorable during the ADF test will be investigated at a higher fidelity (larger model scale,

higher RN, etc.). Furthermore, additional DLEF deflections will be tested than were

available during the Phase I analysis. Anticipated test conditions are listed below:

SARL Wind Tunnel Test Conditions:

"* Mach No: 0.3

"* RN: 2.0X 106 1/ft
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* Maximum AOA: 45 deg

SSideslip Range: +/-30 deg

The length of the test will be 100 occupancy hours. Approximately 300 runs are antici-

pated during this amount of test time. Test time and wind tunnel operation support will

be Government Furnished Equipment (GFE). The anticipated test configurations are in-

cluded below:

Preliminary SARL test Configurations (101-Series)

* Basic data including elevon and pitch flap effectiveness

* Spanwise and chordwise variation of SSD location (three locations each, in-

cluding sideslip effects)

* SSD size variation (two sizes including sidesiip effects and interactions with

the elevon and pitch flaps)

* Effects of simulated structure within the SSD slot

* Two AMT geometries (including sideslip effects and interaction with the

elevon)

* LEF interaction with the AMT and SSD

* DLEF effectiveness at varying deflections (including sideslip effects)

8.3.4 Optional Transonic Testing

A transonic wind tunnel test is proposed as an option for Phase II. Transonic wind tunnel

data are required to validate the control effectiveness predictions made during Phase I of

the ICE program. (Recall that trends from NACA tests of similar configurations were

applied to the AMT and SSD control effectiveness to estimate transonic effects during

Phase I.) Accurate transonic control effectiveness data are required to estimate the impact

on flying qualities, actuator requirements and flight envelope limitations.
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The objective of this test will be to accurately determine the transonic effects on SSD,

AMT and DLEF control effectiveness for the 101-series configurations. Results will be

compared with the original predictions made during Phase I of the ICE program. If the

option is exercised, the test will be conducted at the Calspan 8' transonic wind tunnel.

Test time and tunnel operation will be GFE. An 80 occupancy hour test entry is planned

(approximately 460 runs with 60 configurations). Anticipated test conditions are listed

below:

Anticipated Transonic Wind Tunnel Test Conditions

Mach No: 0.6, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 1.05, 1.1, 1.2

RN: 2.0 X 106 1/ft

o Maximum AOA: 25 deg (function of Mach)

* Sideslip Range: +/-10 deg (function of Mach)

The 1/18th scale LMTAS tailless fighter model with the modifications described in Sec-

tion 8.2.3 will be used during the test. No Navy configuration testing is anticipated. The

control surface geometries investigated at the SARL tunnel will be tested at transonic

speeds to determine if adequate control power is available throughout the flight envelope.

The focus of the test will be on the most favorable control surface geometries found dur-

ing the SARL and rotary balance tests. Anticipated test configurations are summarized

below.

Summary of Transonic Test Model Configurations

"o Basic data including elevon and pitch flap effectiveness

"* SSD effectiveness and interaction with the elevon and pitch flaps

"* Effects of simulated structure in the SSD slot

"* AMT effectiveness and interaction with the elevon
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8.4 Post-Test Analysis & Documentation

Post test analysis will consist of documenting each wind tunnel test with data reports de-

scribing the test conditions, configurations, pertinent data, conclusions and recommenda-

tions. The simulation databases will be revised based on the new data. The control

power tools CPR and CPA will be used to re-analyze the configuration with the new data.

The critical low-speed and power approach flight conditions analyzed during Phase I will

be the focus of this effort.

8.4.1 Data Reporting and Test Documentation

After each wind tunnel test, a report summarizing the test conditions, model, data reduc-

tion procedures, pertinent results and conclusions will be prepared. The reports will also

contain comparisons of the new data with previous data used during Phase I of the ICE

study. Each report will ultimately be integrated into the final Phase 1I documentation for

a complete record of the Phase II effort.

8.4.2 Revisions to the Simulation Dataset

The simulation datasets for both the 101 and 201-series configurations will be updated

using combinations of ADF, rotary balance and SARL wind tunnel data. The 101 dataset

will primarily use SARL and rotary balance data while the 201 dataset will consist of

ADF and rotary balance data. If control power trends are determined to be similar for

both configurations, trends from the SARL data (101 configuration only) may be used in

the 201 dataset as appropriate.

8.4.3 Simulation Analysis

Control power envelopes will be computed using the CPA software and the updated

simulation datasets. Simulations will be run within the control power envelopes using the

software tool CPR. The critical low-speed flight conditions determined during Phase I

will be re-analyzed (i.e., power approach, 30 deg AOA at 108 KCAS/15K and 20 deg

AOA at 300 KCAS/15K). All six innovative control configurations will be evaluated:
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101-1; 101-3; 101-4; 202-1; 201-3; 201-4. Simulation results will be compared with the

original Phase I CPR/CPA analysis.

8.4.4 Optional Analysis with Transonic Test Data

If the high-speed test option is exercised, additional analysis will be conducted using the

transonic wind tunnel data. A data report, similar to those described in Section 8.4.1 will

be prepared to summarize the results of the test. The Configuration 101-series high-speed

simulation dataset will be updated using the new data, and control power envelopes com-

puted at critical high-speed conditions (i.e., Mach 1.2 at sea Level 1-g, Mach 0.9 at 30K

l-g, 300 KCAS at 30K elevated-g). Simulation analysis using CPR will be accomplished

to validate the original Phase I results. The three USAF innovative control configurations

will be analyzed (101-1, 101-3 and 101-4). Finally, an assessment of the impact that the

revised transonic predictions have on the hydraulic and structural analysis performed

during Phase I will be made along with any necessary modifications to the designs. The

entire analysis will be documented in a final report delivered as a separate volume to the

primary Phase II report
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9 Conclusions and Recommendations

Phase I of the ICE program evaluated six innovative lateral-directional control concepts: the all-

moving tip; differential LEF; spoiler-slot-deflector; deployable rudder; and lower surface spoiler.

Three concepts, the AMT, SSD and DLEF, were found to have the greatest potential during ini-

tial evaluations. These controls were evaluated in detail on both a land-based and carrier-based

fighter configuration. The controls were sized to achieve specific high AOA roll capabilities on

the land-based and configuration and Level 1 flying qualities during power approach for the car-

rier-based aircraft.

A summary of the conclusions is provided below:

1. The most effective control effectors of the six studied were the AMT, SSD, and DLEF. The

AMT was the highest payoff control effector from an aircraft-level standpoint. The AMT

alone provided sufficient coordinating yaw control power to replace both the spoiler and

clamshell on both land-based carrier-based configurations.

2. The AMT would result in the greatest aircraft-level cost savings over the baseline vehicles

due to (1) reduced empty weight, (2) increased range or reduced aircraft size for a given

range, and (3) reduced FCS complexity.

3. Due to the RCS integration challenges inherent with the AMT (i.e., gap in the leading edge,

actuator trunion, actuator fairing, etc.) the SSD may be easier to integrate from an RCS per-

spective. RCS integration concerns associated with the SSD include treatment of the front

edge of the deflector and the treatment of structure within the SSD cavity. The SSD may be

more attractive than the AMT if high AOA capabilities are not deemed as critical as low

RCS. Multi-axis thrust vectoring can supplement the SSD for adequate high AOA maneuver

performance.

4. DLEF are only useful in the moderate to high AOA region of the envelope. As a result, they

did not score as well when considering full-envelope employment. The AMT can provide

greater yaw power at high AOA and still provide control throughout the flight envelope, ob-

viating the need for dedicated DLEF. If the configuration already employs an LEF for wing

cambering, differential usage can be integrated to improve high AOA capabilities.
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5. The Innovative Controls studied here are at best suited for application to flyng wing or

tailless delta configurations. Application to other configurations (e.g. conventional, swing

wing, etc.) is possible if accomplished during the earliest design stages to minimize the inte-

gration impacts.

The high AOA roll capabilities (i.e., t90 = 2.0 sec @ 30 deg AOA; t90 = 4.0 sec @ 45 deg AOA;)

were achievable using multi-axis thrust vectoring. None of the configurations could achieve

these roll performance capabilities with aerodynamic control power alone -- although the con-

figurations employing the AMT and/or DLEF (Configurations 101-3 and 101-4) could achieve

significant high AOA roll capabilities without using propulsion control power.

Evaluation of the carrier-based configuration demonstrated that Level 1 roll performance during

power approach demanded the most of the lateral-directional controls. Power settings for thrust

vectoring control during this flight phase were evaluated at off, idle and trim power.

The baseline canard-delta arrangement (defined as 201-series) had sufficient roll power to meet

the specification; however, yaw control power was insufficient to coordinate all of the available

roll power at the approach condition. As a result, the configuration could not achieve Level 1

roll performance at the design bring back weight of 5,000 lbs and zero wind-over-deck. Appli-

cation of trim power thrust vectoring provided sufficient coordinating yaw control to meet the

Level 1 roll requirement (Configuration 201-TV). Configuration 201-3 (AMT, DLEF and SSD)

could achieve Level 1 roll capabilities using only idle power vectoring. Configuration 201-4,

employing only the AMT (i.e., no spoiler), achieved 25 deg of bank in 1 sec @ idle thrust

(equivalent to 30 deg of bank angle change in 1.1 sec -- consistent with MIL-F-8785C) at the de-

sired WOD. In this case, the AMT alone more than made up for the spoiler and clamshell the

baseline, resulting in an overall weight savings.

Integration of the AMT on the land-based configuration (101-4) resulted in an empty weight

savings of 700 lbs over a baseline configuration employing spoilers for roll and yaw control. The

resulting configuration had a 16% increase in the design mission range over the baseline due

primarily to increased wing fuel volume. A 4% degradation in transonic acceleration time was

noted due to the drag impacts of the large AMT actuator fairings.
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The control suite integrated into Configuration 201-4 resulted in the greatest weight savings. for

the carrier-based configuration. The empty weight was reduced by 400 lbs over the baseline con-

figuration. Together with the fuel volume increase due to deletion of the spoiler, the design mis-

sion range was improved over 20%. The large actuator fairings required by the AMT resulted in

a 10% degradation in transonic acceleration performance.

The 101-4 control suite integrated with Target 19 had the best overall RCS performance consid-

ering both deflected (VISAGE analysis) and undeflected (MESSAGE gaps analysis) cases. The

101-1 control suite also performed well with no control deflections, but poorly when the controls

were deflected. Configuration 101-TV performed the best when considering deflected controls

and poorly in the gaps analysis -- primarily due to the LEF. The models did not consider actua-

tion details that may significantly affect the RCS results.

The best overall control effector considering control power (both low and high AOA), potential

weight savings, FCS requirements, RCS, and hydraulic requirements was the all moving wing

tip. The highest ranking control suites were Configurations 101-4 and 201-4 -- employing the

AMT. Configurations 101-1 and 201-1 (no AMT, SSD in place of spoiler) ranked a distant sec-

ond in both configuration series. These configurations were most dependent on thrust vectoring

to achieve acceptable flying qualities -- however, integration of the SSD was deemed easier from

an RCS perspective than integration of the AMT.

Recommendations

1. Conduct rotary balance testing to determine rotational and dynamic effects on the controls.

Evaluate the control power available for departure and spin recovery and the propensity for

departures and spins.

2. Acquire transonic wind tunnel data for both the AMT and SSD to validate the predictions

made during Phase I of the ICE effort.

3. Determine the best SSD orientation and geometry that maximizes lateral-directional control

power with minimal impact on trailing edge control effectiveness.

4. Determine the impact that blockage (e.g., internal structure) within the slot of the SSD has on

control effector performance.
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5. Develop simple aeroelastic models including the AMT and SSD to evaluate high-speed flexi-

bility effects on control power.

6. Evaluate the effects that the AMT actuation system details and structure within the SSD cav-

ity have on RCS performance. Investigate the potential of material treatments to further im-

prove RCS performance of these controls.
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11 APPENDIX A: Aerodynamic Data Sources

A wide range of sources were consulted during execution of the ICE contract. Most of

the aerodynamic data came from tests funded by a multi-year LMTAS IRAD project.

Hinge moment data were extracted from a number of sources, including F- 16, F- 16XL, F-

111 substantiation reports, and NACA research memorandums. Aeroelastic effects came

primarily from F-i 6XL and other F- 16 derivative configurations.

11.1 Wind Tunnel Test Data

The majority of the aerodynamic data used during this contract came from six wind tun-

nel test entries on three different configurations. Table 11-1 summarizes each wind tun-,

nel test.

Table 11-1 Wind Tunnel Test Summary

Facility A/C Configuration No. Model Mach Date
Configurations Range

LMTAS ADF 65 deg Sweep Delta Wing 366 0.1 Jan 1991
LMTAS ADF LMTAS Tailless Fighter 95 0.1 Mar 1991

NASA 8' LMTAS Tailless Fighter 57 0.6 - 1.2 Feb 1992
4' Unitary LMTAS Tailless Fighter 67 1.6 - 2.16 Apr 1992

SARL LMTAS Tailless Fighter 119 0.3 May 1994
LMTAS ADF ICE 201-Series 89 0.1 Jan 1995

A variety of controls were tested on the 101-series configuration during the ADF tests

including elevons, ailerons, pitch flaps, spoilers, clamshells, inboard and outboard LEF,

SSD, AMT, deployable rudders, deployable strake extensions, lower surface flaps, and

leading edge spoilers (Figure 11-1). A number of trailing edge geometries were tested as

well. The ADF tunnel employs small-scale models, and is used for configuration

screening studies. Appendix B discusses data accuracy from this tunnel.
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Figure 11-1 LMTAS Tailless Fighter Model in ADF Wind Tunnel

The transonic, supersonic and low-speed tests were conducted using a 1/18th scale model

of the LMTAS tailless fighter. This model had faired-over inlets and a fuselage/canopy

design representative of those shown in this report (Figure 11-2). A great deal of control

interactions were investigated during the low-speed test at SARL.

The 201 configuration was tested during the course of the ICE contract (see Figure 13-1

in Appendix C). Runs consisted of basic configuration build-ups, longitudinal and lat-

eral-directional characteristics, and determination of control effectiveness for the canard,

trailing edge surfaces, spoiler, AMT, and LEF. A small amount of control interaction

data were collected including spoiler/aileron, canard/spoiler, and AMT/aileron. Sideslip

effects on the canard, LEF and AMT were investigated as well. A summary of these data

is presented in Appendix C.
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Figure 11-2 1/18th Scale Tailless Fighter Model in SARL Wind Tunnel

11.2 Hinge Moment Data

Hinge moment predictions were made using data representative of similar configurations

and/or control surfaces. Hinge moments were non-dimensionalized by dynamic pressure,

control surface area, and control surface chord (normal to the hingeline). Aeroelastic ef-

fects on hinge moments were included where available. Due to configuration depend-

ence, these hinge moment data are approximate at best; past preliminary design studies

utilizing this estimation method have yielded acceptable results when compared with ac-

tual wind tunnel data. These data were used to analyze all of the 101-series configura-

tions. No hinge moment analysis was included for the 201-series aircraft. Any errors re-

sulting from inaccuracies in the data are inherent in all of the configuration analyses. The
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trends, comparisons and conclusions drawn from the analyses are still applicable. Table

11-2 summarizes the data sources for hinge moment information.

Table 11-2 Hinge Moment Data Sources

Control Sur- Mach Range Altitude Ef- Source
face fects?

Elevon Low-Speed to Yes F- 16XL ElevonAl

Supersonic
LEF Low-Speed to Yes F- 16/F- 16XLA' A2

Supersonic
Pitch Flap Low-Speed to Yes F-I16XL ElevonAl

Supersonic
Clamshell Low-Speed to No Potential Flow Theory with F-

Supersonic 111 Spoiler & Speedbrake
TrendsA

3

Spoiler Low-Speed to No NACA RMA4n A5

Supersonic
SSD Low-Speed to No NACA RMA4n A5

Supersonic
AMT Low-Speed to No NACA RMA6

I Supersonic I

11.3 Aeroelastic Effects

Airframe flexibility characteristics are some of the more difficult parameters to define,

even for well defined configurations. Flexibility and hinge moment data are required to

define actuator sizes. For this analysis, an effort was made to approximate the aeroelastic

effects on the 101-series airframe using flexibility data from similar planforms and con-

trol configurations.

Aeroelastic effects (function of Mach and altitude) were applied to the basic longitudinal

data and control surfaces. The data are applied as flex-to-rigid ratios and offsets to the

rigid aerodynamic data. Aeroelastic effects on longitudinal stability are calculated using

CNbasic = CNo + ACNoflex + (CN(O) - CNo) (RCN)

Cmbasic = Cmo + ACmoflex +(Cm(a) - Cmo) (Rcn) - (CN(W) - CNo) (Aacflex) (RCN)
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where Rcx are the flexibility ratios, and the deltas to CNo, Cmo, and aerodynamic center

were developed from a linear, flexible aerodynamic model of an F-16 tailless derivative

configuration.

Table A-3 lists the sources for flexibility data. Unfortunately, only very crude flexibility

estimates were available for the SSD, spoiler, and AMT.

Table 11-3 Aeroelastic Data Sources

Component Source
Longitudinal Stability F- 16 Tailless Derivative Predictions

Lateral-Directional Stability None
Dynamic Derivatives None
Elevon Effectiveness F- 16XL Predictions

Pitch Flap Effectiveness F-16XL Elevon Predictions
Spoiler Effectiveness Reference A7

SSD Effectiveness Reference A7
AMT Effectiveness F-16XL SCAMP AMT Predictions
LEF Effectiveness None

Clamshell Effectiveness None

As seen from the table, some of the aerodynamic data had no aeroelastic effects applied.

Static lateral-directional stability values for this class of aircraft are small. Flexibility ef-

fects are generally attributable to the vertical tail and thus aircraft without a vertical tail

have small flexibility effects on lateral-directional stability. No flexibility effects were

found in current literature for dynamic derivatives. Spoiler and SSD aeroelastic data

came from a plot shown in Reference A7 for an SSD on a supersonic transport con-

figuration with a high-sweep delta wing. It was assumed that flexibility effects would be

similar for both a spoiler and SSD. LEF flexibility primarily effects longitudinal stability.

It was not deemed critical. DLEF were only evaluated at conditions where flexibility ef-

fects are negligible (i.e., low-speed, high AOA). The clamshell controller was only used

on Configuration 101 at low-speeds. Aeroelastic effects were not considered important

for this surface.
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11.4 Dynamic Derivatives

Dynamic derivatives used for the 101-series analysis were computed using the program

DYNAMICA . DYNAMIC allows the user to insert static wind tunnel results to improve

the dynamic derivative predictions. LMTAS Tailless Fighter data were used where ap-

plicable.

The vortex lattice-based routine HASC95 was used to predict the dynamic derivatives for

the ICE 201-series canard delta configurationA9.

11.5 Modifications to the 101-Series Pitching Moment Data

Wind tunnel data for the 1/18th scale tailless fighter model showed a sharp, unstable

pitching moment break at moderate AOA (Figure 11-3). Early testing with a 65 deg delta

wing in the ADF tunnel indicated that pitch stability was sensitive to leading edge radius

and wing-forebody integration (Figure 11-4).

With government concurrence, it was decided to modify the basic pitching moment curve

for the 101-series configuration to keep the ICE results from being driven by the configu-

ration-specific pitch instability. The justification for this modification was based on the

feeling that with additional configuration refinement, the pitch instability problem could

be solved. Since the objectives of the ICE program did not include development of a spe-

cific configuration, the modification was considered acceptable.

ADF data from a test of a 65 deg sweep delta wing were used to modify the SARL data.

The ADF data were referenced to the proper wing area and MAC and adjusted to match

the Cmo obtained from the SARL data (Figure 11-5).
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Figure 11-3 Tailless Fighter Model Exhibited Undesirable Pitch Characteristics
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Figure 11-4 The Pitch Instability was Sensitive to Leading Edge Radius
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0.04 Cm° Off sett to Match SARL Data
••SARL Data

0.02 ADF Data Referenced to Match
SARL MRC of 38% MAC

0

-0.02

E -0.04

-0.06 ADF AVP Data

-0.08

ICE Pitching Moment Curve

-0.12 AOA (deg)

Figure 11-5 ADF Data were used to Adjust the Pitching Moment Curve

The resulting pitch control curves are shown in Figure 11-6. The stable break in the basic

pitching moment curve results in the configuration being pitch trim limited at 50 deg

AOA (cg = 38% MAC) using maximum both aerodynamic and MAX-A/B propulsion

control power.
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Maximum Pitch Capability with Aero + Thrust Vectored Controls at 108 KCAS
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Figure 11-6 The Configuration is Pitch Trim Limited at 50 deg AOA
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12 APPENDIX B: ADF Wind Tunnel Data Evaluation

This appendix contains comparisons of force and moment results from the LMTAS ADF

wind tunnel to results from other wind tunnel facilities. The section also contains repeat-

ability comparisons for the ADF wind tunnel. F-16 wind tunnel test results were used for

the comparisons.

12.1 ADF Repeatability

Repeatability comparisons for the ADF tunnel are provided below.

The first two plots contain longitudinal coefficients. The data from six runs are compared

in the plots. Five of the runs are taken from the ADF 9519 test and one is taken from the

ADF 9524 test. Two of the runs from the ADF 9519 test are high angle-of-attack pitch

sweeps. The model must be rotated 90 degrees in the tunnel in order to reach the higher

AOA's; therefore, the models are oriented differently for the high-AOA pitch sweeps

than for the low-AOA pitch sweeps.

Figure 12-1 contains lift coefficient versus angle-of-attack. For each of the six runs, the

models were configured with a 25 deg LEF deflection, with no other control surfaces de-

flected. Runs made with the model rotated wings vertical tend to give higher CL values at

AOA > 10 deg. The discrepancies are more evident at higher AOA values (250 to 35O).

Note that all results from the ADF tunnel contain no blockage or other corrections.
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Figure 12-1 ADF Repeatability -- Lift Coefficient

There are also discrepancies between the ADF 9519 and ADF 9524 results at AOA > 25

deg. The 9524 CL values are slightly lower than the 9519 values. The 9519 wings hori-

zontal sweeps match well for all three runs.

Figure 12-2 contains pitching moment versus AOA for the same six runs. There are small

discrepancies between the wings horizontal and wings vertical data. Significant discrep-

ancies are apparent between the two wings vertical runs.
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Figure 12-2 ADF Repeatability -- Pitching Moment Data

12.2 Test-to-Test Comparisons

Comparisons of LMTAS ADF wind tunnel results and test results from other wind tunnel

facilities are provided below. These comparisons are provided for longitudinal coeffi-

cients, lateral-directional sideslip derivatives, and control power.

12.2.1 Longitudinal

Variations in lift data are shown in Figure 12-3. Figure 12-4 illustrates pitching moment

variations for the same runs. The plots have results from six different wind tunnel tests at

five facilities. The first run on each plot is from the LMTAS ADF 9519 test (diamonds).

The ADF test used a 1/40 scale F-16 model. The ADF wind tunnel test section is 1/3

scale model of the Microcraft wind tunnel in San Diego, California (formerly the General

Dynamics Low Speed Wind Tunnel - GDLST). Thus a 1/40th scale model in ADF is

equivalent to a 1/13th scale model at GDLST. The second run on each plot is from the
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GDLST 8905 test, which used a 1/9 scale F-16 model. The third run is from the GDLST

8525 test, which used a 1/15 scale F-16 model. The fourth run on each plot is from the

LASC 1251 test. This test used a 1/7 scale F-16 model with minor forebody modifica-

tions. The fifth and sixth runs are included only in the pitching moment comparison plots.

The fifth run is taken from the NASA LaRC 30' X 60' wind tunnel, which used a 15%

scale F-16 model, and the sixth run is from a BAR test in the NASA LaRC vertical spin

tunnel using a 1/9 scale F-16 model.

The results shown in this section were for a 25 deg LEF deflection with no other control

surfaces deflected. All data shown are in the stability axis coordinate system and refer-

enced to 35% MAC.

Figure 12-3 shows that the ADF tunnel yields slightly lower lift coefficients for AOA <

22 deg. The max CL values of the ADF tunnel match well with the GDLST tests. Most

of the difference in the data appears to be due to CLO. Correcting the ADF data to the

GDLST value of CLO would yield ADF CLMAX values greater than the GDLST values.

The pitching moment curves (Figure 12-4) compare well in the low-AOA region (AOA <

30 deg). The LARC data are more nose-up than the other data in this region. The BAR

data are the most nose-down at low AOA. The ADF data are well within the scatter at

low AOA and compares well with the GDLST and LASC results.
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Figure 12-3: Facility to Facility Lift Comparison
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Figure 12-4 Facility to Facility Comparison -- Pitching Moment

There are significant discrepancies in the pitching moment curves at higher AOA's. The

lower Reynolds Number tunnels (BAR, LARC, ADF) consistently show more nose up

pitching moment at higher AOA's than the other three runs. These results are consistent

with F-16 wind tunnel test experience; pitching moment data from low Reynolds number

tunnels tend to correctly match full-scale F-16 flight characteristicsB1. The ADF results

match fairly well with the results from the LaRC 30' X 60' tunnel.

12.2.2 Lateral-Directional

The two plots in this section , Figure 12-5 and Figure 12-6, compare lateral-directional

derivatives. Data are included from four of the six tests used in the previous section.

Neither the BAR runs nor the LaRC 30' X 60' data were used in this evaluation. Static

lateral-directional stability derivatives were calculated by computing the slope of the lin-

ear least squares fit between ±5 deg of sideslip. The results shown in this section are for a

25 deg LEF deflection with no other control surfaces deflected. All data are shown in the
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body axis coordinate system (as opposed to stability axis for the longitudinal data) and

referenced to 35% MAC.
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Figure 12-5 Facility-to-Facility Comparison - Directional Stability
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Figure 12-6 Test-to-Test Comparison - Lateral Stability
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Figure 12-5 contains a comparison of directional stability. All four of the curves show

the directional stability becoming negative between 27 deg AOA and 32 deg AOA. Both

of the GDLST curves go unstable around 28 deg AOA. The ADF gives a more optimistic

result, going unstable around 32 deg AOA. There is also a trend of increasing directional

stability slightly between 20 deg and 25 deg AOA for all of the runs except those from

the ADF. This trend is somewhat apparent in the ADF data between 25 deg and 30 deg

AOA.

Figure 12-6 contains a comparison of the lateral stability derivatives. C1, is less negative

for the ADF tunnel than the other tests up until 25 deg AOA. At this point the ADF C1

values become more negative than the other data.

Figures 12-7 through 12-10 show comparisons of the yawing moment and rolling mo-

ment with sideslip. ADF sideslip cuts compare favorably with data from the other tun-

nels at the four AOA shown. Slight differences in the lateral and directional slopes are

apparent; however, the ADF does a reasonable job predicting the trends with sideslip.

There is substantial scatter in the 30 deg AOA directional data (Figure 12-10). The ADF

data lie within the scatter predicted by the other wind tunnels. F-16 lateral-directional

aerodynamics change rapidly in this AOA region. It is not surprising to observe scatter in

the data from test-to-test.
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12.2.3 Nose-Down Control Power

This section includes results from five of the six tests used in the longitudinal comparison

section. Results are available from five different wind tunnel tests at four different facili-

ties. The first run on the plot is taken from the LMTAS ADF 9519 test.

Figure 12-11 contains the comparison data for maximum nose-down pitch control power.

The results from the comparison match well up to around 30 deg AOA. Above 30 deg

AOA the results from the different facilities begin to diverge. The results from the BAR

test are consistently more nose-up than the results from the other facilities. The ADF re-

sults are consistent with trends from other low-Reynolds number wind tunnels. Nose-

down pitch control power available determined from F- 16 flight test results are more con-

sistent with the low RN wind tunnel results.
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Figure 12-11 Test-to-Test Comparison - Nose-Down Control Power
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12.3 Summary

A summary of comparisons of F-16 force and moment results from the LMTAS ADF

wind tunnel to results from other wind tunnel facilities is provided below.

In test and test-to-test repeatability of the ADF data is adequate. Maximum lift coeffi-

cient values are slightly lower for wings horizontal runs than for wings vertical runs. The

differences may be due to blockage effects. (No corrections were made to the ADF data

prior to this evaluation.)

Lift coefficient data match the data from the other facilities very well.

Pitching moment data from the ADF wind tunnel are consistent with results from other

low RN facilities. The ADF low-AOA results are within the scatter of the results from

the other facilities. At high-AOA, the ADF results are more nose-up than the results from

higher RN facilities. F- 16 flight test experience has shown the aircraft to exhibit more

nose-up pitching moments (and less nose-down control power) than the data obtained

from wind tunnels operating in the RN range of GDLST and LASC. The LaRC 30' x 60'

and BAR pitching moment data are generally more representative of the real aircraft; the

low RN ADF data are consistent with data from these two wind tunnels.

Prediction of directional stability from the ADF tunnel is adequate. For the F-16, the

cross-over point from positive to negative body axis directional stability occurred at a

slightly higher AOA than that predicted by the GDLST and LASC low-speed wind tun-

nels. At low to moderate AOA, directional stability magnitudes were consistent with re-

sults from the other facilities.

Body axis lateral stability was underpredicted at low AOA, and over-predicted at high

AOA. Lateral-directional trends with sideslip are consistent with data from other wind

tunnels.

Overall, the ADF wind tunnel does a credible job of predicting static stability and control

aerodynamic data considering the model scale and detail and the low operating RN. The

facility is suitable for conducting low-cost screening for preliminary design configuration

evaluations.
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13 APPENDIX C: Configuration 201 Aerodynamic Data Analysis

Two wind tunnel test entries of the 201-series configuration were conducted in January

1995 at the LMTAS ADF wind tunnel. This facility is an open circuit tunnel designed for

low-cost screening of configuration concepts. It operates at a Reynolds number of 0.8 x

106 l/ft, and a dynamic pressure of 18 psf. Discussion of data accuracy from this tunnel

is included in Appendix B.

A 1/40th scale model of Configuration 201 was constructed using LMTAS funds in 1994.

The model is modular, and can support three different wing planforms, canards, horizon-

tal, and vertical tails on a common fuselage. The vertical tailless canard variant was

tested during ADF entries 9502 and 9505. Figure 13-1 shows a photograph of the model.

Figure 13-1 Configuration 201-Series 1/40th Scale Wind Tunnel Model
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Data reduction constants are shown in Table 13-1.

Table 13-1 Configuration 201 Data Reduction Constants (Full Scale)

Parameter Value
Reference Area (ft2) 705.6

Span (ft) 42.9
MAC (in) 249.13

FSLEMAC (in) 333.65
MRC (%MAC) 20.0

Waterline MRC (in) 91.0
Model Scale 1/40

Test RN (x 106 lIft) 0.8
Mach Number 0.1

A five-component balance was used to measure normal force, side force, pitch, roll and

yawing moments. Axial force data were not available.

The model's inlets exited the bottom of the model (Figure 13-2). No flow exited the aft

end of the model. Tufts attached to the model indicated flow through the inlets through-

out the range of AOA and sideslip tested. It is unknown whether the airflow exiting the

lower surface of the model had any effect on the force and moment data.

Figure 13-2 The Inlet Flow Exited at the Bottom of the Model
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13.1 Longitudinal Data Analysis

Component build-up runs were conducted to determine the effect of the canard on the

configuration. Two canard sizes at various canard deflections were tested as well. The

small canard had a movable area approximately 9% of the wing reference area. Figure

13-3 shows the effect of the small canard with the LEF set to zero. The canard-off

pitching moment data shows the configuration to be approximately neutrally stable with-

out the canard at the test MRC. Canard-on pitching moments are linear up to approxi-

mately 20 deg AOA depending on the deflection. A 10 deg canard deflection breaks sta-

ble at 18 deg AOA.

Figure 13-4 shows large deflections of the small canard at high AOA. The LEF was set

to 25 deg for these runs. The configuration exhibits a very stable break in the pitching

moment curves at 40 deg AOA.

Large canard control effectiveness is shown in Figure 13-5 with LEF at 25 deg. This ca-

nard had a controllable area approximately 12.7% of the wing reference area. The effect

of canard size at zero deflection on longitudinal characteristics is shown in Figure 13-6.

Table 13-2 lists aerodynamic centers computed by sloping the data over the linear portion

of the normal force curve.

Table 13-2 Effect of Canard on Aerodynamic Center Location

Canard AC Location (% MAC)
Off 21.73

Small 11.38
Large 8.48
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Leading edge flap effects on longitudinal stability are shown in Figure 13-7. The LEF

linearizes the pitching moment curve near 20 deg AOA, and results in reduced normal

force up to 22 deg AOA. Slightly higher normal forces are achievable with the LEF at 25

deg above 22 deg AOA.

Nose-down control power is shown in Figure 13-8. All trailing edge flaps are set to 20

deg TED. The AMT is set to zero. A -60 deg deflection of the large canard resulted in

greater nose-down control power in the 5 to 30 deg AOA region than a -60 deg small ca-

nard deflection. At high AOA (45 deg), the canard off provided slightly more nose-down

control power than the small canard at -60. The large canard at -60 generated less control

power at this condition. A -40 deg deflection of the small canard resulted in no nose-

down pitch control power near 60 deg AOA at the test MRC. Greater nose-down control

capabilities are probably achievable with larger trailing edge flap deflections.

The effect of the AMT on nose-down control power is shown in Figure 13-9. Deflecting

the AMT 20 deg TED provides small additional control power at high AOA. These data

represent canard-off with LEF set at 25 deg. A summary of aft limit data are shown in

Table 13-3. A nose-down control margin of -0.07 rad/sec 2 was added to these data as-

suming a pitch inertia (I,,) of 89,000 slug-ft2.
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Table 13-3 Deep Stall Aft CG Limit Capabilities (LEF = 25 deg; All TEF = 20 deg;

qdot Margin = -0. 07 rad/sec2)

Configuration Aft Limit (%MAC)
Canard Off 22.03

Canard Off & AMT = 20 deg 22.39
Small Canard @ -40 deg 19.50
Small Canard @ -60 deg 21.64
Large Canard @ -60 deg 21.31

The AMT provides an additional 0.36 % MAC aft limit capability at 20 deg deflection.

The large canard aft limit is 0.33% MAC forward of the small canard limit at the same

deflection.

13.2 Comparison of Wind Tunnel Data with HASC Predictions

The vortex lattice routine HASCC1, C2 was used to make predictions of the original 201

configuration. These predictions were used to guide the decision-making process while

setting up the wind tunnel test matrix. Comparisons of HASC results with longitudinal

test data are shown in Figures 13-10 through 13-12.

Figure 13-10 shows that HASC did a reasonable job of predicting normal-force curve

slope and longitudinal stability in the linear AOA range with LEF deflected 25 deg.

HASC underpredicted normal force, and indicated a non-linearity in the pitching moment

curve at 25 deg AOA.

Figure 13-11 shows HASC predictions of canard control effectiveness compared with the

ADF data. In this comparison, the HASC data represent 25 deg LEF deflections, while

the ADF data have the LEF set to zero. Nevertheless, the pitch control effectiveness of

the canard is predicted reasonably well up to 15 deg AOA.
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Figure 13-12 shows HASC vs wind tunnel data at LEF set to zero. The HASC results

were empirically corrected above 17.5 deg AOA to represent a nose-up pitch increment

due to the sharp-edged forebody chine. Comparisons with the wind tunnel data indicate

that such a correction should not have been applied. With the LEF down, no significant

nose-up nonlinearities are apparent due to the forebody chine. Further study would be

required to justify this conclusion.
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13.3 Longitudinal Trim Analysis

Based on conclusions drawn as a result of studying HASC predictions (not shown here),

and Reference C3, for maximum trimmed lift at the approach condition, the canard

should be set at an optimum high lift condition, and the configuration trimmed with

trailing edge flaps (TEF). The canard should be scheduled to unload at higher AOA to

avoid saturating the trailing edge surfaces.

Figure 13-13 shows the effect of canard deflection on the TEF at three different settings.

The LEF was set at 25 deg. (For this figure, TEF deflections represent equal elevon and

pitch flap settings.) Up to 25 deg AOA, canard deflection has no appreciable affect on

normal force. Leading edge up canard deflections result in slight nose-up pitch incre-

ments with the TEF neutral or down at power approach AOA's. TEF up deflections show

relative insensitivity to canard deflections in the 12 deg to 22 deg AOA range. The slight

nose-up increments provided by nose-up canard deflections will require greater TED flap

deflections to trim, resulting in higher trimmed lift coefficients at the approach condition.

As a result, 10 deg nose-up canard was chosen for the take-off and PA setting.

Low-speed canard schedules vs AOA are shown in Figure 13-14 for both the small and

large canards. The canard is scheduled to maintain TEF deflections _<15 deg. This pro-

vides a 15 deg TEF deflection margin for pitch and rolling maneuvers with the canard

fixed. If greater nose-down control power is required, the canard can be further unloaded

(deflected leading edge down).

Figure 13-15 shows lift and moment curves for a scheduled canard, LEF down and sym-

metric ailerons fixed 15 deg TED. Deflecting the ailerons provides a small benefit in

trimmed normal force at approach conditions (Figure 13-16).
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Canard Schedules for Trim
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Effect of Drooped Aileron on Trim
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Figure 13-16 Drooping the Aileron Improves Trimmed Lift Values at PA Conditions

13.4 Lateral-Directional Stability

Lateral-directional stability data were collected by sweeping the sting in pitch at constant

sideslip angles. At the time of the test, mechanical problems prevented the sting from

exceeding 32.5 deg AOA at any yaw angle other than zero. Unless otherwise stated, all

lateral-directional data shown are in body axes.

Canard-off lateral-directional characteristics are shown in Figure 13-17. Some asymme-

try is evident in the data at high AOA. The airframe is slightly unstable in yaw at low

AOA. Lateral-stability is good, representing typical delta wing characteristics with in-

creasing AOA. The canard-off airframe becomes laterally unstable in body axes above

20 deg AOA. Directional stability is degraded above 25 deg AOA.
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Lateral-directional stability derivatives were determined using the secant method between

zero and 10 deg AOA. Derivatives were determined for both positive and negative sides-

lips, and the results averaged. Figure 13-18 shows the effect on lateral-directional stabil-

ity of adding the small canard. Leading edge flaps were set at zero. The canard had a 5

deg dihedral to place the tips above the wing reference plane at zero deflection. As a re-

sult, lateral stability was improved at low to moderate AOA, and the magnitude of in-

stability above 20 deg AOA was reduced. Directional stability was degraded above 20

deg AOA.

Figure 13-19 shows the same two configurations, only with LEF deflected 25 deg normal

to hingeline. Comparing figures 13-18 and 13-19, one can see the significant improve-

ment in stability afforded by simply deflecting the LEF. Lateral stability is improved

dramatically with the cross-over to instability being delayed from 20 deg to 28 deg AOA.

The magnitude of instability is not as severe. Directional instabilities at high AOA are

reduced as well. A similar result was achieved with the canard on and LEF down 25 deg.
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Canard-Off Lateral-Directional Characteristics
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Canard Effect on Loterol-Dlrectional Stabilit,
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Figure 13-18 Effect of Small Canard on Lateral-Directional Stability (LEF= 0 deg)
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Effect of Canard on L-D Stob~lity
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Figure 13-19 Effect of Small Canard on Lateral-Directional Stability (LEF =25 deg)
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Canard deflections affect lateral-directional stability due to the variations in location of

the trailing tip vortices off of the canard with respect to the wing. Changing the canard

incidence changes the location of the trailing vortices with respect to the wing. The ef-

fects of canard deflections on stability can be seen in Figure 13-20. In general, positive

(leading edge up) canard deflections degrade stability, and negative deflections improve

stability. For AOA > 25 deg, negative deflections increase the magnitude of lateral insta-

bility. Fortunately, canard deflection effects on lateral-directional stability are synergistic

with the canard positions required for pitch trim.

Figure 13-21 shows the effect of large canard deflections on stability in conjunction with

a 25 deg LEF deflection. Characteristics are similar to those shown Figure 13-20; al-

though, the LEF provides favorable influence on the derivatives at high AOA. Finally,

Figure 13-22 shows lateral-directional characteristics with the LEF down 25 deg, and the

canard operating on the schedules shown in Figure 13-14. There is essentially no differ-

ence in lateral-directional stability due to canard size with the canards on their appropriate

schedules for pitch trim.
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Effect of Small Canard Deflections on L-D Stability
Body Axes; ADF 9502; LEF 0; -10 < Beta < 10
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Figure 13.20 Effect of Canard Deflection of LateraDeconal Stability (LEF=O)
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Effect of La•rce Canard on L-D StobIfty
Body Axes; ADF 95702;LEF 25; -10 < Beto < 10
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Figure 13-21 Effect of Large Canard Deflections on Lateral-Directional Stability

(LEF = 25)
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Scheduled Canard Loterol-Directi nal StabHll t
Body Axes; ADF 2502; LEF = 25; -T0 < Beta <
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Figure 13-22 Lateral-Directional Stability (Canard/LEF = Scheduled/25 deg)
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13.5 Control Effectiveness

Control effectiveness plots were derived by interpolating the raw data to even AOA, and

subtracting off the appropriate baseline runs. All data are in body axes referenced to 20%

MAC.

13.5.1 Pitch Flaps

Figure 13-23 shows control increments due to symmetric deflection of the inboard trail-

ing edge flap (pitch flaps). This surface provides good pitch control effectiveness

throughout the AOA range, a trait typical of pitch flaps.

13.5.2 Elevons

Elevon (middle trailing edge flap) control effectiveness is shown in Figure 13-24. Data

from left-side deflections are shown. Nose-down pitch effvctiveness is lost above 45 deg

AOA. A corresponding loss in roll control power can also be observed.

The effect of a 10 deg canard deflection on elevon control power is shown in Figure 13-

25. Positive canard deflections generally decreased pitch effectiveness, and slightly in-

creased roll effectiveness.

13.5.3 Ailerons

Aileron control effectiveness is shown in Figure 13-26. As with the elevon, nose-down

pitch effectiveness is degraded above 45 deg AOA. Significant body axis adverse yaw is

created by TED aileron deflections.

The effect of spoiler deflections on aileron effectiveness are shown in Figure 13-27. Not

surprisingly, maximum spoiler deflections adversely impact aileron control power -- es-

pecially TED aileron deflections.

Two canard deflections were tested with the ailerons deflected. A 10 deg canard deflec-

tion had a small impact on aileron control effectiveness, with most of the effect in the

pitch axis (Figure 13-28).
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INBOARD SYMMETRIC TEF INCREMENTS
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LEFT FLEVON INCREMENTS
Body Axis; M=0-1; ADF Data; LEE 25
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LEFT ELEVON INCREMENTS
Body Axis; M=0.1; ADF Dato; LEE 25
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Effect of Canard Deflection on Elevon Control Power
Elevon = 20; LEF = 25; Body Axes; ADF 9502
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Figure 13-25 Effect of a 10 deg Canard Deflection of Elevon Control Effectiveness
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LEFT AILERON INCREMENTS
Body Axis; M=0.1; ADE Data; LEE 25
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LEFT AILERON INCREMENTS
Body Axis; M=0-1; ADF Data; LEF= 25
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Effect of Spoiler Deflection on Aileron Control Power
LEF = 25; Body Axes; AOF 9502
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Figure 13-27 Effect of Spoiler on Aileron Control Power
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Effect of Canard Deflection on Aileron Control Power
A;leron 20; LEF = 25; Body Axes; ADF 9502
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Figure 13-28 Effect of Canard Deflection on Aileron Control Power
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AMT interaction with the adjacent aileron is shown in Figure 13-29. TEU AMT deflec-

tions had little impact on aileron effectiveness. TED tip deflections degraded aileron

pitch effectiveness. TEU aileron roll power was degraded by a TED AMT deflection at

nearly all AOA.
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Effect of AMT Deflection on Aileron Control Power
LEF = 25; Body Axes; ADF 9502
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Figure 13-29 AMT Interaction with Aileron Effectiveness
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13.5.4 All-Moving Tips

All moving tip control effectiveness data are shown in Figure 13-30. A complete analysis

of this and other AMT control data are presented in the main body of this report.

13.5.5 Spoilers

Spoiler control effectiveness data are shown for various canard positions in Figure 13-31.

Canard deflections have a small influence on spoiler effectiveness, with negative deflec-

tions generally having a favorable interaction in roll at moderate AOA.

Effect of spoiler hingeline sweep is shown in Figure 13-32. Forward swept hingelines

provide good high AOA roll control at the expense of poor yaw characteristics. The aft-

swept hingeline resulted in good high AOA yaw characteristics with reduced roll control

power.

Additionally, the aft-swept spoiler resulted in nose-down pitch at moderate AOA -- a fa-

vorable characteristic.

Figure 13-33 shows the effect on spoiler control power due to the addition of the small

canard. Small degradations in roll and yaw power were apparent. Pitch due to spoiler

deflection was more nose-up with the canard off.
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LEFT ALL MOVING TIP INCREMENTS
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LEFT ALL MOVING TIP INCREMENTS
Body Axis; M=0.1; ADF Data; LEF 25
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LEFT SPOILER INCREMENTS
Body Axis; M=0.1; ADF Data; LEF 25
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LEFT SPOILER INCREMENTS
Body Axis; M=0.1; ADF Data; LEF 25
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Effect of Spoiler Hingeline Sweep
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Figure 13-32 Effect of Spoiler Hingeline Sweep on Control Power
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Effect of Canard on Spoiler Control Power
Spo ler = 60; LEF = 25; Body Axes; ADF 9502
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Figure 13-33 Effect of the Small Canard on Spoiler Control Power
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14 Appendix D: RCS Data

RCS polar plots are provided for each case analyzed during the ICE study. Data are pro-

vided for each configuration at 5.4 GHz, 9.7 GHz, and 16 GHz at -10 deg, 0 deg and 10

deg elevation angles. Both gaps analysis (MESSAGE) and deflected surface analysis

(VISAGE) results are shown. Beneath each plot, the frontal, beam and aft sector and

PCUM50 averages are tabulated.

Sector average plots for the beam and aft sector are included at the end of this section.

The frontal sector average data are shown in the main body of this report (see Section 7).
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Gap Data
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-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.3 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -14.0

-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -21.8 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -13.8
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-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.8 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -18.8

-1200 to -180° PCUM50 (dBsm): -21.0 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -19.0

Figure 14-1: RCS Gap Data; 5.4 GHz; 0 deg Elevation
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Gap Data
9.7 GHz - 00 Elevation o V/V Pol
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-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -12.6 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -8.0
-60! to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -14.4 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -8.7
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -15.6 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -14.6
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -17.2 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -15.9

Figure 14-2: RCS Gap Data; 9.7 GHz; 0 deg Elevation
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Gap Data

16.0 GHz * 00 Elevation • V/V Pol
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00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.4 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.4
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -12.4 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -6.0
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -13.1 -600 to -120ý PCUM50 (dBsm): -6.5
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -13.1 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -12.1
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -14.6 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -13.7
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-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -12.6 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -6.7
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -12.3 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -8.1
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -13.4 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -12.7
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -15.1 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -15.3

Figure 14-3: RCS Gap Data; 16 GHz; 0 deg Elevation
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Gap Data
•5.4 GHz * 100 Elevation , VN Pol
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00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -22.8 0° to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -22.0

00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -23.1 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -21.5
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -20.1 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -16.5
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.5 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -16.8
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -22.2 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -22.2
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.9 -120' to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.6
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-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -20.8 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -15.3
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.5 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -13.8
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -25.5 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -22.4
-1200 to -180' PCUM50 (dBsm): -27.5 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -24.4

Figure 14-4: RCS Gap Data; 5.4 GHz; 10 deg Elevation
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Gap Data
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RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.5 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -17.3
00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -21.7 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -18.3
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -15.3 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -10.3
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -19.2 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -10.6
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -20.7 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -17.2
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -20.9 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -18.7

Figure 14-5: RCS Gap Data; 9.7 GHz; 10 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Gap Data
•16.0 GHz • 100 Elevation * VN Poi

101-1 101-3
-900 -90°

_1200 -600 -1200 -60

-150°0 -300 -1500 -300

-1800 -1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -16.8 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -14.6
00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -18.4 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -15.1
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -15.4 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -9.3
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -16.9 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -9.1
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -16.3 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -16.2
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -17.4 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -19.1

101-4 101tv
-900 .900

-1200 -600 -1200 -600

-1500 -300 -1500 • -300

-180° -1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.7 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -15.1

0' to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -20.4 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -15.4
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -15.7 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -8.7
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -17.3 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -10.1
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -20.1 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -16.5
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.4 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -18.7

Figure 14-6: RCS Gap Data; 16 GHz; 10 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Gap Data
•5.4 GHz * -10° Elevation * V/V Pol

101-1 101-3
-900 .900

-1500 300 -150 -300

-1800 - -180O
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -26.7 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -22.2
00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -27.1 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -23.2
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -22.6 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -15.3
-60' to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -24.3 -600 to -120' PCUM50 (dBsm): -15.8

-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -24.6 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -21.6
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.3 -1200 to -180° PCUM50 (dBsm): -23.4

101-4 101tv
-900 -900

-150 -300 -1500, -30

-1800 -180°--
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -26.2 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -24.1
00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.9 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -24.3

-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -20.6 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -15.4
-600 to -120° PCUM50 (dBsm): -21.5 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -15.7
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -24.3 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -24.0
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -25.7 -120' to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -25.7

Figure 14-7: RCS Gap Data; 5.4 GHz; -10 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Gap Data
-9.7 GHz •-10' Elevation * VN Pol

101-1 101-3
-900 -900"-1200 -600 -120° -600

-150,0°/ -00 -150 -00

-1800 -1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -21.5 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -16.2
00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.0 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -16.9
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -18.0 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -10.7
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -20.0 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -11.5
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -20,0 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -16.4
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -20.5 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -19.0

101-4 101tv
-900 .900

150 -30 -1500

-1800 9 -180°
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -21.1 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -18.7

00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.0 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -19.1

-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -15.3 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -11.8
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -16.9 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -13.4
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.9 -1200 to -180° Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.8
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -20.5 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -21.1

Figure 14-8: RCS Gap Data; 9.7 GHz; -10 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Gap Data

-16.0 GHz * -100 Elevation * VN Pal

101 -1 101-3
-900  -900

-1800 -1800
10 -20 -50''-'80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.7 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -16.4

00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -21.3 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -17.1

-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -17.0 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -8.6
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -18.9 -600 to -120c PCUM50 (dBsm): -10.2
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.6 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -17.8
-1200 to -180' PCUM50 (dBsm): -20.8 -1200 to -180' PCUM50 (dBsm): -18.3

101-4 101 tv
-900 -900

-1800 -1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.7 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -17.9

00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -21.1 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -19.3

-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -14.5 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -10.3
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -16.8 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -12.0
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.4 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.3
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -20.7 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -21.0

Figure 14-9: RCS Gap Data; 16 GHz; -10 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Deflected Effectors Data (Physical Optics)
- 5.4 GHz • 0' Elevation

101-1 101-3
.900 -900

-1200 -600 -1200 .600

-1500 -300 -1500' .300l

-1800° -1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -38.1 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -39.1
00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -37.5 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -39.2

-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -24.0 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -24.4
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.7 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.7
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -34.6 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -34.8
-1200 to -180' PCUM50 (dBsm): -34.6 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -35.3

101-4 101tv
.900 -900

-1200 -600 -1200 ,--r -600

-1800 -1800O
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -40.1 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -40.9
00 to -60* PCUM50 (dBsm): -39.1 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -39.7

-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -24.9 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -25.5
-600 to -120° PCUM50 (dBsm): -27.2 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -27.7
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -37.0 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -36.6
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -36.6 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -36.3

Figure 14-10: RCS Physical Optics Data; 5.4 GHz; 0 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Deflected Effectors Data (Physical Optics)
- 9.7 GHz * 00 Elevation

101-1 101-3

-900 .900
-1200 -600 -1200 -600

-1800 I -1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -38.6 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -39.4
00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -38.8 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -38.4

-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -25.4 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -25.3
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -27.3 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.3
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -34.6 -120" to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -33.1
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -34.8 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -32.9

101-4 101tv
-900 .900

-1200 -600 -1200 -60'

-1800 . -1800

10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -41.1 0O to -60' Sector Avg. (dBsm): -40.8

00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -41.4 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -40.3
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -26.4 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -28.6
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -28.1 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -31.0
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -35.5 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -35.0
-1201 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -35.5 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -34.6

Figure 14-11: RCS Physical Optics Data; 9.7 GHz; 0 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Deflected Effectors Data (Physical Optics)
,16.0 GHz - 00 Elevation

101-1 101-3
-9 ° -900

-1200 -600 -1200 -600

-1800 -1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)
00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -38.5 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -39.1
0Q to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -37.5 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -38.5
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -26.2 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -25.5
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -27.9 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -27.3
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -33.7 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -32.7
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -33.7 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -33.7

101-4 101tv
-• ] o-9 0 0

-1800 -1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -41.8 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -43.9

00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -41.8 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -42.5
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -25.5 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -27.4
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.2 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -29.5
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -35.3 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -35.2
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm):-34.9 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -35.2

Figure 14-12: RCS Physical Optics Data; 16 GHz; 0 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Deflected Effectors Data (Physical Optics)

-5.4 GHz • 100 Elevation

101-1 101-3
-900 -900

-1500 -300 -150 300

-180° % -.1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -31.6 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -33.8

00 to -60° PCUM50 (dBsm): -30.4 0° to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -32.0
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -23.5 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -23.7
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.0 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -25.4
-1200 to -180° Sector Avg. (dBsm): -27.0 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -26.6
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.7 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.8

101-4 101tv
-900 .90o

"-1200 "600 "1200 -600

-1500 -300 -1500 -300

-180 -1800

10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -37.7 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -38.0

00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -37.8 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -37.8
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -24.2 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -23.3
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -25.8 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -24.2
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -29.9 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -28.3
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -29.4 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -28.1

Figure 14-13: RCS Physical Optics Data; 5.4 GHz; 10 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Deflected Effectors Data (Physical Optics)
•9.7 GHz * 100 Elevation

101-1 101-3
.900 .900

-1200 -60° -1200 -600

-1500• -30° -1500• -300

-1800 1 .. 1 18004
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -31.4 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -38.4

00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -30.8 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -38.2

-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -23.9 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -22.8
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -25.4 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -24.7
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -30.0 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -29.0
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -29.7 -1200 to -180° PCUM50 (dBsm): -27.9

101-4 101tv
-900 .900-1200 "600- -1200 • -6003

-1500 30 -1500 30

-1800° -1800

10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -37.4 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -37.7
00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -36.9 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -37.4

-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -22.6 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -24.5
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -24.9 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.3
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -32.0 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -31.6
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -32.0 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -32.2

Figure 14-14: RCS Physical Optics Data; 9.7 GHz; 10 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Deflected Effectors Data (Physical Optics)
- 16.0 GHz - 10' Elevation

101-1 101-3
_900 -900

-18 ° 18 ° . .. .. ........ ".."........ ..

-1800 &.1800

10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -31.7 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -38.8

00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -31.5 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -38.3
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -23.3 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -22.1

-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -25.3 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.8

-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -29.6 -1200 to -180° Sector Avg. (dBsm): -29.1

-1200 to -180' PCUM50 (dBsm): -29.5 -1200 to -180' PCUM50 (dBsm): -28.1

101-4 101tv
.900 -900

-1200 -600 -1200 -600

-1500 • -30 -1500• -300

-1800 -1800

10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -38.4 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -38.1

0' to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -37.6 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -37.3
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -22.2 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -24.6

-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.7 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.3

-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -31.4 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -32.2

-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -31.1 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -31.7

Figure 14-15: RCS Physical Optics Data; 16 GHz; 10 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Deflected Effectors Data (Physical Optics)

•5.4 GHz * -10° Elevation

101-1 101-3

-900 -900

- 1200 "300 -150 0 -300

,00o -3 0 -3

-1800 -1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -27.5 0Q to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -36.0
00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.0 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -35.1
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -16.6 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -20.2
-60° to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -20.0 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.7
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -29.2 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -27.2
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm):-28.9 -120' to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.6

101-4 101tv
.900 -900

"-1200 -600 -1200 -600

S-1500 -300 -1500 -300

-1800 -1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -38.1 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -40.4
00 to -60° PCUM50 (dBsm): -37.3 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -39.9

-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -23.4 -600 to -120' Sector Avg. (dBsm): -25.2
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -25.5 -600 to -120' PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.9
-120" to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -30.2 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -28.6

-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -30.1 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -29.1

Figure 14-16: RCS Physical Optics Data; 5.4 GHz; -10 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Deflected Effectors Data (Physical Optics)

=9.7 GHz * -100 Elevation

101-1 101-3
-900 _900"-1200 -600 -1200 -600

-1500/ -30 -1500 -30'

-1 8 0 0 -1 8 0 0
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -27.1 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -35.2
00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.5 00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -34.9
-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.7 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -20.0
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.8 -600 to -1230 PCUM50 (dBsm): -21.9
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -30.3 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -30.6
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -29.9 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -30.7

101-4 101tv
.900 -900

-1200 .600 .1200 .600

-1500 -300 -1500 -30

-1800 -1800
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -36.1 00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -40.2
00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -36.5 00 to -60° PCUM50 (dBsm): -40.5

-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -23.2 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -25.1
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -24.4 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -26.5

-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -32.9 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -33.7

-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -33.2 -1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -33.1

Figure 14-17: RCS Physical Optics Data; 9.7 GHz; -10 deg Elevation
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FZM-8394

Deflected Effectors Data (Physical Optics)
•16.0 GHz * -10° Elevation

101-1 101-3
.900 -900

-1200 -600 -1200 -600

-150°0• -300 -150°0 -300

-1800 -180° 4&1
10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10 10 -20 -50 -80 -50 -20 10

RCS (dBsm) RCS (dBsm)

00 to -600 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -29.4 00 to -60° Sector Avg. (dBsm): -33.7

00 to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -28.2 0O to -600 PCUM50 (dBsm): -33.2

-600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -21.1 -600 to -1200 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -19.9
-600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -22.3 -600 to -1200 PCUM50 (dBsm): -21.2
-1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -30.5 -1200 to -1800 Sector Avg. (dBsm): -30.1
-1200 to -1800 PCUM50 (dBsm): -30.0 -1200 to -180' PCUM50 (dBsm): -29.1

101-4 101tv
-900 -90 0

"-1200 -600 -1200 -600

-1500• -300 -1500 -300
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Figure 14-18: RCS Physical Optics Data; 16 GHz; -10 deg Elevation
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Figure 14-19: Beam Sector Averages; 5.4 GHz; Gap Effects
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Figure 14-20: Beam Sector Averages; 9.7 GHz; Gap Effects
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Figure 14-21: Beam Sector Averages; 16 GHz; Gap Effects
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Figure 14-22: Aft Sector Averages; 5.4 CHz; Gap Effects
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Figure 14-23: Aft Sector Averages; 9. 7 GHz; Gap Effects
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Figure 14-24: Aft Sector Averages; 16 GHz; Gap Effects
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Figure 14-25: Beam Sector Averages; 5.4 GHz; Deflccted Controls Effects
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Figure 14-26: Beam Sector Averages; 9.7 GHz; Deflected Controls Effects
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Figure 14-27: Beam Sector Averages; 16 GHz; Deflected Controls Effects
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Figure 14-28: Aft Sector Averages; 5.4 GHz; Deflected Controls Effects
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Figure 14-29: Aft Sector Averages; 9.7 GHz; Deflected Controls Effects
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Figure 14-30: Aft Sector Averages; 16 GHz; Deflected Controls Effects
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